
RiassuntoSupermassive Blak Holes:a spetrosopi and photometri studyon the onnetion with their host galaxiesI Buhi Neri Supermassii:uno studio fotometrio e spettrosopiosulla onnessione on le galassie ospitiStudente di Dottorato: Elena TundoUno dei più promettenti temi nell'astronomia extragalattia per i prossimideenni sarà l'evoluzione delle galassie. E' divenuto sempre più hiaro ome leloro proprietà e la loro evoluzione siano intimamente ollegate alla resita deibuhi neri supermassii (SMBH) nei loro nulei. Per apire la formazione dellegalassie, e la loro suessiva evoluzione, bisognerà hiarire la onnessione tra iSMBH e le loro galassie ospiti.I SMBH sono presenti in quasi tutti i nulei delle galassie; la loro formazione,il loro aresimento, e il loro impatto sulla materia irostante rappresentanoaluni dei problemi anora irrisolti nella storia della formazione delle struttureosmihe.Per apire l'evoluzione delle galassie, è neessario studiare questo soggettoda più punti di vista.Abbiamo bisogno sia di strumenti he permettano di traiare il omporta-mento dei SMBH e delle loro galassie ospiti anhe ad alto redshift o in galassieattive, sia di omprendere ome agisa il osiddetto AGN �feedbak� all'internodelle singole galassie.Nella prima parte di questo lavoro il nostro obiettivo è determinare un tra-iante per la dispersione di veloità stellare σ∗, allo sopo di o�rire uno stru-mento nello studio della relazione tra la massa dei SMBH M• e σ∗ anhe ingalassie attive o ad alto redshift, dove σ∗ non può essere misurata direttamente.Proponiamo uno studio estensivo della inematia del gas desritta dalle trerighe d'emissione di [OIII℄, [NII℄ e Hα utilizzando l'arhivio della Sloan DigitalSky Survey (SDSS), in modo da stabilire quale sia il miglior traiante per σ∗ ein modo da apire ome l'AGN in�uenzi la inematia del gas. Sono stati pre-si in onsiderazione tre sottoampioni di galassie, rispettivamente AGN, StarForming (SF) e Transition (TR).Abbiamo e�ettuato una nuova analisi degli spettri SDSS; poihè gli assor-bimenti stellari possono in�uenzare o addirittura sopra�are le emissioni del gasionizzato, è stato neessario sottrarre il ontinuo stellare.Una attenzione partiolare è stata dediata a stabilire la qualità dei program-mi usati nel �t, e all'analisi statistia dell'idoneità delle tre righe d'emissioneprese in onsiderazione ome possibili traianti della dispersione di veloitàstellare. i



Figura 1: Figura in alto a sinistra: σ∗ verso σ[OIII]. I diamanti rossi rappresen-tano gli AGN, i triangoli blu le galassie SF e gli asterishi verdi le galassie TR(vedi legenda). Le linee ontinue rappresentano i �t della relazione σ∗ − σ[OIII],rossa per gli AGN, blu per le SF e verde per le TR. La linea tratteggiata rappre-senta una relazione unitaria. Figura in alto a destra: M• ontro σ[OIII] usandoi ampioni di Bei�ori et al. (2009) �triangoli blu� e di Greene & Ho (2006) �asterishi verdi. La linea ontinua rappresenta la relazione trovata in Tremaineet al. (2002). Figura in mezzo a sinistra e �gura in mezzo a destra: ome sopra,usando le misure di [NII℄. Figura in basso a sinistra e �gura in basso a destra:ome sopra, usando le misure di Hα.
ii



I risultati prinipali di questa prima parte possono essere riassunti nei seguen-ti punti:
• Abbiamo dimostrato he la σ della riga d'emissione dell'[OIII℄, σ[OIII],orrela on σ∗; tuttavia la orrelazione è debole, on un oe�iente diorrelazione di Pearson he varia tra 0.42 a 0.55 nei tre sottoampioni digalassie AGN, SF e TR. La pendenza della relazione è statistiamente piùbassa dell'unità, e nel ampione degli AGN si registra la pendenza piùbassa.
• Le relazioni σ∗ − σ[NII] e σ∗ − σHα sono piu' strette della σ∗ − σ[OIII], eil oe�iente di orrelazione di Pearson diventa di 0.60 e 0.62, rispettiva-mente per [NII℄ e Hα, nel ampione delle galassie AGN. Tutti i risultatidelle nostre misure di satter intrinseo e di orrelazione mostrano he lerighe d'emissione di [NII℄ and Hα sono meglio orrelate alla dispersione diveloità stellare rispetto all'[OIII℄.
• In tutti i asi troviamo una pendenza b <1, anhe se le righe d'emissione di[NII℄ and Hα mostrano pendenze generalmente maggiori di quelle trovateon la relazione σ∗ − σ[OIII] (si veda la Figura 1, pannelli di sinistra).
• Le pendenze e i oe�ienti di orrelazione sono simili usando qualunquedelle tre righe di emissione nel sottoampione delle galassie SF; osserviamoinvee he la pendenza nel ampione degli AGN risulta piu' bassa nellarelazione σ∗ − σ[OIII] rispetto a quella trovata nei ampioni SF e TR, on

bAGN < bTR < bSF . Nella relazione σ∗−σ[NII] vediamo he le pendenze neiampioni AGN, TR e SF onordano entro le inertezze di misura, mentreper la relazione σ∗−σHα otteniamo he bSF ≃ bTR, on bAGN < bSF , bTR.
• Abbiamo determinato le equazioni per le relazioni σgas/σ∗ per ognunadelle tre righe d'emissione, nei tre sottoampioni, usando diversi metodidi regressione.Questi risultati indiano he nelle galassie StarForming o Transition il gasionizzato è meno perturbato dagli e�etti non gravitazionali del meanismoentrale degli AGN, on la onseguenza he σgas è subviriale osì ome osservatonelle galassie quiesenti.La ragione per ui la pendenza della relazione σ∗−σ[OIII] risulta minore dellapendenza delle relazioni σ∗ − σ[NII] e σ∗ − σHα risiederebbe osì nel fatto hel'[OIII℄ è on�nato nelle NLR, ed è di onseguenza più soggetto alle aelerazioninon gravitazionali; σ[OIII] risulta più allargata rispetto a σ[NII] e σHα, e neigra�i σ∗−σgas la sua posizione �migra� verso valori più alti in σgas, abbassandodi onseguenza la pendenza.Un test onlusivo del fatto he [NII℄ è un traiante migliore per la disper-sione di veloità stellare è rappresentato dal fatto he in un gra�o di M• ontro

σgas (si veda la Figura 1, pannelli di destra) la relazione M• − σ[NII] presentalo satter minore.Nella seonda parte di questo lavoro di tesi l'attenzione è dediata agli e�ettidell' AGN feedbak sulle galassie entrali di luster. Cira un terzo dei lusterpresenta una aduta della temperatura entrale del gas, e un tempo di ra�red-damento inferiore all'età del luster stesso; in tali luster si dovrebbe instaurareiii



un massiio �usso di gas in fase di ra�reddamento. Tuttavia questo non è osser-vato, e si rihiede quindi un qualhe meanismo per restituire al gas l'energiapersa, irradiata prevalentemente sotto forma di raggi X.L'AGN feedbak è invoato per risolvere questo problema, detto del �ooling�ow�; tuttavia, mentre i modelli teorii he prevedono l'AGN feedbak pro-duono galassie ellittihe ompletamente rosse, prive di popolazione stellaregiovane, reenti osservazioni mostrano he le galassie al entro dei �Cool CoreCluster� (CCC) presentano una erta formazione stellare.Lo sopo di questa seonda parte della tesi è di stabilire se i CCC e i �NonCool Core Clusters� (NCCC) sono aratterizzati da un diverso tasso di for-mazione stellare, e se questa di�erenza possa essere quanti�ata utilizzando iolori in banda ottia, NIR e UV.Il lavoro svolto è partito dall' �extended Highest X-ray Flux Galaxy Clus-ter Sample� (HIFLUGCS), un ampione di luster sia CCC he NCCC; questoampione iniziale è stato inroiato on gli arhivi SDSS, 2MASS e GALEX.E' stato neessario proedere a una attenta rianalisi fotometria delle immag-ini Sloan, poihé i dati SDSS per galassie viine e brillanti sono a�etti dauna sottrazione del ielo erronea, e poihé diverse galassie sono parzialmentesovrapposte e neessitano quindi di una aaurata analisi spei�a.I risultati prinipali di questa seonda parte possono essere riassunti neiseguenti punti:
• Abbiamo riavato la relazione olore-magnitudine per tutti i punti del nos-tro ampione al �ne di derivare la pendenza b per iasuno dei olori usati.Il punto zero per le galassie di CCC e NCCC è stato alolato separata-mente ome zp = 〈olor〉 − 〈mag〉 ∗ b. L'ipotesi di base è he le galassie inCCC e NCCC ondividano la stessa relazione olore-magnitudine, e hedi�erisano solo per il punto zero, ovvero per il olore medio.
• Osserviamo he le di�erenze di olore medio trovate sono sistematiamentepositive, osa questa he suggerise una di�erenza �sia tra galassie diCCC e NCCC, essendo le galassie di CCC leggermente più blu (si veda laFigura 2).
• In un modello detto di �pure ooling �ow� si dovrebbe osservare una or-relazione tra i tassi di massa di gas he si deposita al entro del luster pervia della perdita di energia per ra�reddamento (riavate dalle osservazioniX) e i olori delle galassie, dal momento he la formazione stellare dovutaal gas he si ondensa risulterebbe in olori più blu in galassie on �ussidi gas più intensi. Nel nostro lavoro, non osserviamo aluna orrelazionedi questo tipo.
• Le di�erenze di olore medio trovate in questo lavoro sono ompatibilion l'idea he le galassie entrali in CCC abbiano avuto della formazionestellare reente o attualmente in orso. Tuttavia, dai nostri risultati, unmodello di �pure ooling �ow� è esluso.I nostri aloli preliminari sul tasso di formazione stellare medio nelle galassiedi CCC, partendo da un olore Mg −Mr ipotetio, indiano valori non superiorialle 2-5 M⊙/yr. iv



Figura 2: Figura in alto a sinistra: Diagramma olore magnitudine Mg − Mrverso Mr. Le galassie in CCC sono rappresentate dagli asterishi blu, mentrele galassie in NCCC sono rappresentate dai diamanti rossi. Le linee ontinuerappresentano la relazione olore-magnitudine, rispettivamente, per le galassiedi CCC (blu) e di NCCC (rosso). Lo stesso odie di olore è usato in tutti ipannelli. Figura in alto a destra: Mu−Mr versus Mr. Figura in mezzo a sinistra:
Mr −MK verso MK . Figura in mezzo a destra: MNUV −MK verso MK . Figurain basso: MNUV − Mr verso Mr.
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AbstratSupermassive Blak Holes:a spetrosopi and photometri studyon the onnetion with their host galaxiesPh.D. Student: Elena TundoOne of the main themes in extragalati astronomy for the next deade willbe the evolution of galaxies over osmi time. It has, however, beome lear thatthe properties and the evolution of galaxies are intimately linked to the growthof their Supermassive Blak Holes (SMBH). Understanding the formation ofgalaxies, and their subsequent evolution, will therefore be inomplete withoutleari�ng the onnetion between the SMBHs and their host galaxies.The formation, assembly history, and environmental impat of the SMBHsthat are ubiquitous in the nulei of luminous galaxy remain today some of themain unsolved problems in osmi struture formation studies.To understand galaxy evolution we need to study this subjet from a di�erentpoint of view.We need tools that an help us to trae the behavior of SMBHs and theirhost galaxies at high redshift and in ative galaxies, and we need to understandhow AGN feedbak ats.In the �rst part of this thesis work we seek to �nd a traer for the stellarveloity dispersion σ∗ in order to give a tool in the study of the M•−σ∗ relationeven in ative or high redshift galaxies, were σ∗ annot be measured diretly.We perform an extensive study on the kinematis of the gas as desribed by thethree gas emission lines [OIII℄, [NII℄ and Hα using the SDSS database, in orderto �nd the best traer for σ∗ and to get some lues onerning the e�et of AGNon the gas kinemati. We will study three subsamples of AGN, Star Forming(SF) and Transition (TR) galaxies.A new analysis of the SDSS spetra was required due to the need of a ro-bust stellar ontinuum subtration, in order to take into aount the stellarabsorption features on the gas emission lines.A partiular attention has been devoted in establishing the quality of the line�tting program, and the statistial analysis of the suitability of the gas emissionlines was rigorous.The main results of this �rst part an be summarized as follows:
• We show that [OIII℄ line do have a orrelation with σ∗; this orrelation ispoor, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient ranging from 0.42 to 0.55 inthe di�erent subsamples. The slope of the relation is statistially less thanunity, and the AGN sample shows the lowest value.
• Hα and [NII℄ show a tighter relation, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ientof 0.60 and 0.62, respetively, in the AGN subsample. All results from ourmeasures of the intrinsi satter and of the orrelation oe�ient showthat [NII℄ and Hα lines are more tightly tied to σ∗ than [OIII℄.i



Figure 1: Upper Left Panel: σ∗ versus σ[OIII]. Di�erent symbols refer to di�erentlass of objets. As in the legend, red diamonds are AGN, blue triangles areSF and green asteriss are TR. The solid lines represent the best �t of the
σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation, red for AGN, blue for SF and green for TR. The blakdashed line represent an unitary relation, shown for omparison. Upper RightPanel: M• plotted versus σ[OIII] for the samples of Bei�ori et al. (2009) �bluetriangles� and of Greene & Ho (2006) �green asterisks. The blak line representthe M•−σ∗ relation from Tremaine et al. (2002).Middle Left and Right panels:As in the upper left and upper right panels, using [NII℄ data. Bottom Left andRight Panels: As in the upper left and upper right panels, using Hα data.
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• In any ase the slope of the relation between the gas and the stars is lowerthan unity, even if Hα and [NII℄ lines show slopes that are usually steeperthan the slope of the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation (see Figure 1, left panels).
• The slope, satter, orrelation oe�ient are similar using the three emis-sion lines in the SF sample, while they di�er in the TR and AGN samples.Partiularly, we observe the slope in the AGN sample to be shallower inthe σ∗ −σ[OIII] relation with respet to the slope in the TR and SF, with

bTR showing an intermediate value between bSF and bAGN . On the otherside, the slope of the σ∗ − σ[NII] relation for the three AGN, TR and SFsamples agree within unertainties. Hα emission line shows bSF ≃ bTR,while bAGN results to be shallower as in the ase of [OIII℄.
• We propose an equation for the σgas/σ∗ for eah of the three line, in thedi�erent subsamples, using di�erent regression methods.In our opinion these �ndings indiate that in StarForming or Transitiongalaxies the ionized gas is less perturbed by non-gravitational e�ets from theentral engine than in AGNs, so the measured σgas is subvirial as observed inquiesent galaxies.The reason for the slope in the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation to be lower than in theases of [NII℄ or Hα lines ould reside in the fat that [OIII℄ is nearer to theentral engine in AGN, and onsequently is more subjet to its non gravitationalaeleration; σ[OIII] is then more broadened respet to σ[NII] or σHα and itsposition in a σ∗ − σgas plot migrate toward higher values of σgas, thereforedereasing the slope of the relation.A onlusive test of [NII℄ being a better traer for the stellar veloity dis-persion respet to the [OIII℄ line is represented by the fat that in a M• − σgasplot (see Figure 1, right panels) the M• − σ[NII] presents the lowest satter.In the seond part of this thesis work we will look at the e�ets of AGNfeedbak in galaxy lusters. About one third of lusters present a entral dropin the ore gas temperature, with entral ooling time shorter than the lusterage; it should be observed in these ases a massive �ow of ooling gas. This isnot, and some heating mehanism is required.AGN feedbak is so invoked to solve the so alled �ooling �ow problem�;anyway, while theoretial models still presents AGN feedbak that produes redand dead elliptials reent observations suggest that AGN feedbak annot beas e�ient as to ompletely suppress star formation.The goal of this Setion of the Thesis is to establish whether the Cool CoreClusters (CCC) and Non Cool Core Clusters (NCCC) are haraterized by adi�erent star formation rate, and if this di�erene an be assessed with the useof broad band optial, NIR and UV olors.The work was arried out using the extended Highest X-ray Flux GalaxyCluster Sample (HIFLUGCS) of both CCC and NCCC lusters, mathed withthe SDSS, 2MASS and GALEX surveys. We �rst performed a areful photo-metrial re-analysis of SDSS data, sine SDSS data are a�eted by a wrongsky subtration and beause several targets are partially blended and needed aareful ad-ho analysis. iii



Figure 2: Upper Left Panel: Mg − Mr olor versus Mr diagram for our sample.Blue asterisks represent galaxies in Cool Core Clusters, while red diamondsrepresent galaxies in Non Cool Core Clusters. The lines represent the �ttedolor-magnitude relations for the CCC (blue line) and NCCC (red line) samples.The same olor ode is used in the upper right, middle left, middle right, andbottom panels, showing respetively the Mu − Mr versus Mr, the Mr − MKversus MK , the MNUV − MK versus MK , and the MNUV − Mr versus Mrdiagram.
iv



The main results of this �rst part an be summarized as follows:
• We �tted the olor-magnitude relation for all the data points to retrievethe slopes b for eah olor-magnitude relations, and then derived the zeropoints using the zp = 〈olor〉 − 〈mag〉 ∗ b separately for the two CCCand NCCC sample, under the hypothesis that galaxies both in CCC andNCCC follow the same olor-magnitude relation, and that the two samplesdi�er just for the mean olors.
• We observe that the mean olor di�erenes are systematially positive, soindiating that they are probably physially di�erent in our samples (seeFigure 2).
• In a pure ooling �ow model, we should observe a orrelation betweenthe mass deposit rate alulated from X-ray observations and the olorsof galaxies, sine the star formation due to the ooling gas falling on theentral galaxies should give bluer olors in galaxies undergoing strongerstar formation. In our ase, we don't see any orrelation.
• The di�erenes we found are ompatible in our opinion with CCC entralgalaxies to have reent or ongoing SF. Still, a pure ooling �ow model isexluded by our �ndings.Our preliminary alulation to �nd the mean di�erene in SFR between CCCand NCCC galaxies from g− r olor indiates SFR of no more than 2-5 M⊙/yr.
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Chapter 1IntrodutionOne of the main themes in extragalati astronomy for the next deade will bethe evolution of galaxies over osmi time. It has, however, beome lear that theproperties and evolution of galaxies are intimately linked to the growth of theirSupermassive Blak Holes (SMBH). Understanding the formation of galaxies,and their subsequent evolution, will therefore be inomplete without leari�ngthe onnetion between the SMBHs and their host galaxies.The formation, assembly history, and environmental impat of the SMBHsthat are ubiquitous in the nulei of luminous galaxy today remain some of themain unsolved problems in osmi struture formation studies.In this thesis work we want to give our ontribution to this exiting frontierof astronomy.1.1 SMBHs and their host galaxies1.1.1 Loal relationsThere are no other objets that fashinated the imagination of astronomers assupermassive blak holes. They were studied well before their existene wasproved. It is of 1783 the idea of an "obsured star" so massive that the lightouldn' t esape from it's surfae, idea exposed from the Rev. John Mithell ina paper submitted to the Royal Soiety of London.The way that would lead to the disovery of SMBHs was not easy, or straight-forward, or short, but sine that date to our days step by step the way wereovered, even if sometimes it were done while studing something entirely di�er-ent -or when we thought it was entirely di�erent.Nowadays we know that there is one super massive blak holes in almost eahgalaxy; this onlusion was found by Soltan (1982) with a simple onsiderationon the density of quasars and ative galaxies at high redshift, and alulating,assuming the e�eny oe�ent for the trasformation of the mass in energy, ǫ,the mass needed to produe suh amount of energy.The implied number density of SMBHs means that we have an high numberof hidden, reli quasars, in the Loal Universe. And if the energeti phenomenahappening inside Quasar and Seyfert galaxies, are happening inside the hostgalaxies, the natural onsequent idea is that at least the more massive galaxies3



all presented suh phenomena in the past, and that the fuel mehanism somehowwere exhausted.We have nowadays more or less one hundred of well measured SMBHs massin the Loal Universe, measured via the proper motion of stars (only in ourGalaxy), or via the dinamis of stars and gas.It is of the 1995 the �rst relation suggested (Kormendy & Rihstone 1995, ethen Rihstone et al. 1998, Magorrian et al. 1998, van der Marel 1999) betweenthe mass of the SMBH and the blu luminosity of the host galaxy.It is more reent the relation proposed (Ferrarese & Merrit 2000, Gebhardt2000, Tremaine et al. 2002, Tundo et al. 2007) between the SMBH mass andthe stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ of the host galaxy, the M• − σ relation.Other empirial derivations of relationships between the BH mass and sev-eral di�erent properties of its host galaxy were proposed, suh as bulge mass( Häring & Rix 2004), bulge luminosity (Kormendy 1993; MLure & Dunlop2002; Maroni & Hunt 2003; Bettoni et al. 2003), and galaxy light onentra-tion (Graham et al. 2001).The existene of the above orrelation strongly suggests that formation andevolution of galaxies happen togheter with that of their supermassive blakholes.These orrelations pose a theoretial hallenge beause the mass aretiononto BHs takes plae on extremely small spatial sales ompared to the salesorresponding to these global properties of galaxies.In the semi analytial model of Haehnelt & Kau�mann (2000), Kau�mann &Haehnelt (2000), bulges and supermassive blak holes both form during majormergers, and the slopes of the relations between SMBHs and galaxy propertiesare determined by how muh gas ools, forms stars or is funneled to the entrein dark matter halos of di�erent mass/veloity dispersion. With the hypothesisthat blak holes in progenitor galaxies oalese, and that they arete by a �xedfration of the available gas of the galaxies, they an �nd relations betweenthe galaxy luminosity and veloity dispersion, and the mass of the SMBH, thatmath the ones atually found in the loal universe.Several models are based on blak hole aretion in�uening star formationand gas dynamis in the host galaxy; this feedbak an our through ionization,mehanial work, and heating (e.g., Ciotti & Ostriker 1997; Blandford 1999; Silk& Rees 1998). The model of Blandford (1999) gives M• < ησ5/3 whereas Silk &Rees (1998) predit M• ∝ σ5. Finally, the aretion of ollisional dark matterindiates the saling relation M• ∝ σ4−4.5 (Ostriker 2000).Adams et al. (2001) propose a model to desribe a ollapse �ow that pro-dues galati bulges and SMBHs, in whih the initial ondition state is a slowlyrotating isothermal sphere. In this model, haraterized by an e�etive soundspeed, orrelated to the veloity dispersion, and by an angular veloity, the peri-enter of partiles is determined, and the blak hole �nal mass is onstrained bythe ondition that the perienter falls inside the Shwarzshild radius; even thismodel leads to the saling law M• ∝ σ4, whih is onsistent with observations.Several other groups have modeled the joint osmologial evolution of quasarsand galaxies (see, e.g., Monao et al. 2000; Granato et al. 2001; Cavaliere & Vit-torini 2002; Cattaneo & Bernardi 2003; Haiman et al. 2004; Hopkins et al. 2006;Lapi et al. 2006). 4



1.1.2 AGN feedbak and host galaxies evolutionOther piees of evidene on an intimate relation between the evolution of galax-ies and the aretion of SMBH, and on galaxies in the Universe spending afration of their lifetimes as ative galati nulei (AGN), ome from the fatthat the growth of SMBHs during ative aretion phases, traed by the os-mologial evolution of the AGN luminosity funtion (Ueda et al. 2003, Hasingeret al. 2005,La Frana et al. 2005, Silverman et al. 2008 ), eventually mathesthe mass funtion of SMBHs in the loal Universe (Maroni et al. 2004, Yu &Tremaine 2002, Shankar et al.2004).This abundane of supermassive blak holes is the subjet of onsiderableurrent interest (e.g. MLure & Dunlop 2004; Yu & Lu 2004; Ferrarese & Ford2005, Tundo et al. 2007).Finally, both BH growth and star formation appear to follow the same �anti-hierarhial� behaviour over osmi time. The peak ativity of luminous QSOsours at z∼2, where large galaxies were also forming most of their stars, whilemoderately luminous AGN are more ommon at the urrent epoh, where starsare forming is smaller galaxies. The role played by nulear ativity in modulatingstar formation proesses in the host galaxies is ommonly referred as AGNfeedbak.The main idea is that radiative and mehanial energy from the AGN regu-lates both star formation and aretion during periods of galaxy growth.This kind of blak-hole driven feedbak is thought to be essential in shapingthe �rst galaxies. Current models propose that mergers of small gas-rih protogalaxies in deep potential wells at high redshift drive star formation and blakhole growth (in proto-quasar ative galaxies) until a luminous quasar forms.At this point, a blak-hole driven wind evauates gas from the nasent galaxy,limiting additional star formation and further blak hole growth (Silk & Rees1998). Further episodes of merger-driven star formation, aretion, and feedbakare expeted to proeed through osmi time. This provides a plausible originfor the relations between BH mass and galaxy properties (e.g. King 2003), andexplains many outstanding problems in galaxy evolution (e.g. Croton et al. 2006;Hopkins et al. 2006).For example, using semi analyti models to attempt to understand the pro-ess for whih galaxies form when gas ondenses at the entres of a hierarhiallymerging population of dark haloes, have onsistently run into problems stem-ming from a mismath in shape between the predited distribution of dark halomasses and the observed distribution of galaxy luminosities.Most stars are in galaxies of Milky Way brightness; the galaxy abundanedelines exponentially at brighter luminosities and inreases su�iently slowlyat fainter luminosities that relatively few stars are in dwarfs. In ontrast, thetheory predits a muh broader halo mass distribution.Another puzzling aspet of the galaxy population is the fat that the mostmassive galaxies, typially elliptials in lusters, are made of the oldest stars andso �nished their star formation earlier than lower mass galaxies. Con�rming evi-dene for this omes from look-bak studies whih show that both starformationand AGN ativity take plae more vigorously and in higher mass objets at red-shifts of 1 to 2 than in the present Universe (e.g. Shaver et al. 1996; Madauet al. 1996). Cowie et al. (1996) termed this phenomenon �downsizing�, and iton�its with hierarhial growth of struture in a ΛCDM osmogony where5



Figure 1.1: Figure 8 of Croton et al. (2006); galaxy luminosity funtions in the K(left) and J (right) photometri bands, plotted with and without �radio mode�feedbak. Symbols indiate observational results as listed in eah panel.massive dark haloes assemble at lower redshift than lower mass haloes (e.g.Laey & Cole 1993).AGN feedbak, limiting the mass of the entral galaxies and preventing themfrom forming stars at late times when their mass and morphology an still hangethrough mergers, results in a galaxy luminosity funtion with a sharper high-mass ut-o� in whih the most massive systems are red, dead and elliptial.Figure 1.1 (Figure 8 of Croton et al. 2006), shows that the inlusion of AGNheating produes a good �t to the data in both olours. Without this heatingsoure the model overpredits the luminosities of massive galaxies by about twomagnitudes and fails to reprodue the sharp bright end ut-o�s in the observedluminosity funtions.Similarly, Figure 1.2 (Figure 9 of Croton et al. 2006) shows that a learbimodality in olour is seen in both panels, as requested by observations, butwithout a heating soure the most massive galaxies are blue rather than red.Only when heating is inluded are massive galaxies as red as observed.So, intense periods of star formation and blak hole growth our onur-rently in the history of massive galaxies, possibly triggered by mergers (e.g.Sanders et al. 1988; Springel et al. 2005). Eventually, feedbak from the AGNterminates star formation and extinguishes the AGN itself.Despite the intense urrent interest in this topi, and its great importane,diret evidene for AGN feedbak at high redshift is sare and the details ofthe physial proesses are unlear. It is thus ertain to remain one of the mostative topis in astrophysis during the next deade and beyond.Moreover, it is still not lear what physial proesses ontrol the SMBH a-retion rate, nor, for a given aretion rate, what form does the energy feedbaktake (photons, nulear winds and jets), nor how do these three forms of feed-bak, in turn, a�et the aretion rate. It is thought that the radiative form offeedbak is most e�etive when the blak hole is areting lose to its Edding-6



Figure 1.2: Figure 9 of Croton et al. (2006); the B-V olours of model galaxiesplotted as a funtion of their stellar mass with (top) and without (bottom) �radiomode� feedbak. Triangles (red) and irles (blue) orrespond to early and latemorphologial types respetively; the thik dashed lines mark the resolutionlimit to whih morphology an be reliably determined in the Millennium Run.
7



ton limit, and that the mehanial form assoiated with jets, on the other hand,operates at rates below the Eddington limit (see, e.g., Di Matteo, Springel &Hernquist 2005, Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005, Ciotti et al. 2009 andreferenes therein), but the most one an say is that energy output (radiativeor mehanial) from the entral SMBH pushes matter out, the aretion ratedrops preipitously and the expanding matter drives shoks into the galatigas. Then the resulting hot bubble ultimately ools radiatively.1.1.3 AGN feedbak and the ooling �ow problemAGN feedbak is invoked also to resolve the so alled �ooling �ow problem�.About one third of all lusters present a entral drop in the ore gas temper-ature; a ooling �ow luster is haraterized by bright X-ray emission from ool,dense gas in the entral region of the luster. Within the ooling radius, wherethe ooling time of the gas is less than the time sine the last major heatingevent, the ooling time dereases as the gas density inreases and, eventually,the gas temperature drops rapidly to < 104 K, so that ooled gas ondenses ontothe entral galaxy. The ondensing gas is replenished by hot gas lying above,leading to a steady, long-lived, pressure-driven inward �ow of gas.To a �rst approximation the power radiated from the steady �ow equals thesum of the enthalpy arried into it, so that the X luminosity gives an estimateof the mass deposit rate.First observations with ROSAT revealed mass deposit rate of up to 1000M⊙/yr (Fabian 1994), but as soon as the �rst X-ray maps of lusters beameavailable, and muh more with the era of CHANDRA and XMM-Newton withtheir high resolution X-ray spetrosopy, it was revealed that few or none of thesupposed gas were atually ooling.AGN feedbak an solve this problem. Observations showed (Burns et al.1981) that every luster with a strong ooling �ow also ontains a massive andative entral radio galaxy.A number of authors have suggested ways in whih the radio soure mightreplae the thermal energy lost to Xray emission (Binney & Tabor 1995; Chura-zov et al. 2002; Bruggen & Kaiser 2002; Ruszkowski & Begelman 2002; Kaiser& Binney 2003; Omma et al. 2004).The most viable mehanism seems to be the energy injeted into the intraluster medium (ICM) by powerful radio jets emanating from AGNs. Whenthese interat with the dense thermal plasma of the ICM, two bubble-like lobesof non-thermal plasma are in�ated, whih are �lled with relativisti partilesand magneti �eld and thus beome visible in radio observations.Episodi (on-o�) ativity of radio jets injets non-thermal radio bubbleswhih may heat the ICM via weak shoks, and additionally these plasma bubblesare responsible for the mehanial (PdV) work done on the ICM for heating it,whih is one of the favored mehanism of AGN-ICM feedbak.However, several reent studies have reported examples of ongoing star for-mation in the brightest luster galaxies in ool ore lusters (CCC) (Cardiel etal. 1998, Crawford et al. 1999, Edge 2001, Goto 2005, MNamara et al. 2006,Wilman et al. 2006, O'Dea et al. 2008, Bildfell et al. 2008, Cavagnolo et al. 2008,Ra�erty et al. 2008).The mounting evidene for ative star formation poses a hallenge for modelsthat invoke strong AGN feedbak. 8



So, the piture is still inomplete. While theoretial models still presentsAGN feedbak that produes red and dead elliptials (De Luia et al. 2006),reent observations suggest that AGN feedbak annot be as e�ient as toompletely suppress star formation.1.2 The goals of this thesis workTo understand galaxy evolution we need di�erent things.We need tools that an help us to trae the behavior of SMBHs and theirhost galaxies at high redshift and in ative galaxies, and we need to understandhow AGN feedbak ats.This thesis work has two di�erent goals, all pointing to the same main topi.In Chapter 2 we seek to �nd a traer for the stellar veloity dispersion σ∗in order to give a tool in the study of the M• − σ∗ relation even in ative/fargalaxies, were the σ∗ annot be measured diretly. We perform an extensivestudy on the kinematis of the gas as desribed by the three gas emission lines[OIII℄, [NII℄ and Hα, in order to �nd the best traer for σ∗ and to get somelues on the e�et of AGN on the gas kinemati.In Chapter 3 we will look at the e�ets of AGN feedbak in galaxy lusters;we will asses the mean olor di�erene between galaxies in Cool Core Clustersand Non Cool Core Clusters using broad band magnitude from the Sloan DigitalSky Survey and from the 2MASS and GALEX surveys, in order to prove if andin what measure there are di�erene in star formation between galaxies at theore of lusters presenting ooling �ows of ollapsing gas and galaxies in lusterswithout suh supply of ooling gas. This will help us in understanding to whatextend AGN is able to re-heating the infalling gas.In Chapter 4 we will summarize our onlusions.
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Chapter 2The relation between stellarand gas veloity dispersion2.1 IntrodutionStars and gas are in motion inside galaxies; eah star, eah partile move underthe gravitational potential of the matter that ompose the galaxy itself.Via the virial theorem it is possible to desume the galaxy mass from theveloity dispersion of stars.Assuming spherial symmetry of the system, a stationary state, we �nd
M(r) = −rσ2
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(2.3)where R is the projeted distane form the enter of the galaxy. With theseequations we an measure the mass of the galaxy via Formula 2.1.When the hypothesis of isotropy is not on�rmed, it is possible to assumethat the ratio mass/luminosity is onstant along the radius.The degeneray between anisotropy of the veloity dispersion and the ratioM/L an be solved by deriving not only σ∗ but the whole line of sight veloitydistribution (LOSVD), or at least the low order h3 and h4 parameters. Theknowledge of the LOSVD allows to onstraints the struture of the stellar or-bits and therefore to onstraints the β parameter. Anyway, even more omplexmodels are available today. 11



With some prudene, also gas motion an be used to alulate galaxy mass,via the virial theorem M(r) = rσ2/G. But unlike stars, that are a dissipationlesssystem, gas partiles represent a ollisional one; this means that gas tend toreside in more �attened systems than stars, and that in presene of, for example,jets from the entral engine, or radiative pressure giving momentum to the gas,at least some non gravitational aeleration is possible. In this ase, the aboveequation annot give the orret measure for the mass, representing instead anupper limit, sine this aeleration broadens the emission line of the gas.Nevertheless there is still debate around the possibility of using gas veloitydispersion as a proxy for the stellar veloity dispersion σ∗. Measuring σ∗ in highredshift and/or ative galaxies is very di�ult, and using σgas would be of greathelp in studing, for esemple, SMBH demography.In fat, the bulge stellar veloity dispersion is often di�ult to measure di-retly, and in ative galaxies the stellar absorption features are quikly swampedby nonstellar emission from the nuleus.Sine measuring SMBH masses is still possible only in a small sample ofgalaxies (there are about 49 diret dynamial measurements and 19 upper lim-its available today, see Gultekin et al. 2009), it is ommon to derive M• from
σ∗ as given by the M• − σ∗ relation (Ferrarese & Merritt 2000; Gebhardt etal. 2000a; Tremaine et al. 2002, Tundo et al. 2007). Veloity dispersion distri-bution funtion φ(σ) is used to ompute the mass funtion of SMBHs (Aller &Rihstone 2002, Yu & Tremaine 2002, Shankar et al. 2004, MLure & Dunlop2004, Salui et al. 1999, Tundo et al. 2007).So, in studing the formation and evolution of SBMHs and their host galaxiesit would be useful to have a tool powerful as the M• − σ∗ relation even athigh redshift, and every time it is non possible to measure the stellar veloitydispersion, like in ative galaxies.This tool an be given by the [OIII℄ line, a strong, ubiquitous line, almostpresent in every galaxy, and with an high ionization potential, assuring that thegas is near the entral engine, in the Narrow Line Region (NLR).The NLR is in a privileged position in galaxies: ompat enough to be illumi-nated by the ative nuleus and yet large enough to feel the gravitational foresof the bulge. Early studies of integrated line pro�les determined that gravity,not nulear ativity, dominates the global kinematis of the NLR (Wilson &Hekman 1985; Whittle 1992a,b).Nelson &Whittle (1996) ompared [O III℄λ5007 FWHM/2.35 (for a gaussianline pro�le σ=FWHM/2.35)and σ∗ in a sample of 75 Seyfert galaxies, and foundon average good agreement between σ[OIII] and σ∗, with onsiderable satter.The orrelation was poor (a Pearson orrelation oe�ient of 0.48), and usingan OLS Bisetor regression method they reported a slope less than 1.They also shown that, as already known (Wilson & Willis 1980), there werea orrelation between [OIII℄ line width and radio luminosity; strong linear radiosoure generally had supervirial line widths.On the ontrary when they exluded all objets with powerful linear ra-dio soures or with morphologial peuliarities, they found that the mean ofFWHM[OIII℄/2.35 was lower than that of σ∗, so that FWHM[OIII]/2.35 ∼
0.8σ∗ in average.Sine then, the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation was tested both diretly in samples oflow luminosity AGN and indiretly in samples of moderate luminosity QSO,deriving BH masses from the size and veloity of BLR (Kaspi et al. (2000), and12



in di�erent lass of AGN (Type 2 and Type 1 Seyfert galaxies, Narrow LineSeyfert 1 -NLS1).Nelson (2000) tested the relation indiretly using a sample of AGN for whihwere available SMBH masses (M•) from reverberation mapping tabulated inKaspi et al. (2000), plotted versus σ∗ when available and versus σ[OIII] other-wise. he found that AGN followed the Tremaine et al. (2002) within unertanties,but reported a somehow shallower slope.Boroson (2003) used a sample of 107 low redshift radio quiet QSO andSeyfert1 galaxies from the Early Data release of the Sloan Digital Sky Sur-vey (SDSS). He derived Blak Hole masses from the kinematis of the BroadLine Region (BLR) using M• = v2RBLR/G (Kaspi et al. 2000) where v =√
3/2FWHM Hβ and where the size of the BLR were obtained from the on-tinuum luminosity at λ =5100 Å using RBLR = 32.9(λL5100/1044 erg s−1)0.7lt days.Compared with the [OIII℄ width he found that his sample desribed the samerelation of Tremaine at al. (2002) within the unertainties, but he reported alower slope (bT = 4.02 ± 0.32;bB = 3.59 ± 0.47).Another indiret study was made by Shields et al. (2003); in their sampleof high luminosity QSO (reahing z =3.3) he retrieved BH masses from rever-beration mapping (Kaspi et al. 2000) and his M• − σ[OIII] relation resultedin agreement with that of Tremaine et al. (2002) in radio quiet objets whileradio loud QSO settled above the Tremaine et al. relation. They ommentedthe trend for [OIII℄ line width to orrelate with AGN luminosity (Brotherton1996 b, MIntosh et al. 1999, Véron-Cetty et al. 2001) as a onsequene of boththe inreasing mass of the SMBH with the luminosity of the galaxy, and of the

M•−σ∗ relation. Still, the problem with radio loud QSO an be interpreted notwith galaxies having SMBHs with higher mass than usual, but with [OIII℄ nottraing the stellar veloity dispersion.Another lass of AGN, the Narrow Line Seyfert1 (NLS1) began to show apeuliar behavior respet to the M• − σ∗ when using the [OIII℄ line width.Grupe & Mathur (2004) used 75 soft X-ray seleted AGN with 32 NLS1 andfound that their NLS1 galaxies lain below Tremaine et al. (2002) relation.The study of Botte et al. 2005 on�rmed that the NLS1 didn't desribe theTremaine et al. (2002) relation if [OIII℄ is used instead of σ∗. They supplied anew stellar σ through diret measures of the [CaII℄ triplet ∼8550 Å and foundthat these measures are overestimate by σ[OIII].It was suggested by Green & Ho (2005) that the [OIII℄ line should be �ttednot by a single Gaussian, and that in the σ∗−σ[OIII] it should be used the oreof the line. It is known in fat (Hekman et al. 1981; De Robertis & Osterbrok1984; Whittle 1985a; Wilson & Hekman 1985, Komossa et al. 2008) that [OIII℄emission line an presents blue asymmetries (blueshift and blue wings).Green & Ho (2005) seleted a sample of AGN from the SDSS and �tted, whenneeded, the pro�le of the [OIII℄ line with a double Gaussian. They measure themean of the ratio σ[OIII]

σ∗

using the σ[OIII] as �tted with a single Gaussian,and the ore of the line. They found in fat that in the former ase the meanratio was 1.34±0.66 while in the latter was 1.00±0.35; in their work the authorsfound also that the Eddington ratio Lbol/LEDD of the galaxy, that measurethe aretion rate of the entral engine, ats as a third parameter, so that atinreasing Lbol/LEDD orresponds an inreasing ∆σ = σ[OIII]−σ∗. The authors13



tested also other lines of the NLR, namely the [SII℄ λλ 6716, 6731 Å doubletand the [OII℄ λ3727 Å line, but they found that they were to weak, and thesatter in the σ∗ − σgas relation was even higher than in the ase of [OIII℄.Nevertheless Bian, Yuan & Zhao (2006) showed in a sample of 150 NLS1that even the hoie of the ore of the [OIII℄ line doesn't hange the fat thatNLS1 seem outliers respet to the Tremaine et al. (2002) relation.Another study of Gu et al. (2006) in 79 nearby galaxies, of whih 65 wasSeyfert2 galaxies, showed again a slope in the σ∗ − σ[OIII] of 0.84±0.08.The debate around the possibility of using σ[OIII] instead of σ∗ has not yeta resolutive answer. It is pressing to �nd the solution of this problem, sine theinterest on distribution funtion of SMBH mass is arising, and this is not theonly point of interest in the study of the [OIII℄ line.In fat, the kinematis and struture of the gas itself, ompared with the stel-lar ones, give interesting lues for understanding the struture and the dynamihistory of the host galaxy.A new analysis is needed; in this study we want to ompare the emissionlines [OIII℄, [NII℄ and Hα to test the σ∗ − σgas relation, and to �nd the besttraer for the σ∗ stellar veloity dispersion.The disadvantages of using the [OIII℄ emission line are quite evident; �rstof all the huge amount of intrinsi satter, and the fat that a lass of AGN,namely, the NLS1 galaxies, seems to obey to a di�erent M• − σ relation when[OIII℄ is used.A possible explanation of this behavior resides in the blue asymmetries thatmay a�et [OIII℄ line width.Sine it is known (de Robertis & Osterbrok 1984, Komossa et al. 2008, Rieet al. 2006) that blueshift and blue wings orrelate with the ionization potentialof the line, we want to test the feasibility of a lower ionization potential line intraing the stellar veloity dispersion.In e�et, sine we are willing to trae the bulge gravitational potential, weasked ourselves why should we relay on the [OIII℄ line. Authors agree that[OIII℄ originates in the NLR, sine its high ionization potential (35.1 eV), andthat it's kinematis, although dominated by the gravitational potential of thebulge, should be also a�eted by the turbulenes of the nuleus.The reasons that lead sientist to use [OIII℄ emission line onsists mainly onthe fat that this line is almost ubiquitous in galaxies, and that it is quite strong,so it is easy to measure. The fat that it originate in the NLR it is somehowseen as a pro, sine [OIII℄ is used as a proxy for the stellar veloity dispersionmainly in studies on supermassive blak holes (SMBHs), but if we really wanta traer for the bulge potential we should prefer a line as Hα, that is evenstronger than the [OIII℄ line, has a lower IP (13.6 eV) so that is less a�eted byblue asymmetries and that is not on�ned in the NLR. Even [NII℄ forbidden lineis strong, easy to measure, it is not absorbed, and has low ionization potential(14.5 eV). Also, being a nebular line, it is less a�eted by stellar features thanHα (we are not saying that it is not a�eted at all, beause its proximity withHα may ause its involvement with the same stellar feature).The use of the [NII℄ emission line in estimating the stellar veloity dispersionwas proposed reently by Ho (2009), that showed in a sample of 345 brightgalaxies form the Palomar spetrosopi survey of nearby galaxies that the gasdispersion orrelate with the stellar veloity dispersion. As for the [OIII℄ emission14



line they �nd that in mean the ratio σgas/σ∗ is lower then unity in non ativegalaxies, while the value inrease with nulear luminosity or Eddington ratio.I will show that Hα and [NII℄ emission line o�ers a relation with higherorrelation respet to [OIII℄, and that is less subjet to the non-gravitationale�ets of the entral engine in AGN.I will use a sample of both ative and starforming galaxies seleted from theSDSS Data Release 6th (DR6)2.2 The sample2.2.1 The Sloan Digital Sky SurveyWe selet our sample from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) 6th Data Re-lease (DR6) database (Adelman-MCarthy et al. 2006).The SDSS (York et al. 2000, Stoughton et al. 2002) is one of the mostambitious and in�uential surveys in the history of astronomy. Over eight yearsof operations (SDSS-I, 2000-2005; SDSS-II, 2005-2008), it obtained deep, multi-olor images overing more than a quarter of the sky and reated 3-dimensionalmaps ontaining more than 930,000 galaxies and more than 120,000 quasars.The SDSS uses a dediated 2.5-meter telesope (Gunn et al. 2006) at ApahePoint Observatory, New Mexio, equipped with two powerful speial-purposeinstruments. The 120-megapixel amera imaged 1.5 square degrees of sky at atime, about eight times the area of the full moon. A pair of spetrographs fedby optial �bers measured spetra of more than 600 galaxies and quasars in asingle observation.The SDSS survey is magnitude limited (with 95% detetion repeatability forpoint soures) with limiting magnitudes of 22.0 (u band), 22.2 (g), 22.2 (r), 21.3(i) and 20.5 (z) mag.The Main Galaxy Sample targets, moreover, are seleted to have a minimumPetrosian r magnitude of 17.7 mag (even if, sine the target seletion �ags usedin order to reate the spetrosopi plates were based on an earlier proessingof the data, for the Main Galaxy Sample this amounts to hanges in the r band�ux limit, and in fat our �nal sample have an apparent -model- magnitudebetween 10.8 and 19.5 mag in r band).In our subsequent analysis we will ignore any seletion e�ets due to themagnitude limits. We just notie that sine the bulk of our seleted sample,due to our onstraints, onsist in galaxies with mean redshift of z∼0.09, we aremissing galaxies fainter than about -18.5 mag. Even if our maximum redshiftis z=0.36, we observe in our sample a drop in the galaxy number at z=0.16; atthat distane we are missing galaxies fainter than about -20 mag.One an �nd detailed information about SDSS projet at the internet addresshttp://www.astro.prineton.edu/PBOOK/welome.htmFunding for the SDSS and SDSS-II was provided by the Alfred P. Sloan Foun-dation, the Partiipating Institutions, the National Siene Foundation, the U.S.Department of Energy, the National Aeronautis and Spae Administration, theJapanese Monbukagakusho, the Max Plank Soiety, and the Higher EduationFunding Counil for England. The SDSS was managed by the AstrophysialResearh Consortium for the Partiipating Institutions.15



The SDSS is managed by the Astrophysial Researh Consortium (ARC)for the Partiipating Institutions. The Partiipating Institutions are the Ameri-an Museum of Natural History, Astrophysial Institute Potsdam, University ofBasel, University of Cambridge, Case Western Reserve University, The Univer-sity of Chiago, Drexel University, Fermilab, the Institute for Advaned Study,the Japan Partiipation Group, The Johns Hopkins University, the Joint In-stitute for Nulear Astrophysis, the Kavli Institute for Partile Astrophysisand Cosmology, the Korean Sientist Group, the Chinese Aademy of Sienes(LAMOST), Los Alamos National Laboratory, the Max-Plank-Institute for As-tronomy (MPIA), the Max-Plank-Institute for Astrophysis (MPA), New Mex-io State University, Ohio State University, University of Pittsburgh, Universityof Portsmouth, Prineton University, the United States Naval Observatory, andthe University of Washington.The 6th Data Release of the SDSS, with 375,000 galaxy spetra, enablesus to ompare nulear gas and stellar kinematis with a large, homogeneoussample.Spetrosopi andidates are seleted based on imaging in the u, g, r, i, andzbands (Fukugita et al. 1996; Smith et al. 2002; Strauss et al. 2002) with a drift-san amera (Gunn et al. 1998). Spetra are aquired with a pair of �ber-fedspetrographs.The spetrographsIn the spetral range 3800− 9200 Å, divided between two ameras around 6150Å, the spetral resolution R = λ/∆λ variates around 1800 and 2000 depend-ing on wavelength. This resolution is enought to measure veloities in a gala-ti spetrum with unertanties better than ±20 km s−1 for σ∗ greater than
∼70 km s−1.The 640 �bers subtend a diameter of 3” eah, and annot be positionednearer than 55” eah other.The �xed 3” aperture is large enough to let through not only the lightfrom the nuleus in AGN but also substantial amounts of stellar light from thehost galaxy. For example, at the median redshift of the sample z = 0.1, a 3”aperture subtends about 4 h−1 kp. Moreover, galaxies with higher redshift willhave a larger host galaxy omponent in the observed spetra. Thus, the nulearemission lines are often ontaminated by the stellar absorption lines of the hostgalaxy. For weak AGNs, this ontamination an be so severe that the interestingemission lines are ompletely submerged in the absorption lines.The spetra have an instrumental resolution of λ ∆λ ∼ 1800 (σinst ∼
71 km s−1). Integration times are determined for a minimum signal-to-noiseratio (S/N) of 4 at g = 20.2 mag. The spetrosopi pipeline performs basiimage alibrations, as well as spetral extration, sky subtration, removal ofatmospheri absorption bands, and wavelength and spetrophotometri alibra-tion (Stoughton et al. 2002).The data redution is performed automatially by a number of pipelines thatwork interdependently.
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2.2.2 The Prineton redutionThe Prineton spetra are an alternative redution of the SDSS spetra. Theseredutions are improved respet to that of SDSS in various way; determinationof redshifts and lassi�ations uses an independent ode doing diret hi-squared�tting of templates to spetra. The point that make them attrative to us is thatthe measures of the stellar veloity dispersion are made expliitly masking theemission lines, so giving the possibility to have a bigger sample of galaxies withboth σ∗ and σgas measured respet to the SDSS.The Prineton re-redutions of the "publi release" data is available fromthe web site http://spetro.prineton.edu/. The data are grouped into disjointsamples of when the data beame available.The spetrosopi pipeline (SPECTRO) is a large data redution softwarepakage that automatially redue all spetrosopi observations made by theSDSS. It is formed by two distint pipelines. The �rst one (2D SPECTRO)redues the raw bidimensional spetra and gives the monodimensional alibratedspetra; it interpolates over bad pixels and performs bias and dark subtration,�at-�elding and applies wavelength alibration and sky subtration. It ombinesthe three individual exposures for eah objet.The seond one (1D SPECTRO) ombines the red and blue halves of thespetrum together, masks all bad pixels, �ts the ontinuum of the spetrum,�nds and �ts emission lines. It determines all emission-line redshift and lassifyall deteted emission lines. It also lassi�es the spetrum using a set of templatespetra ranging from stars to quasars, using a prinipal omponent analysissimilar to that of Connolly et al. (1995). The spetrum is ross-orrelated withthe templates to obtain the absorption-line redshift and the internal veloitydispersion of galaxies is estimated using the width of the Cross CorrelationFuntion peak. It is also performed �ux alibration of the spetrum using thealibrated photometri images.2.3 Measuring the emission linesWith the SDSS pipeline the ontinuum is �tted using a median/mean �lter.A sliding window is reated of length 300 pixels for galaxies and stars or 1000pixels for quasars. Pixels loser than 8 pixels (560km/s) for galaxies and stars or30 pixels (2100 km/s) for QSOs to any referene line are masked and not usedin the ontinuum measurement. The remaining pixels in the �lter are orderedand the values between the 40th and 60th perentile are averaged to give theontinuum. In this way, emission lines suh as Hα an be strongly a�eted bythe stellar absorption. For this reason we deided to �t again our galaxies.2.3.1 The ontinuum subtrationA �rst seletion from the Main Galaxy Sample was made by hoosing all galaxiespresenting positive measured σ[OIII],σ[NII], σHα, σHβ and σ∗, and a mean signalto noise ratio greater than 5 in the Prineton redution. We need a positivemeasured σHβ to distinguish galaxies in AGN and Star Forming (Kewley et al.2006).To have both the emission lines and the stellar veloity dispersion reduedthe original sample to about 6780 galaxies.17



In order to measure emission lines, we need to remove the stellar ontinuum.The stellar ontinuum dramatially a�ets lines as Hβ, while forbidden lines as
[OIII] and [NII] should be quite una�eted.We deided to test these two di�erent ways for the ontinuum subtrationto quantify how muh the measure of the width of an emission line an di�erwhen the ontamination from an absorption line is taken into aount and whenit is not.Consequently, the subtration was performed:

• �tting a linear ontinuum to the spetrum
• using a Prinipal Component Analisys (PCA)The Prinipal Component Analisys (PCA)The PCA was performed following the proedure outlined in Hao et al.(2005).Prinipal omponent analysis (PCA) involves a mathematial proedure thattransforms a number of possibly orrelated variables into a smaller number ofunorrelated variables alled prinipal omponents. The �rst prinipal ompo-nent aounts for as muh of the variability in the data as possible, and eahsueeding omponent aounts for as muh of the remaining variability as pos-sible.Muh has been written about the use of PCA in studies of the multivaiatedistribution of astronomial data (Efstathiou & Fall 1984, Connolly et al. 1995,Lahav et al. 1996; Bromley et al. 1998; Eisenstein et al. 2003; Yip et al. 2004)).Given a set of spetral energy distribution (SED), eah SED an be thoughtof as an axis within a myltidimensional hyperspae, fλi, where λ is the wave-length and i the spetral type. From this hyperspae we an onstrut normalspetra, eλi, that represent an orthogonal basis or eigenspetra.The basi idea of stellar ontinuum subtration is to build a library of stellarabsorption-line spetra templates and use them as building bloks to simulatethe stellar spetrum of the objet in question. The library needs to be ompletein the sense that it must ontains enough information on various absorptionfeatures to be able to simulate the stellar omponents of various galaxies withwidely spread metalliities, ages, and veloity dispersions.We ahieve this using a sample of pure absorption-line spetra taken fromthe SDSS, as delineated in Hao et al.(2005).In pratie we require the Hα equivalent width, EW(Hα), to be less than 0(positive equivalent width orresponds to emission lines) and that [OII℄ λ3727not be deteted. [OII℄ λ3727 is used beause it is always present even in veryweak emission-line galaxies.By limiting ourselves further to high-S/N spetra, we deided to use galaxiesin the redshift range z < 0.25. Our sample inludes, at this stage, more than1600 galaxies.Prior to analysis, all the spetra were reported to a ommon rest frame.The SDSS spetra are binned log-linear. Units are 10−17 erg/m/s2/ Å. Thepixel size is �xed in veloity spae at 69 km/s = ln(10)∗c∗0.0001, where 0.0001is the log 10 dispersion per pixel.From the header of the spetra we reover the redshift z, the mean λ ofthe initial pixel λstart and the number of the pixels npixel. With these data weobtain the logarithm of the wavelength as18



Figure 2.1: Some of the pure absorption-line SDSS spetra used in the PCAanalysis
log(λ) = λstart + 0.0001 ∗ (npixel) (2.4)and the wavelength reported to z = 0 are

λz=0 = λ/(1 + z) (2.5)Spetra was now utted between λ = 4500 and λ = 7000 Å, and reportedwith a spline funtion to the same referene wavelengths.Some of these spetra are showed as an example in Fig 2.1.With these spetra we onstruted the orrelation matrix S of dimension
M ×M , in whih M is the total number of galaxies (while N is the total numberof ommon wavelength bin).Eah {ij} element is given by the orrelation oe�ient between the ith andthe jth variable.The problem of �nding the matrix that redues the orrelation matrix to itsdiagonal form Λ, suh is

R†SR = Λ (2.6)is solved with the pomp routine of IDL. This gives a number of eigenvetorequal to the number of imput spetra, with the main features of the absorption-line galaxies onentrated in the �rst few; in just the �rst eight eigenspetra it isontained more than 90 % of the informations, as one an ompute looking at thediagonal omponent of Λ, that are the eigenvalues of the system. The eigenvalues19



Figure 2.2: The �rst (left) and the seond (right) eigenspetra in the wavelengthrange 5500− 7000 Å. This �rst eigenspetra aounts for more than 90% of theinformations.represent infat the statistial relevane of the orresponding eigenspetra in thegalaxy sample.The eigenbasis is given now by
eλi = R†

ijfλi (2.7)and eah SDSS spetrum in the our pure absorption-line sample an berepresented, without errors, by a linear ombination of the eigenspetra:
fλi =

m
∑

j=1

yijeλj (2.8)where m is the total number of eigenspetra and yij is the weight of the jtheigenspetrum in the ith galaxy.Sine we have found that the �rst 8 eigenspetra represent more than 99 %of the information, we an reprodue our spetra using a linear ombination ofthese ones.We used the urve�t.pro IDL routine to perform a non-linear least squares�t of our spetra to a linear ombination of our eight eigenspetra, after maskingthe emission lines.We shows in the following �gures some examples of the whole proedureapplied to the spetra of our pure absorption-line galaxies, hosen to test thereliability of the proedure prior to use the PCA in the stellar ontinuum sub-tration of our emission-line galaxy sample.Subtrating a linear �tIn our proedure we seleted the regions around the emission lines of interest(eah region has at least 200 wavelength bin), Hα, [OIII], [NII], hoosingzones free from absorption or emission features. We �tted the seleted area toa straight line using the the mp�tfun IDL routine.The best �t parameters given by mp�tfun are used to build a straight lineof length equal to the one of the spetra; this line is �nally subtrated to ourspetra. 20



Figure 2.3: The �rst eigenspetra in the wavelength range 4000 − 5500 Å. This�rst eigenspetra aounts for more than 90% of the informations.

Figure 2.4: The seond (left) and the third (right) eigenspetra in the wavelengthrange 4000− 5500 Å. We see that this third eigenspetra already represent justnoise in the spetrum.
21



Figure 2.5: Left: A spetrum (blak line) and the sinteti spetrum (blue line)builted with a linear �tting of the 8 eigenspetra, in the range 5000 − 6500 Å.Right: Residuals in the subtration of the stellar ontinuum.

Figure 2.6: Left: A spetrum (blak line) and the sinteti spetrum (blue line)builted with a linear �tting of the 8 eigenspetra, in the range 4000 − 5500 Å.Right: Residuals in the subtration of the stellar ontinuum.
22



2.3.2 The line �ttingIn the two di�erent ontinuum-subtrated spetra we �tted the emission linesof interest with the mp�tfun routine; in partiular we used, in the ase of the[OIII℄ line, a single Gaussian, while for the omplex of the Hα and [NII℄ doubletwe performed at the same time a �t on the three line, with the [NII℄λ6548 linebinded to have its height equal to one third of the [NII℄λ6583 line height, andto have the same σ.We performed two �t, the �rst one with starting guesses �xed to be λstart =
λline, σstart =1 and heightstart =1. The seond �t were performed on the sameregion, but with the starting guesses given by the parameters found in theprevious �t. We retrieved in this way the λ, the σ, the height of the �ttedGaussian.We derived also the χ2 of the �t and the unertainties reported by mp�tfun.Assuming that the true redued χ2 value is unity, the estimated parametersunertainties are omputed by saling the formal 1-sigma error in eah param-eter, omputed from the ovariane matrix, by the measured hi-squared value.The observed σ is the onvolution of the intrinsi line width and the in-strumental response. To �rst order, the intrinsi line σ an be approximatedby

σ =
√

σ2
obs − σ2

inst (2.9)In the ase of the SDSS data, σinst varies not only as a funtion of wave-length, but also of the loation of the objet on the plate and the temperature onthe night of the observations. For this reason, the SDSS pipeline measures theinstrumental response using an ar lamp spetrum, and returns the resolutionat every pixel.The dispersion is found in the �ts �les of the SDSS, and it is given in pixelspae. To onvert to resolution in wavelength units, we have to multiply it bythe loal pixel size in wavelength units, whih is ln(10) ∗ λ ∗ 0.0001 where λ isthe wavelength of the pixel and 0.0001 is again the log dispersion. We appliedthe following equation
σinst[Å] = σinst[pix℄ ∗ (ln(10) × λline × 0.0001) (2.10)When we remove the e�ets of instrumental resolution, some line widthresulted lower than the resolution limit of ∼70 km s−1; this means that on suhgalaxies the unertainty on the line measure will inrease. Still, the seletione�ets due to the rejetion of galaxies with low σ an hange the parameterswe are looking for (see Bernardi et al. 2003a and Hyde & Bernardi 2009 fordisussion of biases introdued by eliminating objets based on their σ∗) so wedeided to take all objets with σ > 50 km s−1.

σ∗ orretionSDSS �bers have a �xed aperture of 3”. This means that for galaxies at di�erentdistanes the �ber will take a di�erent portion of the galaxies itself. If theveloity dispersion were a onstant inside a galaxies, this would'nt give anydi�erenes. Instead, we know that the radial veloity dispersion pro�le variatesinside an early type galaxy, and it generally dereases with radius. This is not23



the ase of spiral galaxies (Pizzella et al. 2004). So σ∗ for distant early galaxiessistematially underestimate the veloity dispersione that would be measured ina �xed phisial aperture, as, for example, the e�etive radius Re. We overomethis problem by applying the orretion for the aperture as in Jørgensen etal. (1995):
σ∗[Re/8] = 10log σ∗+0.04×(log(1.5)−log(0.125×Re)) (2.11)were σ∗[Re/8] is the stellar veloity dispersione reported to the e�etiveradius Re divided by 8.The e�etive radius is taken from SDSS database; it is alulated by SDSSroutines as a parameter in the �t to the radial surfae brightness pro�le (givenas the average surfae brightness in a series of annuli).It is given, in eah band, both for a de Vauouleurs (deVRadr) and anexponential (expRadr) model �t.We identi�ed the type of our galaxies.We retrieved the parameters fraDevr ,elass and i from the SDSS database. fraDevr is the weight of the de Vau-ouleur model for the galaxy, and give an idea of how lose is the radial surfaebrightness pro�le to the de Vauouleur �t. eclass give a lassi�ation of thegalaxy based on its spetrum, using Prinipal Component Analysis (Connollyet al. 1995). Its value range between ∼-0.35 and ∼0.5 passing from early typegalaxies to late type. ci is the onentration index, given as the ratio P90

P50
of theradii ontaining 90% and 50% of the Petrosian �ux of the galaxy.An early type galaxy will have (Bernardi et al. 2003a) at the same time

fracDevr > 0.8 σ∗ > 0 eclass < −0.05 ci > 2.75 (2.12)Anyway, our subsequent results don't hange depending on this orretion.2.3.3 Comparation between measurementsIn the following �gures we ompare our measures of σ[OIII], σ[NII] and σHα,obtained subtrating the stellar ontinuum with the PCA and with the linear �t,with SDSS measures. For simpliity, we will all our di�erent measures σPCA,
σfit and σSDSS , and we will talk about PCA measures, �t measures, and SDSSmeasures, for the three ases.We expet than for the [OIII℄ emission line σ measurements, the stellarontinuum subtration using the PCA should not give di�erent results withrespet to that using a linear �t of the ontinuum, beause there are no strongstellar features at that wavelength.The ase is di�erent for the [NII℄ and Hα lines. For the Hα line this is evidentbeause of the omplex stellar absorption feature, while in the ase of the [NII℄emission line, even if there are no stellar absorption at that wavelength, the lineitself is involved in the feature of the Hα line, sine their positions are so lose.In Figure 2.7, left, we ompare the SDSS [OIII℄ measures with ours �t mea-sures; in the right panel we plot PCA measures versus �t measures. In bothplots we see that the three measurements agree; the mean and the satter of thedi�erenes between the di�erent measures are

σfit − σSDSS = −0.04 ± 0.424



σfit − σPCA = 0.02 ± 0.2so while the mean value of the di�erene between measures are omparablein the two ases, the satter between PCA and �t measures is smaller than theone between �t and SDSS data.We see in Figure 2.8, left, the relative di�erenes (σfit−σPCA)/σPCA. Over-plotted in blak dots are the mean values of the relative di�erenes in bin of
σ[OIII]PCA. The dashed and dotted lines represent the 1-σ and 2-σ on�denein the mean values.We notie that when σPCA >∼ 1.3 Å the mean relative di�erene is wellonstrained around zero, with a 1-σ on�dene well under a 10% There are someproblem when σPCA <∼ 1.3 Å: the relative di�erene inreases while σPCA getslower, but this behavior does not matter us, beause even if there are not stellarabsorption at the [OIII℄ wavelength, still even a smooth feature in the stellarontinuum an a�et a very narrow emission line, as we an see in Figures 2.13,2.14 . We will explain this more plainly in the next paragraph.In the right panel of Figure 2.8 we show the relative di�erenes (σfit −
σSDSS)/σSDSS . In this ase we notie a somehow more aothi behavior, butthis does not surprise us sine this information is yet in the fat that the satterin the di�erenes between �t and SDSS measures is bigger than the one between�t and PCA measures. Again, there is an enhanement of the relative di�ereneat small σSDSS . SDSS reommends not to use measures below the resolutionlimit of 70 km s−1, and in e�et if we stay beyond that limit (orresponding to
σ = 1.17 Å for the [OIII℄ line, to σ = 1.54 Å for the [NII℄ line and to σ = 1.53Å for the Hα line), the problem is mostly redued.In the ase of the [NII℄ emission line we have that (Figure 2.9)

σfit − σSDSS = −0.08 ± 0.3

σfit − σPCA = 0.1 ± 0.2and so even in this ase the satter between �t and SDSS measures are higherrespet to the one between PCA and �t measures, but we notie that the �rst islower that in the ase of [OIII℄ line, probably beause [NII℄ line is stronger andeasier to measure, and the seond is higher, probably beause, as yet said, the[NII℄ emission line is easy to be involved in the stellar feature at the wavelengthof the Hα line.We see,in fat in Figure 2.10 that the relative di�erenes between �t andSDSS data (right panel) have a more regular distribution around zero than inthe ase of the [OIII℄ line, while the relative di�erene between �t and PCAmeasures (left panel) reveals to be higher, at short σPCA, than for [OIII℄.The Hα line shows a similar behavior. We have that
σfit − σSDSS = −0.2 ± 1.0

σfit − σPCA = 0.001 ± 0.5and we see in Figure 2.11 and 2.12 the same enhanement of the relativedi�erene between �t and PCA data, and the good agreement between �t andSDSS data. 25



Figure 2.7: Left: �t measures plotted versus SDSS measure for the [OIII℄ line.Right: PCA measures plotted versus �t measure for the [OIII℄ line.

Figure 2.8: Left: Relative di�erene (σfit − σPCA)/σPCA between �t and SDSSmeasures of the [OIII℄ line plotted versus PCA measures. measures. Right: Rel-ative di�erene (σfit − σSDSS)/σSDSS between �t and SDSS measures of the[OIII℄ line plotted versus SDSS

Figure 2.9: Left: �t measures plotted versus SDSS measure for the [NII℄ line.Right: PCA measures plotted versus �t measure for the [NII℄ line.26



Figure 2.10: Left: Relative di�erene (σfit−σPCA)/σPCA between �t and SDSSmeasures of the [NII℄ line plotted versus PCA measures. Right: Relative di�er-ene (σfit − σSDSS)/σSDSS between �t and SDSS measures of the [NII℄ lineplotted versus SDSS measures.

Figure 2.11: Left: �t measures plotted versus SDSS measure for the Hα line.Right: PCA measures plotted versus �t measure for the Hα line.

Figure 2.12: Left: Relative di�erene (σfit−σPCA)/σPCA between �t and SDSSmeasures of the Hα line plotted versus PCA measures.Right: Relative di�erene
(σfit − σSDSS)/σSDSS between �t and SDSS measures of the Hα line plottedversus SDSS measures. 27



SimulationBefore proeeding in the analisys of the σgas −σstar relation we asked ourselveshow should be the σ measured after subtrating the stellar ontinuum with aPCA respet to the ones measured subtrating a ontinuum with a linear �t, totest onlusively the goodness of our stellar ontinuum subtration.To perform this test, we built a simulation in whih we imposed an absorptionline to an emission line.We �xed the σ, λ, �ux of the emission line, and we simulated �ve di�erentseries of 100 absorption lines.These absorption lines had a σ that ould deviate from that of the emissionline with a normal distribution, and their �uxes was �xed to be in proportionto the �ux of the emission line of, respetively, 1 : 2, 1 : 5, 1 : 7, 1 : 10, 1 : 15.We simulated the noise using a normal distribution with mean value of 0.6,that is a mean value of the noise of the spetra we e�etively used. The emissionand absorption lines were onvolved with an instrumental dispersion σinst of 1.5Å, that is a tipial value for our spetra.We performed this test three times, using an emission line, respetively:
• with σ = 6. Å and a �ux of 450 [10−17 erg s−1 m−2 Å−1℄
• with σ = 1.5 Å and a �ux of 110 [10−17 erg s−1 m−2 Å−1℄
• with σ = 1.5 Å and a �ux of 25 [10−17 erg s−1 m−2 Å−1℄In this way we an observe the in�uene of a stellar feature on a strong line,with a high �ux and a value of σ well far from the resolution limit, and foremission lines at the SDSS resolution limit, both with an high and a low �ux.We performed the �t of the resulting lines with a single Gaussian. Figures2.13 and 2.14 show the results of our simulation.Di�erent olors refers to di�erent series of absorption lines, as in the legend.We plotted the relative di�erene (σobs − σem)/σem versus the σabs/σem,where σobs is the σ of the resulting line, while σem is the σ of the originalemission line and σabs is the one of the absorption line.What we see from our plots is that:
• if the line is strong and far from the resolution limits, only in the aseof an absorption line with a �ux omparable to that of the emission lineswe notie a strong relative di�erene between the observed line and theoriginal emission line.
• if the line is near the resolution limit of the spetrum but is still strongenought, we will measure a line σ greater than σem just if σabs < σem.
• if the line is both near the resolution limit and with a low �ux, then wean measure a line σ greater than σem even if σabs > σem.This is to point out that the behavior of our data in Figures 2.8 , 2.10 , 2.12is what we expet.In any ase, even if we do have an amount of unertanty in the measure-ment of our data via the Prinipal Component Analysis, we will see that thisunertantiy is lower than the intrinsi satter in the σgas − σstar relation.We onlude that our PCA measurement is of good quality, and we proeedin the alibration of the σgas − σstar relations.28



Figure 2.13: Relative di�erene (σobs − σem)/σem between the measured σobs ofan emission line that is superimposed on an absorption line and the σem of theunabsorbed emission line, plotted versus the ratio σabs/σem of the σabs of theabsorption line over the σem of the emission line (see text). The emission lineis �xed to have a σem of 6 Å and a �ux of 450 [10−17 erg s−1 m−2℄. Di�erentolors refer to 5 di�erent series of simulated absorption lines, as in the legend.In eah series of 100 simulation the absorption lines have a σabs that an deviatefrom σem with a normal distribution. Their �uxes are �xed to be in a ratio withthe �ux of the emission line of, respetively, 1 : 2 (blak symbols), 1 : 5 (blue),
1 : 7 (red), 1 : 10 (green), 1 : 15 (orange).

Figure 2.14: Left: The same as in Figure 2.13, with an emission line �xed tohave σem =1.5 Å and a �ux of 110 [10−17 erg s−1 m−2℄ Right: The same asin Figure 2.13, with an emission line �xed to have σem =1.5 Å and a �ux of 25[10−17 erg s−1 m−2℄ 29



2.4 The σ∗ − σgas relation2.4.1 The sample seletion and the methodologyWe now want to ompare the stellar and gaseous kinematis as traed by σ∗,
σ[OIII], σ[NII] and σHα.Galaxies were seleted to have a medium signal to noise S/N greater than 5,and a stellar veloity dispersion between 50 and 420 km s−1. As already said,SDSS reommends to ignore measures of σ∗ lower than 70 km s−1, given thatthe instrumental resolution is ∼70 km s−1, still, we deided to keep galaxieswith σ∗ >50 km s−1 to avoid seletion e�ets (see disussion in Bernardi et al.2008 and Hyde & Bernardi 2008).Our �nal sample onsist of about 2230 galaxies, with a maximum σ∗ ∼ 380,and with 0.002< z <0.27. We want to point out again that the drasti redutionof the initial number of galaxies is prinipally due to the request to have galaxieswith both emission lines and a measured σ∗.In our sample the mean unertainties represent, respetively, the 13% in the
σ∗, as given by the Prineton redution, while in our measurements we have amean unertainty of the 5% in the [NII℄ and Hα emission line width, and of the13% in σ[OIII] measures.We want to divide our resulting sample in AGN and Star Forming (SF)galaxies to test, if possible, if the mehanism that produe the large satter inthe σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation found in previous studies really arise from the entralengine of AGN.Testing the in�uene of the hoie of the diagnostiWe initially divided our sample in three subsamples aording to their lassi�-ation based upon their emission lines given by Prineton/MIT redution .Galaxies are lassi�ed as AGN if their �uxes are suh that

log([OIII]/Hβ]) > 0.7 − 1.2 ∗ (log([NII]/Hα) − 0.4) (2.13)as StarForming (SF) if
log([OIII]/Hβ]) > 0.7 − 1.2 ∗ (log([NII]/Hα) − 0.4) (2.14)and as StarBurst (SB) if the EW of the Hα line was greater than 500 Å.We asked ourselves if a di�erent diagnosti ould in�uene our subsequentresults, sine we ompare the behavior of the relation in the three di�erentsubsamples; if di�erent diagnostis de�ne di�erent subsamples even the resultsan di�er.Moreover, we know that the stellar ontinuum subtration an be madeusing the PCA but also using syntheti stellar models; we want to investigateif these two methods an give slightly di�erent vales of the �ux, so in�ueningthe diagnosti of galaxies.To test this hypothesis we use the �uxes from the publi Garhing SDSSatalog, from the Prineton redution and from the SDSS database.Derived galaxy properties from the Garhing emission line analysis (Kau�-mann et al. 2003a; Brinhmann et al. 2004; Tremonti et al. 2004 ) an be foundat http://www.mpa-garhing.mpg.de/SDSS/DR4/.30



In Garhing database the stellar ontinuum subtration is performed by �t-ting the emission line-free regions of the spetrum with a model galaxy spetrumomputed using the population synthesis ode of Bruzual & Charlot (2003).As already said, the SDSS pipelines �t the stellar ontinuum using a me-dian/mean �lter. A sliding window is reated of length 300 pixels for galaxiesand pixels loser than 8 pixels to any referene line are masked. The remain-ing pixels in the �lter are ordered and the values between the 40th and 60thperentile are averaged to give the ontinuum.In the Prineton redution, the stellar ontinuum subtration is performedusing a Prinipal Component Analysis tehnique.The three data sets were mathed, giving a total of 5100 galaxies; we willrefer to these three samples of measure, for simpliity, as SDSS, Prineton andGarhing data.We plot in Figure 2.15 the ratio between [OIII℄ and Hβ �uxes versus theratio of [NII℄ and Hα �uxes for the three sets of data, blak for Garhing, redfor Prineton and green for SDSS.To allow a better omprehension of the di�erenes between the three datasets, we plotted all the data as a whole in the upper panel, to learly show wherethe three plots disagree, while in the middle and bottom panels we show thePrineton, Garhing and SDSS data separately.As we see looking at the left edge of the data points in the upper panel, SDSStend to measure higher ratio of [OIII℄/Hβ and [NII℄/Hα �uxes. This is what weexpet, beause, as we showed in the previous paragraph, not taking into aountthe stellar absorption gives emission lines weaker than the intrinsi ones; thise�et will in�uene only lines that are superimposed to stellar features, as Hαand Hβ, while lines as [OIII℄ and [NII℄ will be almost una�eted. Consequently,Hα and Hβ �uxes in the SDSS data are lower than in Prineton and Garhingredution, and the ratio [OIII℄/Hβ and [NII℄/Hα are higher.It is quite plain to explain even the behavior of SDSS data at the right endof the plot. The right "wing" of the �gure seems narrower than in the asesof Prineton and Garhing data, but this is beause Hβ is a weak line and inonsequene (see even Figure 2.14 and the disussion on the in�uene of stellarabsorption on emission lines in the previous paragraph) muh more a�eted bystellar absorption than Hα. So, we are just seeing that in SDSS data the ratio[OIII℄/Hβ is muh more enhaned than the [NII℄/Hα ratio respet to the othertwo samples.Overplotted in Figure 2.15 are the diagnosti adopted by Prineton (purplesolid line) and the one elaborated by Kewley et al. (2006) (Equation 1) and 6)of Kewley et al. 2006, showed as the blue solid and dashed lines, respetively),so that galaxies are lassi�ed as Star Forming if
log([OIII℄/Hβ) < 0.61/[log([NII℄/Hα) − 0.05] + 1.3 (2.15)and as AGN if
0.61/[log([NII℄/Hα) − 0.47] + 1.19 < log([OIII℄/Hβ) (2.16)We onsider �rst the problem of using di�erent data, obtained with di�erentmethods of the stellar ontinuum subtration, and using the same diagnosti;in this ase, using the Kewley et al. diagnosti lead to small di�erenes in theresulting subsamples of AGN and Star Forming galaxies.31



Figure 2.15: (Upper panel) We overplot the �ux ratio of [OIII℄/Hβ versus[NII/Hα] for Garhing, Prineton and SDSS samples(see text); datapoints arerepresented by di�erent olors, as in the legend, as blak, red and green tri-angles. Purple solid line represent the diagnosti equation from the Prinetonredution (Equation 2.13) while the blue solid and dashed lines represent thelassi�ation from Kewley et al. (2003) (Equations 2.15 and 2.16). (Middle pan-els) Diagnosti diagram for Garhing (left) and Prineton (right) data. (Bottompanel) Diagnosti diagram for SDSS sample. The purple solid line and the theblue lines represent the di�erent lassi�ation as in the upper panel.32



We have that 78% of the galaxies are lassi�ed as StarForming using thethree di�erent set of data, while the perentage reah the 97% when looking atgalaxies that are lassi�ed as StarForming using just Prineton and Garhingdata.In fat the SDSS data, measured after a ontinuum subtration that don'ttake into aount the stellar absorption features, are the ones that deviates morefrom the intrinsi �uxes.Besides, we have that 82% of the galaxies share the AGN lassi�ation usingthe Prineton and the Garhing data; Garhing data give a bigger sample ofAGN; even if its stellar ontinuum subtration methods gives [OIII℄/Hβ ratiolower than in Prineton redution �and so galaxies should migrate from theAGN lous toward the transition lous� the Prineton redution �nd a numberof galaxies with Hβ negative �ux �so, it �nds Hβ in absorption.Anyway, we an say that if we use Prineton redution we will maybe missa ertain perentage of galaxies, but we will not have mismathed AGN respetto the Garhing redution.We onsider now the problem to use di�erent diagnostis. We will refer tothese two diagnosti as the Kewley and the Prineton diagnosti, for simpliity.Using the same data (the Prineton redution) we have that the Prinetondiagnosti gives a 20% more AGN lassi�ed galaxies than the Kewley diagnos-ti, and this is evident from Figure 2.15, sine the purple line �the Prinetondiagnosti� is lower respet to the blue dashed line �the Kewley diagnosti.In onsequene, we have also a greater number of galaxies lassi�ed as Star-Forming, inluded a ertain number of transition objets.Sine we are seeking both to �nd the best σ∗−σgas relation and to understandthe mehanism that ause the huge satter in the relation, and sine we wantto ompare the behavior of the relation in di�erent samples of galaxies to havea hint on the possible involvement of the ative nuleus , we deided to use theKewley et al. (2006) lassi�ation, using the �uxes as given in the Prinetonredution.With this diagnosti we will also be able to de�ne a fourth sample, formedby the so alled transition objet, that we will refer to, from now on, as the TRsample.The regression methodWe will �t the data in the di�erents subsamples with the IDL ode sixlin.pro,adapted from the FORTRAN program (Rev. 1.1) supplied by Isobe et al. (1990).This program allow the user to ompute linear regression using eah of thefollowing methods:1. Ordinary Least Squares Y vs. X (OLS Y|X) (.f. lin�t.pro)2. Ordinary Least Squares X vs. Y (OLS X|Y)3. Ordinary Least Squares Bisetor (OLS Bisetor)4. Orthogonal Redued Major Axis (OR)5. Redued Major-Axis (RMA)6. Mean ordinary Least Squares 33



In the OLS (Y|X) the regression line is de�ned to be that line whih minimizethe sum of the square of the Y residuals. The inverse of OLS (Y|X), OLS (X|Y),minimize the sum of the square of the Y residuals.To avoid speifying whih is the "dependent" and indipendent" variable �for example when one is seeking the relation that lay upon two parameters, andit is not interested just in deriving one parameter from the other� there wereproposed methods that treat the two variables symmetrially. The OLS Bisetoris the line that biset OLS (Y|X) and OLS (X|Y), while a seond method use thegeometri mean between OLS (Y|X) and OLS (X|Y), and it is the RMA. A thirdmethod gives the line that minimize the sum of the square of the perpendiulardistanes between the data points and the line, and it is the OR.Sine in our sample the intrinsi satter of the data is muh larger than un-ertanties due to the measurements proess, these 5 methods will give regressionoe�ients that are theoretially di�erent (see Isobe et al. 1990).In this ase, the "right" hoie does depend to what we are looking for. Sineeah method has its own advantages and disadvantages, and is more or lessaurate in estimating its theoretial value, we deided to use all the methodsthat treat the two variables symmetrially, namely, the OLS Bisetor and theOR and RMA methods.Our subsequent disussion will take into aount results from eah of thesethree methods, but we antiipate that ours onlusions will not hange depend-ing on the regression method used.A speial disussion with regard to the intrinsi satter in the relation. Tothis aim, we must �t 〈σ∗|σgas〉 using something like OLS Y|X, rather thantreating the two variables symmetrially. In this ase, we do not are about theatual value of the slope (unless it is very shallow), but we do are about thesatter. The relation with the smaller satter is the preferred indiator of σ∗.However, we annot really use OLS Y|X from Isobe et al beause they do notallow one to inlude the e�ets of measurement error. To remove the bias frommeasurement error, we use the method in the Appendix of Tundo et al. (2007).This aounts for the measurement errors in both σ∗ and σgas.Now we an proeed in the analisys of the relation between the gas andstellar kinematis.
σ[OIII], σHα, σ[NII] were transformed in km s−1 applying

σ[km s−1℄ = c ×
( σ

λline
+ 1)2 − 1

( σ
λline

) + 1)2 + 1
(2.17)were c is the veloity of light and λline is the wavelength of the line. Thisequation take into aount relativisti e�ets; however, sine in our sample

σ/λline <<1, these don't hange in any way our results, and we ould haveused as well the non relativisti equation σ[km s−1℄ = c × σ/λline.Fist of all, we show that SF and SB galaxies have the same behavior respetto the σ∗ − σgas relation; in Figures 2.16 and 2.17 we see the best �t relationsfrom the OLS Bisetor, OR and RMA regression methods in the SF and SBgalaxies using the three emission lines.Blue triangles represent the SF galaxies, and light blue triangles representSB galaxies. In eah �gure, the overplotted lines represent the best �t relationsfrom the OLS Bisetor (solid lines), OR (dotted lines) and RMA (dot-dashed34



Figure 2.16: We ompare the stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ with the [OIII℄ line σ .Di�erent olors refer to di�erent lass of objets. As in the legend, blue trianglesare SF galaxies, and light blue triangles are SB galaxies . The lines overplottedrepresent the best �t of the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation from the OLS Bisetor (solidlines), OR (dotted lines) and RMA (dot-dashed lines) regression methods. Foreah method, the blue line is the best �t in the SF sample and the light blueline is for the SB sample.lines) regression methods. For eah method, the blue line is the best �t in theSF sample and the light blue line is for the SB sample.We summarize the best �t parameters of the relations showed in the previousplots in Table 2.4.1.Table 2.1: Zero point and slope of the σ∗ − σgas relation in the SF and SBsamples. OLS Bisetor OR RMAzero point slope zero point slope zero point slope
σ∗ - σ[OIII]SF 0.04±0.02 0.89± 0.04 -0.01± 0.03 0.76± 0.08 0.03± 0.02 0.86± 0.1SB 0.01±0.02 0.87± 0.04 -0.03± 0.03 0.73± 0.08 0.002± 0.02 0.85± 0.09
σ∗ - σ[NII]SF 0.02± 0.02 0.86± 0.04 -0.15± 0.02 0.77± 0.06 0.01± 0.02 0.85± 0.06SB 0.02± 0.01 0.90± 0.04 0.002± 0.02 0.84± 0.05 0.02± 0.01 0.89± 0.07
σ∗ - σHαSF 0.03± 0.02 0.87± 0.04 -0.0008± 0.03 0.78± 0.07 0.03± 0.02 0.86± 0.07SB 0.02± 0.02 0.89± 0.04 0.004± 0.02 0.82± 0.06 0.02± 0.01 0.88± 0.0735



Figure 2.17: The same as in Figure 2.16, using the [NII℄ emission line (upperpanel) and the Hα emission line (bottom panel).
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Table 2.2: Ratio of stellar veloity dispersion to that of gas: 〈σ∗/σgas〉Line AGN SF TR
[OIII] 1.05± 0.01 1.18± 0.01 1.13± 0.02Hα 1.08± 0.01 1.20± 0.01 1.15± 0.01
[NII] 1.05± 0.01 1.17± 0.01 1.10± 0.01We notie that slopes and zero points in SF and SB samples agree withinunertainties for eah of the three methods separately. We deide onsequentlyto lassify galaxies as AGN, SF and TR, and to inlude SB galaxies in the SFsamples.2.4.2 σ∗/σgas and non-gravitational motionsOne measure of how well σgas traes σ∗ is the ratio σ∗/σgas. Green & Ho (2005)report that, if one uses [OIII℄ to estimate σgas, then this ratio equals unityprovided one is areful about the asymmetry of the line shape.But, as showed by Komossa et al. (2008), the blue asymmetry orrelates withthe ionization potential (IP) of the line used. Sine this is one of the reasonswe wish to study the Hα and [NII℄ emission lines in the �rst plae, we havealso used them to estimate 〈σ∗/σgas〉. Table 2.4.2 shows the average 〈σ∗/σgas〉ratio over our AGN, SF and TR samples when [OIII℄, [NII℄ and Hα are used toestimate σgas.Putting aside for a moment the TR galaxies, the value of σ∗/σgas in the SFpopulation is the �unperturbed� value. Gas in these objets is sub-virial due toits dissipative nature that lead the gas to lay in a more �attened distributionthan stars (Gaskell 2009; Rie et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 1986). However, whenthe entral engine is ativated, several non-gravitational e�ets an aeleratethe gas: ompat radio jets, small-sale radio jets (e.g., Whittle 1992 founda orrelation between [OIII℄ line width and radio luminosity), out�ows, radi-ation pressure, tidal distortions. This inreases σgas, thus dereasing σ∗/σgas.In this piture, Greene $ Ho's (2005) �nding that σ∗ − σ[OIII] orrelates withthe Eddington ratio indiates that as the aretion rate on the entral SMBHinreases, so does the aeleration of the gas.2.4.3 The σ∗ − σgas relationWe now transport our measures in a logarithmi system entered on 200 kms−1. So, in the following, the σ∗ − σgas relation is atually a log(σ∗)− log(σgas)relation.Sine emission lines with di�erent ionization potentials and di�erent ritialdensities should have di�erent widths (de Robertis & Osterbrok 1986), whatwe are really interested in, is the slope of the relation between σgas and σ∗.In Figures 2.18 and following we show the relation between stellar andgaseous kinematis. Di�erent symbols refer to di�erent lass of objets. As inthe legend, red diamonds are AGN, blue triangles are Star Forming galaxiesand green asteriss are Transition galaxies, as explained above. The overplottedlines show the best �t relation from the OLS Bisetor regression method (red37



Figure 2.18: We ompare the stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ with the [OIII℄ line
σ . Di�erent symbols refer to di�erent lass of objets. As in the legend, reddiamonds are AGN, blue triangles are Star Forming galaxies and green aster-iss are Transition galaxies (see text). The solid lines overplotted represent thebest �t of the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation using the OLS Bisetor regression method,performed using di�erent subset of data, red for AGN, blue for Star Formingand green for Transition. The blak dashed line represent an unitary relation,shown for omparison.for the AGN sample, blue for the StarForming and green for the Transitionsample). We show just the result from this method for simpliity. All the best�t parameters of the �tted relation from the three regression methods are shownin Table 2.4.3. The blak dashed line represent an unitary relation, shown foromparison.Figure 2.19 shows σ∗ versus σHα and σ[NII] .It is evident that the rejetion of galaxies with σ <50 km/s (both stellarand gaseous) resulted in a sharp ut in Figures 2.18 and 2.19. This ut a�etsmostly the SF galaxies, sine TR and AGN usually have greater values of σgas.We tested, in fat, that using the OLS Bisetor, the OR and RMA, the slopeand zero points in the AGN and TR samples remain almost unhanged withinunertainties.The slope in the SF sample, on the other side, beome steeper; neverthelesswe observe that values of σ <50 km/s usually have higher values of unertain-ties than values above that limit, and that the unertainties on slope and zeropoint of the best �t relation beome larger than 100% the value itself of theparameters.We show in Figure 2.20 how the SF sample is distributed in a log(σ∗) −38



Figure 2.19: As in Figure 2.18 but plotting [NII℄ (upper panel) and Hα (lowerpanel) line σ.
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Figure 2.20: σ∗ versus the [OIII℄ line σ for the SF sample when galaxies with
σ <50 km/s are not removed. The blak dashed line is an unitary relation,shown for omparison.
log(σ[OIII]) when we do not remove galaxies with σ <50 km/s.So, the ut in both stellar and gaseous σ=50 km/s, in our opinion, justexlude galaxies for whih the measures are unreliable.In Figures 2.21 and 2.22 we show the normalized distribution of the residualsof the data with respet to the OLS Bisetor relation. We show in Figure 2.21the distribution in the AGN sample, for the three di�erent emission lines, shownas the red line ([OIII℄), the green line ([NII℄) and the blue line (Hα).We see that [OIII℄ shows the broadest distribution, so on�rming the higheramount of satter in the log(σ∗) − log(σ[OIII]) for the AGN sample respet tothe [NII℄ and Hα emission lines.Figure 2.22 show the residual distribution for the TR sample (upper panel)and for the SF sample (bottom panel), with the same olor ode as in Figure2.21. We notie that even in the TR sample the [OIII℄ shows the broadest dis-tribution, while in the SF sample the di�erenes between the three distributionsare smaller. We will return on this point later in the Chapter.In order to ompare in a onsistent way the robustness of the orrelationsusing the three lines and in di�erent samples, we omputed the satter of thedata points with respet to the three �ts using the OLS Bisetor, OR andRMA method, as the standard deviation of σ∗ − σfit (note that we are usinglogarithmi quantities, atually), where σfit is the predited σ∗ value given the
σgas, and the Pearson orrelation oe�ient in eah ase . We summarize theseparameters in Table 2.3 .As already said, eah of the methods from Isobe et al. (1990) doesn't take40



Figure 2.21: The normalized distribution of the residuals of the
log(σ∗/200 km s−1) − log(σgas/200 km s−1) relation in the AGN sample,shown as the red ([OIII℄), the green ([NII℄) and the blue line (Hα).into aount measurements error in both oordinates, while the method in theAppendix of Tundo et al. (2007) do, so we omputed the intrinsi satter inTable 2.3 using our regression method.The Pearson orrelation oe�ient rP is de�ned by the equation

rP =
Σxy

Σx · Σy
(2.18)where Σxy = 1

nΣ(xi − x)(yi − y), and Σx and Σy represent the standarddeviation for x and y datapoints. sono le deviazioni standard dei punti. Thisde�nition is equivalent to the following:
rP =

Σxy − ΣxΣy
n

√

(Σ(x2) − (Σx)2

n )(Σ(y2) − (Σy)2

n )
(2.19)Pearson orrelation oe�ient varies in the range [0,1℄, from a totally randomdistribution to a perfet linear relation. The rP oe�ient has a statisti distri-bution; we report this distribution to a normal one using a Fisher trasformation,desribed by the following:

z′ =
1

2
[ln(1 + rP ) − ln(1 − rP )] (2.20)In this way the standard deviation assoiated to the Pearson oe�ient issimply given by 41



Figure 2.22: The same as in Figure 2.21 for the TR sample (upper panel) andthe SF sample (bottom panel).
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σz′ =
1√

n − 3
(2.21)In this way it is possible to ompare the robustness of the orrelation usingdi�erent datasets, as in our ase.Looking at the results in Table 2.4.3 and 2.3 we notie that, as reported inprevious studies, a orrelation between the [OIII℄ and the stellar σ does exist.The orrelation found in our study agrees with the ones measured by otherauthors. E.g, Nelson & Whittle (1996) found a Pearson orrelation oe�ientof rP =0.48 in their sample of Seyfert galaxies while we measure in our AGNsample a Fisher transformed of the Pearson orrelation oe�ient of rP=0.44Our �ndings agree with the results of Gaskell (2009) that, using an OLS Bisetorregression, found that the empirial alibration formula

log σ[OIII]corr = (0.82 ± 0.11) ∗ log σ[OIII] + (0.74 ± 0.02)would put his AGN data on an 1:1 relation.We observe that using the [OIII℄ and [NII ℄emission line the slope of the
σ∗ − σgas relation is lower in the AGN sample than in the TR or SF sample,while this behavior is not present at all in the ase of Hα.Also, we notie that the slopes in the SF and TR samples are usually inagreement within unertainties.We �nd an high amount of satter, but in the ase of [NII℄ and Hα it ishighly redued respet to the one measured in the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation.The same if we look at the intrinsi satter measured using the method fromTundo et al. (2007) whih take into aount the measurements error. In fat,sine the unertainties in [OIII℄ measures are higher than that in [NII℄ and Hαmeasures, to assess the real extent to whih one emission line ould be a bettertraer for the stellar veloity dispersion, one have to take into aount how muhof the dispersion of the data points is due to the measurements unertainties.Comparing the data we notie that:

• In the ase of the [OIII℄ and Hα emission lines the slope in the AGNsample is lower than the slope in the SF sample and in the TR sample
• The slopes of the three samples using the [NII℄ emission line usually agreewithin unertainties
• The slopes in the SF and TR samples usually agree within unertaintiesfor [NII℄ and hα lines.
• In the ase of the [OIII℄ line the slope in the TR samples is intermediatebetween the slope of the SF sample and of the AGN sample.
• The satter of the data points with respet to the various regression meth-ods in eah of the AGN, SF and TR subsamples are lower when using [NII℄and Hα emission lines
• The intrinsi satter measured via the method of Tundo et al. (2007) islower using [NII℄ and Hα emission lines both in AGN and TR subsamplewith respet to that obtained using [OIII℄.43



Figure 2.23: σHα values versus σ[NII] values. Colors and symbols are desribed inthe legend: red triangles for the AGN sample, Blue triangles for the SF sample,and green asterisks for the TR sample. The dashed line represent an unitaryrelation, shown for omparison.
• The intrinsi satter measured via the method of Tundo et al. (2007) isequal using [NII℄, Hα and [OIII℄ emission lines in the SF subsample.
• The Pearson orrelation oe�ient is higher using [NII℄ and Hα emissionlines in eah of the three subsamples.We explore the hypothesis that the three lines does not desribe the samekinematis omparing the three set of data.In Fig. 2.23 we plot the Hα values versus the [NII℄ values; the dashed linerepresent an unitary relation, shown for omparison.We notie that the values of σ[NII] are in good agreement with the measuresof σHα; the agreement between σ[NII] and σ[OIII] is good too (Figures 2.24,2.25), but the satter is higher.We have that

〈(σ[NII] − σHα)〉 = −0.009± 0.0003 RP = 0.91

〈(σ[OIII] − σHα)〉 = 0.01 ± 0.0005 RP = 0.73

〈(σ[OIII] − σ[NII])〉 = 0.0006± 0.0005 RP = 0.74in whih RP is the Pearson orrelation oe�ient.44



Figure 2.24: As in Figure 2.23, plotting σ[OIII] values versus σ[NII] values.

Figure 2.25: As in Figure 2.23, plotting σ[OIII] values versus σHα values.45



ΣOLS ΣOR ΣRMA ΣTundo rP z′ σz′(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
σ∗ - σ[OIII]AGN 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.42 0.44 0.002TR 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.07 0.55 0.61 0.001SF 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.10 0.40 0.43 0.002
σ∗ - σ[NII]AGN 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.62 0.73 0.002TR 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.64 0.77 0.001SF 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.63 0.74 0.002
σ∗ - σHαAGN 0.11 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.60 0.69 0.002TR 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.06 0.66 0.79 0.001SF 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.67 0.81 0.002Table 2.3: Parameters of the σ∗−σgas relation in our samples. (1) Satter usingthe OLS Bisetor regression (2) Satter using the OR regression (3) Satter usingthe RMA regression (4) Satter using the method in Tundo et al. (2007) (5)Pearson orrelation oe�ient (6) Fisher transformation (see text) (7) standarddeviation relative to the Fisher transformationSo, the high orrelation oe�ient between [NII] and Hα lines says thatthese two ionized gas are desribing the same kinematis.In the ase of the [OIII℄ emission line, as already said in other works, we seethat even if in average the ionized gas in the NLR is subjet to the gravitationalpotential of the bulge, the non-gravitational e�ets of the entral engine are, ifnot predominant, so important to dilute severely the orrelation between σ[OIII]and σ[NII] and between σ[OIII] and σHα.
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Table 2.4: Best �t zero points and slopes for the σ∗ − σgas relationin our samples, given by OLS Bisetor, OR and RMA regressionmethods.OLS Bisetor OR RMAzero point slope zero point slope zero point slope
σ∗ - σ[OIII]AGN -0.02 ± 0.006 0.86 ± 0.02 -0.07 ± 0.01 0.62 ± 0.06 -0.03 ± 0.007 0.81 ± 0.09TR 0.01 ± 0.009 0.94 ± 0.02 -0.02 ± 0.02 0.80 ± 0.08 0.003 ± 0.01 0.91 ± 0.10SF 0.03 ± 0.009 0.96 ± 0.02 0.02 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.04 0.03 ± 0.01 0.96 ± 0.05
σ∗ - σ[NII]AGN -0.008 ± 0.006 0.92 ± 0.03 -0.01 ± 0.008 0.86 ± 0.04 -0.009 ± 0.006 0.91 ± 0.04TR 0.001 ± 0.01 0.90 ± 0.06 -0.01 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.10 -0.0009 ± 0.02 0.89 ± 0.05SF 0.01 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.04 -0.01 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.07 0.008 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.05
σ∗ - σHαAGN -0.01 ± 0.006 0.83 ± 0.02 -0.04 ± 0.008 0.70 ± 0.04 -0.02 ± 0.006 0.81 ± 0.04TR 0.02 ± 0.009 0.93 ± 0.03 0.01 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.009 0.92 ± 0.04SF 0.03 ± 0.01 0.93 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.01 0.89 ± 0.03 0.03 ± 0.01 0.92 ± 0.04
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Now we are interested in the physial reason of these �ndings. The answerto these questions will give us the possibility to single out the best traer forthe stellar veloity dispersion.We started our investigation looking at the mean behavior of the data. InFigures 2.26 , 2.27 and 2.28 we show the mean values of σ∗ in bin of, respetively,
σ[OIII], σ[NII] and σHα for the various sample. In the upper left panel we showthe data in the SF sample, and in the right upper panel the TR sample. In thelower panels we show, on the left, the mean values of σ∗ in bin of σgas for theAGN sample, while in the right panel we see the mean values of σgas in binof σ∗ for the same sample. The blak dashed line, representing an 1:1 relation,gives the feeling of how muh the data deviates from an unitary relation.We notie that in eah ase we pass through a situation, at lower σgas, inwhih the gas is subvirial, to a situation in whih σgas tend to be greater than
σ∗, around σgas ∼100 km s−1.In the AGN sample σgas reah higher maximum values respet to that inthe SF and TR sample. This is expeted as AGN oupy the higher part of the
σ∗ − σgas relation (see Figures 2.18 ,2.19), while SF galaxies span a lower rangeof values.Looking at Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28 we see that, respet to [NII℄ and Hα,[OIII℄ shows values of σ that are more inreased respet to σ∗. This is evidentboth in SF and TR sample, in whih [OIII℄ show a greater number of galaxieswith σgas > σ∗ respet to [NII℄ and Hα, and with an higher inrease in value,and in the AGN sample, in whih we see that σ[OIII] reahes higher valuesrespet to σ[NII] and σHα.[NII℄ and Hα show a similar behavior (as it is expeted sine they are tightlyorrelated, see Figure 2.23). We still observe the mean values of σgas to deviatefrom the mean values of σ∗, but the amount of the deviation is smaller than inthe ase of the [OIII℄.The plots in Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28 show that the [OIII℄ emission lineis not reproduing the stellar kinematis, and that even [NII℄ and Hα do showdeviations from an unitary relation.We observe also that in AGN and TR σ[OIII] at low σ∗ have lower valuerespet to σ[NII] and σHα. We see that below σ∗ ∼100 km s−1 the mean value of
σ[OIII] is almost independent from σ∗, remaining around a value of σ[OIII] ∼110km s−1, while [NII℄ and Hα still show a dependene from σ∗ in the whole rangeof values.We observe now the bottom right panels of Figures 2.26, 2.27 and 2.28. Weplot the mean values of σ∗ versus the mean values of σgas in the AGN sample.It is interesting that in this ase the mean values appear to lay on the unitaryrelation, espeially for [NII℄ and Hα emission lines.This does not surprise us. We already know that 〈σgas/σ∗〉=1 within uner-tainties in the AGN sample for eah of the emission line, and we observe thatin our samples the standard deviation of the datapoints are suh that Σx < Σy(with Σx and Σy being, respetively, the standard deviation of σgas and σ∗, and
ρ being the orrelation oe�ient) so the theoretial slope given by the OLS(Y|X), for example (and for simpliity sine it has a really simple expression)
β = ρ

Σy

Σx
will give, when using σ∗ as independent variable, a slope greater thanwhen used as dependent variable. We notie, nevertheless, that in this ase thesatter in the relation is higher with respet to the satter measured in the48



Figure 2.26: Mean value of σ∗ data in bin of σ[OIII]. The blak dashed linerepresent an unitary relation. Upper left: SF sample. Upper right: TR sample.Bottom left: AGN sample. Bottom right: mean value of σ[OIII] in bin of σ∗ inthe AGN sample.�diret� relation.So, we want now to determine why there are these di�erenes in the be-havior of the σ∗ − σgas relation for the di�erent subsamples, and for the dif-ferent emission lines. For this reason, we onsidered the relative di�erenes
∆σ/σ = (σ∗−σgas)/σ∗ versus the e�etive radius Re and the inlination b/a, toexplore the physial meaning of the relation and to searh for possible seondaryparameters in the relation.The e�etive radius Re and the inlination b/a are given by the SDSSdatabase both for early (de Vauouleur �t) and late type (exponential �t) galax-ies; we retrieved, for eah galaxy, the more appropriate value given its morphol-ogy.In Figures 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31 we plot the mean values of the relative dif-ferenes between gas and star veloity dispersion in bin of Re and b/a, for theAGN, TR and SF sample. The dashed line represent the zero level for the rela-tive di�erene.We note that for the [OIII℄ emission line (Figure 2.29) the mean relativedi�erenes show a shallow trend with the e�etive radius, with bigger galaxiesin AGN and TR samples having inreasingly negative values of ∆σ/σ.When looking at the mean behavior of ∆σ/σ in bin of b/a, we do not observeany evident trend exept that in the SF sample, with galaxies at lower b/a havinginreasingly negative values of ∆σ/σ. 49



Figure 2.27: As in Figure 2.26 for [NII℄.

Figure 2.28: As in Figure 2.26 for Hα.50



We also note that in the SF sample ∆σ/σ is usually lower than in the TRand AGN sample. We already know that from the study of the mean ratio of
σ∗/σgas, that indiated how the gas in SF galaxies (and in TR, at a lower value)is usually subvirial.From another point of view, we notie that σ[OIII] is enhaned in the AGNand TR sample with respet to the SF sample. We omputed the mean value
〈∆σ/σ〉 of the relative di�erene in the three sample:

〈∆σ/σ〉AGN = 0.07 ± 0.02

〈∆σ/σ〉TR = −0.002 ± 0.02

〈∆σ/σ〉SF = −0.07 ± 0.01Using [NII℄ emission line we have:
〈∆σ/σ〉AGN = 0.01 ± 0.02

〈∆σ/σ〉TR = −0.01 ± 0.01

〈∆σ/σ〉SF = −0.06 ± 0.01While the mean value of the relative di�erene in the SF sample is at thesame level than in the ase of the [OIII℄, we notie that in the AGN the meanis slowly lower.Using the Hα line we have:
〈∆σ/σ〉AGN = 0.003± 0.01

〈∆σ/σ〉TR = −0.07 ± 0.01

〈∆σ/σ〉SF = −0.10 ± 0.01Again, the mean value of the relative di�erene in the AGN sample (and, ata lower level, in the TR sample) are lower than in the ase of the [OIII℄ emissionline.We do not observe, in the ase of [NII℄ and Hα emission line, any trend of
∆σ/σ with the e�etive radius or with the inlination.Now the fundamental question is whih of the three traers we are testing isbetter suited to be used as a proxy for the stellar veloity dispersion. Lookingat the previous plots we started to think that [OIII℄ is not the best one of thethree. But we need more tests to �nd an answer to our question. In fat, evenif a relation has an high amount of intrinsi satter, it an be safely used if theatual amount of the satter is known.In fat, onsider two observables whih we will all S, and s, with jointdistribution p(S, s). To make the disussion more onrete, suppose that thisjoint distribution is Gaussian, so that this distribution is ompletely spei�ed bythe means and varianes of the two variables, and the ross-orrelation oe�ient
rSs. Then the distribution of S at �xed s is Gaussian with mean and variane

〈S|s〉 = 〈S〉 + rSs ΣS (s − 〈s〉)/Σs, (2.22)
Σ2

S|s = Σ2
S (1 − r2

Ss). (2.23)51



Figure 2.29: Mean value of the relative di�erenes (σ[OIII] − σ∗)/σ∗ in bin ofthe e�etive radius Re (left panels) and of the inlination b/a (right panels) inthe three samples. Upper panels: AGN sample. Middle panels: the TR sample.Bottom panels: the SF sample. The dashed line represent the zero level for therelative di�erene between gas and star veloity dispersion.
52



Figure 2.30: The same as in Figure 2.29 plotting the relative di�erenes (σ[NII]−
σ∗)/σ∗
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Figure 2.31: The same as in Figure 2.29 plotting the relative di�erenes (σHα −
σ∗)/σ∗
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Let ps(S) denote the result of prediting the distribution of S from the distri-bution of s by using 〈S|s〉 to hange variables from p(s)ds = ps(S)dS. Then
ps(S) is a Gaussian entered on 〈S〉 with rms = |rsS |ΣS . Beause this value willusually be smaller than ΣS , we onlude that, in general, ps(S) will be moresharply peaked than the true p(S) distribution.In e�et, the proedure just desribed ignores the satter around the mean
〈S|s〉 relation. To inlude the e�ets of this satter one must onvolve φ(s) withthe distribution p(S|s) whih has mean 〈S|s〉 and rms ΣS|s:

φ(S) ≡
∫

ds φ(s) p(S|s) (2.24)Provided 〈S|s〉 and ΣS|s are aurately known, it doesn't matter what s is, orhow tightly orrelated it is with S. That is to say, prediting the distributionof S from s using the expression above should give the same (orret) answerwhatever emission line is used.In Figures 2.32-2.39 we plot our data divided in bin of magnitude and in binof σ∗.Data were divided by their absolute magnitude and their σ∗ values. In par-tiular, the adopted bin in absolute magnitude are
• Mr ≤ -22
• -22 ≤ Mr ≤ -21
• -21 ≤ Mr ≤ -20
• Mr ≥ -20while the bin in veloity dispersione were de�ned by
• σ∗ ≤ -0.44
• -0.44 ≤ σ∗ ≤ -0.3
• -0.3 ≤ σ∗ ≤ -0.18
• σ∗ ≥ -0.18We remember again that we are atually working with logarithmi valuesreported to a system entered on σ =200 km s−1.These hoie of bins in σ∗ were made in order to have a similar number ofobjets in eah bin.Figure 2.32, upper panel, show the mean values of σ[OIII] in bin of b/a,divided by their values of absolute magnitude Mr, as in the legend.In the other panels we plot the same data, but we show: in the middle leftpanel, the mean value of σ[OIII] in bin of b/a for the three AGN, TR and SFsample, represented by the red, green and blue symbols, and in the middle right,bottom left and bottom right panels, the mean value of σ[OIII] in bin of b/adivided by their values of Mr, respetively in the AGN, TR and SF sample.We notie in Figure 2.32 (middle left panel) that AGN data have σ[OIII]higher than SF and TR, and TR galaxies have higher σ[OIII] than SF galaxies.55



Figure 2.32: Upper Panel: σ[OIII] in bin of b/a versus b/a. Yellow symbols rep-resent galaxies with Mr <-22 mag, while green, blue, and red symbols representgalaxies with, respetively, -22< Mr <-21, -21< Mr <-20, and Mr >-20 mag.Middle Left Panel: the same data are plotted as in the upper panel, for AGN(red), SF (blue) and TR (green). Middle Right Panel: as in the upper panel, forthe AGN sample. Bottom Left Panel: as in the upper panel, for the TR sample.Bottom Right Panel: as in the upper panel, for the SF sample.56



Things get ompliate when the sample is divided in magnitude bins, as wesee in Figure 2.32. The mean values of σ[OIII] for more luminous �and on-sequently roughly bigger� galaxies tend to be higher, but we notie that inless luminous galaxies (with Mr ≥ -21 mag) the mean values of σ[OIII] almostoverlap when the inlination is grater than b/a =0.6So, big/luminous galaxies have bigger σ[OIII], and so have AGNs, while lessluminous galaxies tend to have lower σ[OIII]. Till now, nothin unexpeted.Nevertheless, when we look at the AGN data divided in bins of magnitude,as in Figure 2.32 middle right panel, we see that AGN of lower luminosity stillhave an high σ[OIII]. In e�et, while galaxies with a magnitude fainter than -21mag show a mean value of σ[OIII] of ∼-0.4, AGN of the same luminosity showa mean value of ∼ -0.2Even Transition galaxies show (Figure 2.32 bottom left panel) σ[OIII] val-ues that are higher respet to those of galaxies of similar luminosity, but lessmarkedly than in the AGN sample.On the ontrary, when we look at SF galaxies , we see that more luminousgalaxies exhibit higher σ[OIII], and low luminous galaxies lower σ[OIII] as thewhole sample do, and they do show an overlap of the mean values of σ[OIII] inless luminous galaxies. So, the AGN and TR samples have a σ[OIII] that is notorrelated with magnitude �and hene, rudely, with mass.We now explore the [NII℄ emission line behavior.In Figure 2.33, upper panel, we show the mean value of σ[NII] versus b/a inbin of b/a, divided by their values of absolute magnitude Mr, as in the legend.In the other panels we plot the same data, but we show: in the middle leftpanel, the mean value of σ[NII] in bin of b/a for the three AGN, TR and SFsample, represented by the red, green and blue symbols, and in the middleright, bottom left and bottom right panels, the mean value of σ[NII] in bin of
b/a divided by their values of Mr, respetively in the AGN, TR and SF sample.Even in this ase we see, as expeted, that the σ[NII] values for AGN arehiger respet to the one of the SF and TR samples; this is expeted, for a ertainamount, sine AGN tend to inhabit galaxies of higher masses.As in the ase of [OIII] line, we see in Figure 2.33, middle right panel, thatAGN of di�erent luminosity shows similar mean σ[NII], while in the upper panelgalaxies with lower luminosity have a lower mean value of σ[NII].Looking at the behavior of SF galaxies in Figure 2.33, bottom right panel,we notie that in this ase galaxies of di�erent luminosity show di�erenes inthe mean value of σ[NII] that are slightly more pronouned that in the ase of[OIII℄, but galaxies with Mr ≥ -21 mag do have mean values of σ[OIII] thatoverlap.In the TR galaxies we see a behavior that is somehow in-between the AGNand SF galaxies, with galaxies exhibiting the same trend than in AGN sample,but with a mean value of σ[NII] that are loser to that of SF galaxies.In Figure 2.34, upper panel, we show the mean value of σ[NII] versus b/a inbin of b/a, divided by their values of absolute magnitude Mr, as in the legend.In the other panels we plot the same data, but we show: in the middle leftpanel, the mean value of σHα in bin of b/a for the three AGN, TR and SFsample, represented by the red, green and blue symbols, and in the middleright, bottom left and bottom right panels, the mean value of σHα in bin of b/adivided by their values of Mr, respetively in the AGN, TR and SF sample.57



Figure 2.33: Upper Panel: σ[NII] in bin of b/a versus b/a. Yellow symbols rep-resent galaxies with Mr <-22 mag, while green, blue, and red symbols representgalaxies with, respetively, -22< Mr <-21, -21< Mr <-20, and Mr >-20 mag.Middle Left Panel: the same data are plotted as in the upper panel, for AGN(red), SF (blue) and TR (green). Middle Right Panel: as in the upper panel, forthe AGN sample. Bottom Left Panel: as in the upper panel, for the TR sample.Bottom Right Panel: as in the upper panel, for the SF sample.58



Figure 2.34: The mean Hα line σ in bin of b/a plotted versus the b/a parameter,divided by their magnitudes, as in the legend (see text). Yellow is for galaxieswith Mr <-22, green for galaxies with -22< Mr <-21, blue for galaxies with-21< Mr <-20 and red for galaxies with Mr >-20 mag.59



The Hα line reprodue the behavior of the [NII] line when looking at themean value of σHα in the three samples of AGN, StarForming and Transition(Figure 2.34, middle left panel).This is expeted, however, sine σ[NII] is well reprodued by σHα with anhigh orrelation (see Figure 2.23).In AGNs, Figure 2.34, middle right panel, galaxies of di�erent Mr show againsimilar mean σHα.To interpreter the trends we have showed till this point, we need to examinealso the behavior of the stellar veloity dispersion σ∗.Figure 2.35, upper panel, show the mean value of σ∗ versus b/a in bin of
b/a, divided by their values of absolute magnitude Mr, as in the legend.In the other panels we plot the same data, but we show: in the middle leftpanel, the mean value of σ∗ in bin of b/a for the three AGN, TR and SF sample,represented by the red, green and blue symbols, and in the middle right, bottomleft and bottom right panels, the mean value of σ∗ in bin of b/a divided by theirvalues of Mr, respetively in the AGN, TR and SF sample.Figure 2.35, middle left panel, indiate that the AGN sample shows a meanvalue of σ∗ that is omparable to that of the gas as seen in Figures 2.32, 2.33and 2.34 (middle left panes); σ∗ in the TR subsample is loser to that in theAGN sample, than in the ase of the ionized gas. Atually, the mean σ∗ valuesin SF and TR samples are higher than in the ase of the ionized gas.Looking at Figure 2.35, upper panel, we notie that in galaxies of di�erentluminosity the mean σ∗ values are more learly separated than in the ase of theionized gas, espeially in the ase of the [OIII℄. Still, in SF galaxies we notiethe usual overlap between galaxies with Mr >-21 mag.In Figure 2.35, middle right panel, we see that even in this ase AGNs withlower luminosity show an higher σ∗ with respet to galaxies with the same Mr.AGN and Transition galaxies show the same behavior; the mean values of σ∗for galaxies for the same luminosity is similar, while looking at σ[OIII], σ[NII]and σHα we see that in TR sample the mean values are usually lower, espeiallyin the ase of the [OIII℄ emission line.In the SF sample galaxies of the lower magnitude bin (Mr >-21 mag, redand blue dots) present mean values of σ∗ that are quite overlapping, as for theionized gas.What we are seeing in these plots is that the ionized gas tend to be sub-virialin SF galaxies, while in Transition objets, even if the gas is still sub-virial, itis already noted a tendeny to an inrease of the value of σgas respet to thevalues of an �unperturbed� situation.We see this more learly looking at the data in Table 2.4.3. The mean value
〈σ∗〉 is higher than that of the ionized gas if we look just at the whole samplegalaxies divided in di�erent magnitude bin; this is beause the SF sample is thesample with more objets. In fat, we see that the mean value of σgas in SFgalaxies is lower than the mean σ∗.We see that the di�erene between 〈σ∗〉 and 〈σgas〉 is lower in AGN galaxiesthan in TR or SF galaxies. AGN galaxies show generally 〈σgas〉 lose to thevalue of 〈σ∗〉.The behavior of the TR galaxies deserve some attentions. We see that theionized gas show mean values in the TR sample that are usually lower than inAGN sample with respet to the ase of the stellar veloity dispersion.60



Figure 2.35: The mean stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ in bin of b/a plotted versusthe b/a parameter, divided by their magnitudes, as in the legend (see text).Yellow for galaxies with Mr <-22, green for galaxies with -22< Mr <-21, bluefor galaxies with -21< Mr <-20 and red for galaxies with Mr >-20 mag.61



Table 2.5: Mean values of the stellar veloity dispersion and of the emission line
σ for [OIII℄, [NII℄ nd Hα in our samples, divided for bin of magnitude.

σ∗ σ[OIII] σ[NII] σHαall galaxiesAGN -0.17± 0.02 -0.19± 0.06 -0.19± 0.05 -0.22± 0.08TR -0.24± 0.04 -0.29± 0.06 -0.28± 0.05 -0.29± 0.05SF -0.33± 0.01 -0.40± 0.04 -0.41± 0.02 -0.43± 0.04all galaxiesM<-22 -0.12± 0.04 -0.17± 0.03 -0.17± 0.07 -0.18± 0.08-22<M<-21 -0.27± 0.03 -0.29± 0.03 -0.28± 0.05 -0.30± 0.05-21<M<-20 -0.35± 0.04 -0.39± 0.03 -0.41± 0.04 -0.42± 0.05M>-20 -0.41± 0.02 -0.44± 0.04 -0.47± 0.01 -0.48± 0.02AGN sampleM<-22 -0.11± 0.04 -0.14± 0.02 -0.14± 0.05 -0.15± 0.07-22<M<-21 -0.18± 0.02 -0.19± 0.04 -0.18± 0.03 -0.19± 0.03-21<M<-20 -0.27± 0.05 -0.25± 0.05 -0.28± 0.05 -0.29± 0.05TR sampleM<-22 -0.12± 0.03 -0.16± 0.04 -0.18± 0.06 -0.20± 0.07-22<M<-21 -0.20± 0.01 -0.27± 0.04 -0.26± 0.05 -0.27± 0.05-21<M<-20 -0.30± 0.05 -0.32± 0.05 -0.33± 0.08 -0.36± 0.08M>-20 -0.40± 0.03 -0.40± 0.03 -0.40± 0.02 -0.41± 0.05SF sampleM<-22 -0.16± 0.08 -0.24± 0.05 -0.23± 0.08 -0.26± 0.08-22<M<-21 -0.28± 0.03 -0.36± 0.02 -0.36± 0.05 -0.37± 0.05-21<M<-20 -0.38± 0.04 -0.45± 0.04 -0.46± 0.05 -0.48± 0.04M>-20 -0.44± 0.03 -0.48± 0.02 -0.49± 0.02 -0.51± 0.03[NII℄ and Hα have usually the lowest mean values, while [OIII℄ is the losestto the values of the stellar veloity dispersion.These di�erenes generally beome lower when looking at galaxies in thelower bin of magnitude.If the ionized gas is aelerated from the entral engine in AGNs the plotsjust shown are easily explained. In this piture the aeleration due to nongravitational fores that broaden the ionized gas lines is proportional to thestrength of the entral engine and so the Transition objets show an intermediatebehavior between the SF galaxies, in whih the gas is sub-virial, and the AGN,in whih the gas reahs and eventually exeeds the value of σ∗.As said in the Introdution, sine [OIII℄ emission line is on�ned in the NLR,it is more subjet to the e�ets of the entral engine respet to Hα and [NII℄lines. Even if Hα and [NII℄ an be aelerated by the AGN in the NLR, thesee�ets will be diluted in the integrated spetra.We onlude this setion showing in Figures 2.36, 2.37, 2.38 and 2.39 thebehavior of our galaxies when divided in bin of σ∗, as desribed at the beginningof this paragraph.We plot in Figure 2.36 the mean stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ in bin of b/aplotted versus the b/a parameter, divided by their stellar veloity dispersion62



Figure 2.36: Upper Left Panel: the mean σ∗ in bin of σ∗ versus b/a. Yellow,green, blue, and red symbols are for galaxies with σ∗ ≤ -0.44, -0.44 ≤ σ∗ ≤ -0.3,-0.3≤ σ∗ ≤ -0.18 and σ∗ ≥ -0.18 . Upper right, bottom left and bottom rightpanels are for the AGN, TR and SF samples.

Figure 2.37: The same as in Figure 2.36 using [OIII℄ measures.63



Figure 2.38: The same as in Figure 2.36 using [NII℄ measures.

Figure 2.39: The same as in Figure 2.36 using Hα measures.64



(upper left panels). In the upper right, bottom left, and bottom right panels weplot, respetively, the same data for the AGN, TR and SF sample.In Figures 2.37, 2.38 and 2.39 we plot, respetively, the [OIII℄, [NII℄and Hαlines.It may look odd to plot the stellar veloity dispersion in bin of stellar veloitydispersion, but we hose to show these plots anyway to o�er a omparison forthe behavior of the ionized gas.In fat, in this way it an easily appreiated how the [OIII℄ (Figure 2.37)really deviates from the kinematis desribed by the stellar veloity dispersion,and how it deviates more than [NII℄ or Hα ionized gas (Figures 2.38 and 2.39).We see that [OIII℄ shows a smooth trend with b/a, with galaxies havinghigher values of σ[OIII] at inreasing values of the inlination. We also observethat galaxies with σ∗ <-0.3 share the same mean value of σ[OIII], while this isnot in the ase of the stellar veloity dispersion, and, at a lower extent, in thease of the [NII℄ and Hα lines.Also, we observe how in the ase of [OIII℄ the di�erenes in the mean valuesof σ[OIII] for galaxies in di�erent bin of σ∗ at low value of b/a tend to derease,and that in general di�erenes between galaxies in di�erent bin of σ∗ are usuallylower for [OIII℄ than for [NII℄ and Hα lines.While we an say that eah of the emission lines annot desribe exatly thesame kinemati as the stellar veloity dispersion do, we notie that [OIII℄ is theone that show the greatest di�erenes with σ∗.2.4.4 The role of rotationWe explore now the role of the inlination, as parameterized by the axis ratio
b/a.Sine we saw in Figure 2.37 that σ[OIII] exhibits a trend with b/a, we nowwant to divide our samples in bin of inlination and test the relation σ∗ − σgasin the di�erent bins.We plot in Figures 2.40, 2.41, 2.42 our σ∗ versus σgas data, for the AGN, SFand TR samples, divided in bin of inlination b/a. These are the hosen bin:

• b/a<0.4
• 0.4<b/a<0.6
• 0.6<b/a<0.8
• b/a>0.8From what we see from our plots, rotation seems not to be a key parameterin the σ∗ − σgas relation.In no one of the AGN, TR or SF samples we notie a de�ned trend in thebest �t slope when we divide galaxies in bin of b/a; sometime galaxies with thehighest value of b/a show a steeper slope, while sometime they show a shallowerone.This happens in eah of the three emission lines.Nor we observe any improvement in the satter of data points residualsrespet to the best �t relation (see Table 2.6) in any of the bin. We are hereshowing just the OLS Bisetor method results, for simpliity, but we obtain thesame onlusions with the other regression methods.65



Figure 2.40: σ∗ versus σ[OIII] data, for the AGN (upper left panel), TR (upperright panel) and SF samples (bottom panel), divided in bin of b/a (see text).Di�erent symbols stand for: b/a <0.4 (light blue diamonds); 0.4< b/a <0.6(blue triangles); 0.6< b/a <0.8 (red asterisks); b/a >0.8 (green plus signs).

Figure 2.41: The same as in Figure 2.40 but using [NII℄ emission line.66



Figure 2.42: The same as in Figure 2.40 but using Hα emission line.We observe instead that the satter (measured as the standard deviation ofthe residual between the atual σ∗ and the one expeted from the �tted relation),with respet to the whole sample not divided in bin of b/a, gets worse, but thisis mainly due to the fat that the amount of the satter depends, also, on thenumber of data points, and so smaller set drawn from the same sample will haveusually a bigger satter.We observe, nevertheless, that the satter omputed using the [NII℄ and Hαlines turn out again to be smaller than in the ase of the [OIII℄.This agrees with the results of Nelson & Whittle (1996). They studied therole of galaxy inlination in the satter of the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation, and foundno orrelation.If the [OIII℄ line widths were produed by rotation in the galaxy disk onewould expet a orrelation with b/a, with galaxies with higher b/a having lower
σ[OIII], while if the NLR veloity �eld were ompletely random there should beno dependene on b/a at all (see Figure 11 of Nelson & Whittle).In their sample they found that their data didn't onform to either ase, butshowed onsiderable satter.2.5 The σ∗ − σgas equationsIt has now to be disussed whih one of the best �t parameters has to be used.In Isobe et al. (1990) it is pointed out that when the intrinsi satter ofthe datapoints is bigger than the measurement unertainties, as in our ase,the theoretial values of the parameters of the 5 di�erent regression methods67



σ∗ - σ[OIII]AGN TR SF
b/a < 0.4 0.13 0.15 0.14

0.4 < b/a < 0.6 0.13 0.14 0.13
0.6 < b/a < 0.8 0.13 0.13 0.12

b/a > 0.8 0.15 0.18 0.13
σ∗ - σ[NII]

b/a < 0.4 0.13 0.11 0.13
0.4 < b/a < 0.6 0.09 0.09 0.12
0.6 < b/a < 0.8 0.10 0.12 0.11

b/a > 0.8 0.11 0.13 0.11
σ∗ - σHα

b/a < 0.4 0.15 0.12 0.13
0.4 < b/a < 0.6 0.10 0.08 0.12
0.6 < b/a < 0.8 0.10 0.11 0.10

b/a > 0.8 0.11 0.13 0.11Table 2.6: Satters relative to the σ∗−σgas relation using subsamples of galaxieswith di�erent values of b/a.examined are di�erent. Still, depending on what an astronomer is looking for,a hoie between the methods is possible.Isobe et al. performed an extensive series of Monte Carlo simulations todetermine the auray and the size of the parameters unertanties.They found that OR is less aurate in approahing its theoretial value; thedispersion in the values of the slope in the various simulations results bigger thanfor the other methods. This is a disadvantage that an overome the advantageof the method itself, that is to �nd the line that minimize the sum of the squareof the orthogonal distanes from the line.They showed that the OLS Bisetor has, on the ontrary, a small standarddeviation, and they suggest to use this method.The RMA is disouraged beause of the fat that the theoretial slope doesnot depend on the orrelation between the data, and so is not a suitable methodif one is willing to �nd the underlying relation between the data.To test the performane of the three methods in this ase, we applied to our
σgas, for eah of the subsamples, a transformation suh that

σgas[new℄ = zp + slope ∗ σgas (2.25)We then applied again the regression methods with this transformed σgasdata; our results are summarized in Table 2.5.We see that only the RMA method assure that after the alibration the datawill lie on an unitary relation.In fat, it is the only method between these three whose theoretial slopedoes not depend on the orrelation between the variables. The theoretial RMAslope is given by β =
Σy

Σx
, where Σy and Σx are the standard deviation of thedata point, the transformed x variables an be written xt = x

Σy

Σx
.The standard deviation of xt will be now:68
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=1.Also, we notie that if we use the equations with the best �t parameters givenby the RMA to transform the data, and we �t again, we will �nd that even thebest �t parameters given by the OLS Bisetor and OR regression methods willgive slopes equal to 1.When using the σ∗−σgas relation one should be aware that an OLS bisetorbest �t ould still underestimate the orret σ∗.This problem however is espeially felt when the orrelation is poorer, as inthe ase of the [OIII℄. In the ases of Hα and [NII℄ lines the results of trans-forming the gas σ using the slope from OLS Bisetor and RMA are similar, andso applying one or the other don't make muh di�erene.Sine the OLS Bisetor is the preferred method in suh studies, we give our

σ∗ − σgas equations for the transformation, in the AGN sample, aording tothat method, also to ompare with other studies. Consequently:
log(σ∗/200) = (−0.02 ± 0.006) + (0.86 ± 0.02) ∗ log(σ[OIII]/200) (2.26)
log(σ∗/200) = (−0.008 ± 0.006) + (0.92 ± 0.03) ∗ log(σ[NII]/200) (2.27)
log(σ∗/200) = (−0.01 ± 0.006) + (0.83 ± 0.02) ∗ log(σHα/200) (2.28)We already notied that the orthogonal methods are suitable when studyingthe underlying relation between two variables.When, on the other side, the aim is to �nd the e�etive equation to transformthe independent variable, a method like the OLS (Y|X) is more appropriate.Still, this method, as given by Isobe et al. (1990), do not take into aountmeasurements errors.So, we give here the orret equation omputed using the method in theAppendix of Tundo et al. (2007), that we desribe brie�y.Let R be the �result� and O the �observable�;we are seeking a relation like

y = a × x + b.We report the data to a system entered on the means of the value: y =
R − 〈R〉, e x = O − 〈O〉.Minimizing the χ2 ≡
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We see that amin di�ers from the intrinsi slope ay|x =
σxσyrxy

σ2
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due to themeasurements unertainties ǫ2x.The satter of the relation is given by
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) (2.30)The �rst term represents the intrinsi satter of the relation, while the otherterms are onsequenes of the measurements errors.So, the intrinsi slope and satter are given by
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) (2.31)The intrinsi slope ay|x an be omputed even when the measurements un-ertainties ǫy are big, while there are problems when the satter in the observablevalues is muh lower than the measurements error: σx ≪ ǫx. In this ase mea-surements errors �delete� the relation between x e y and we measure a shallowslope, that need a big orretion oe�ient to be reported to the intrinsi value.We report the parameters found with this method in Table 2.5.Table 2.7: Parameters in the σ∗ − σgas relation from the method of Tundo etal. (2007). (1) Zero point (2) Slope (3) Intrinsi satter (4) Correlation oe�-ient. zero point slope Σ ρ(1) (2) (3) (4)
σ∗ - σ[OIII]AGN -0.11±0.01 0.41±0.04 0.10 0.46TR -0.10±0.02 0.53±0.07 0.11 0.48SF -0.06±0.01 0.71±0.05 0.07 0.75
σ∗ - σ[NII]AGN -0.06±0.01 0.62±0.04 0.08 0.68TR -0.07±0.01 0.64±0.03 0.09 0.70SF -0.09±0.01 0.62±0.03 0.06 0.84
σ∗ - σHαAGN -0.08±0.01 0.52±0.04 0.09 0.65TR -0.06±0.01 0.63±0.03 0.08 0.73SF -0.08±0.01 0.62±0.03 0.06 0.84
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Table 2.8: Comparison between slopes �tted with OLS Bisetor,OR and RMA methods in our original subsamples, and after trans-forming the σ[OIII] using the best �t parameters.OLS OR RMAslope slopetr slope slopetr slope slopetr

σ∗ - σ[OIII]AGN 0.86 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0.06 1.87 ± 0.2 0.81 ± 0.09 1.00 ± 0.1TR 0.96 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.03 0.92 ± 0.04 0.99 ± 0.2 0.96 ± 0.05 1.00 ± 0.1SF 0.94 ± 0.02 1.01 ± 0.03 0.80 ± 0.08 1.38 ± 0.08 0.91 ± 0.1 1.01 ± 0.07
σ∗ - σ[NII]AGN 0.92 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.04 1.09 ± 0.09 0.91 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.06TR 0.89 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.07 1.12 ± 0.06 0.89 ± 0.05 0.99 ± 0.05SF 0.90 ± 0.06 0.98 ± 0.03 0.84 ± 0.1 1.09 ± 0.05 0.89 ± 0.05 1.00 ± 0.06
σ∗ - σHαAGN 0.83 ± 0.02 0.98 ± 0.03 0.70 ± 0.04 1.23 ± 0.08 0.81 ± 0.04 0.99 ± 0.08TR 0.93 ± 0.02 0.99 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.03 1.05 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.05SF 0.93 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.03 0.89 ± 0.04 1.05 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.04 1.00 ± 0.0571



2.6 The M• − σgas relationWe want now to prove that [NII℄ emission line an be a better traer for thestellar veloity dispersion than the [OIII℄, by plotting the up-to-date availableSMBH masses versus σgas.We retrieved some of the nowadays available sample of galaxies with a mea-sured SMBH mass. In many of these samples the SMBH masses are measuredvia the indiret method of Kaspi et al. (2000).In the hypothesis that the BLR (Broad Line Region) is in virial equilib-rium, the mass of the entral blak hole is given by M• = v2RBLR/G, where vand RBLR are the harateristi veloity and radius of the BLR, and G is thegravitational onstant.Kaspi et al. (2000) showed that a good orrelation exists between BLR radiusand the monohromati luminosity L5100 with a power law index of 0.7 for theirsample of reverberation-mapped AGNs, allowing this easily measured luminosityto be substituted for time lags derived from arduous monitoring ampaigns. Onthe other side, v is dedued from the FWHM of the emission lines originated inthe BLR, usually the Hβ or even the [OIII℄ emission lines, by assuming BLRlouds in random orbit motion.In our seletion we are limited by the fat that we want to retrieve galaxiesobserved by the SDSS, to measure the emission lines in a onsistent way.We desribe in the following lines the hosen sample:
• Bei�ori et al.(2009) measured the SMBHmasses in 105 nearby (< 100Mp)galaxies by modelling the emission line width of STIS/HST arhival spe-tra in terms of gas motions following the method of Sarzi et al. (2002).
• Greene & Ho (2006) presented a study on 71 spetrosopially identi�edAGN from the SDSS 4DR. SMBH masses are omputed using the radius-luminosity relation R ∝ L0.64 (Greene & Ho 2005b; Kaspi et al. 2005),and the BRL veloity is retrieved from the width of the Hα emission line.
• Boroson et al. (2003) presented a sample of 121 low redshift radio quietQSO and Seyfert1 galaxies drawn from the SDSS EDR (Stoughton etal. 2002). SMBH masses are measured via the Kaspi et al. (2000) method.The veloity of the BLR is estimated from the Hβ emission line.
• Wang et al. (2006) seleted their sample from the broad-line X-ray-emittingSDSS AGN atalog (Anderson et al. 2003) mathed with the FIRST 20m radio survey (White et al. 1997). A total of 115 objets were retrieved,for wih the SMBH masses were measured using their Hβ emission linewidth as in Kaspi et al. (2000).
• Xu & Cao (2007) presented a sample of 110 low redshift bright X-ray se-leted ROSAT Seyfert1. SMBH masses were measured via the Hβ emissionline and the optial luminosity at 5100Å (Kaspi et al. 2000).We mathed these samples with the SDSS database, and retrieved the spe-tra of the mathed galaxies. We rejeted galaxies with redshift z>0.36 to assurethe detetability of the [NII℄ emission line.72



Figure 2.43: The rest frame spetrum (blak line) of the galaxySDSSJ093812.26+074340.0 around the Hα-[NII℄ emission lines (upper panel)and around the [OIII℄ emission line (bottom panel). In the upper panel theemissions are �tted with a narrow omponent (blue for Hα, purple for the [NII℄doublet, and pink for the [SII℄ doublet) over imposed on two broad omponents(red lines). The resulting �tted spetra is drawn in green. In the bottom panelthe [OIII℄ emission line is �tted with a narrow (blue line) omponent and abroad (red line) omponent. The resulting �tted spetra is drawn in green.73



Figure 2.44: The SMBH masses plotted versus the σ[OIII] values for the samplesof Bei�ori et al. (2009) �blue triangles� and of Greene & Ho (2006) �green aster-isks. The blak line represent the M• − σ∗ relation from Tremaine et al. (2002).In Figure 2.43 we show an example of the typial spetra of these objet.Galaxies show intense broad omponents, and we modi�ed our �tting routineto inlude suh omponents.The [SII℄λλ6719,6730 Å doublet was �tted to have an initial guess of thewidths of the narrow omponents of the [NII℄ doublet and of the Hα lines.For some galaxies more than one broad omponent were needed; we allowedour routine to use just one broad omponent up to three. The �t of the spetrawere heked by eye, so to deide how many omponents were needed.The situation for the [OIII℄ line is usually more straightforward, but we stillusually need a broad omponent to �t the spetra, as we an see in Figure 2.43(bottom panel).Some of the galaxies showed a situation in whih eah of the emission linewould have needed a separate broad omponent to �t the spetrum. In suhsituation, and generally when the �t were not satisfying, we rejeted the objetfrom our sample.Our �nal sample onsist of 68 galaxies.We plot in Figure 2.44, 2.45 and 2.46 the M• − σgas relation for the [OIII℄,[NII℄ and Hα emission line, respetively, using the galaxies from the sampleof Greene & Ho (2006) �green asterisks� and from Bei�ori et al. (2009) �bluetriangles�The orrelation oe�ient for these galaxies using the three emission linesare: 74



Figure 2.45: As in Figure 2.44 using the [NII℄ emission line.

Figure 2.46: As in Figure 2.44 using the Hα emission line.75



Figure 2.47: The SMBH masses plotted versus the σ[OIII] values for the sam-ples of Bei�ori et al. (2009), Boroson et al. (2003) Greene & Ho (2006), Wang etal. (2006), Xu & Cao (2007), shown respetively as blue triangles, green aster-isks, red diamonds, purple asterisks and pink plus signs. The blak line representthe M• − σ∗ relation from Tremaine et al. (2002).
rP ([OIII])G+B = 0.58

rP ([NII])G+B = 0.68

rP (Hα)G+B = 0.51These values on�rm the results obtained in this work, showing that [NII℄an be a better traer for the stellar veloity dispersion than [OIII℄.Nevertheless, things ompliate when we add galaxies from the other threesample, as we an see in Figures 2.47, 2.48 and 2.49.X-ray seleted galaxies (and hene with areting SMBHs) and QSO do notappear to lie on the M•−σ∗ relation, showing instead grater M• than expeted,or, otherwise, smaller emission line width.We report the orrelation oe�ients for the whole sample:
rP ([OIII])all = 0.31

rP ([NII])all = 0.33

rP (Hα)all = 0.26This derease in the overall orrelation is due to the poor orrelation in theBoroson (2003) sample: 76



Figure 2.48: As in Figure 2.47 plotting the [NII℄ data.

Figure 2.49: As in Figure 2.47 plotting the Hα data.77



rP ([OIII])B = 0.12

rP ([NII])B = 0.07

rP (Hα)B = 0.31While emission line measurement is partiularly triky with regard to thenarrow omponent, so that we annot rule out ompletely the hypothesis thatwe overestimated the broad omponent, so giving lower σgas for the narrowomponent, we note that this problem is not seen in the samples of Greene &Ho (2006) and Bei�ori et al. (2009).Xu & Cao (2007) showed in their sample a orrelation between the SMBHmasses and the FWHM of the broad omponent, and a orrelation betweenthe FWHM and the aretion rate 
m, so that we an hypothesize that the M•reported in these three sample are overestimated.While this hypothesis needs further study, we an onlude at this pointthat in moderately ative galaxies [NII℄ is atually a better traer for M•, inonsequene to the fat that it is a better proxy for σ∗, while in galaxies withstronger SMBH aretion we need to be areful about the use of seondaryindiator of the stellar veloity dispersion.2.7 Disussion and ConlusionsThe width of the [OIII℄emission line is often used as a proxy for the stellarveloity dispersion σ∗; σ∗ is a key parameter in studying galaxies and galaxyevolution, sine it trae the bulge stellar mass and the kinematis of stars insidethe host galaxy, and sine it is tightly onneted with the mass of the supermassive blak hole at the enter of galaxies, and with the irular veloity Vc(Pizzella et al. 2005).Sine it is di�ult to measure σ∗ in high redshift or ative galaxies, we wouldmiss suh a key measure in the objets that are more important in the study ofthe evolution of galaxies.To overome this problem it was suggested to use [OIII℄emission line as atraer for σ∗; [OIII℄ is a strong and ubiquitous line, easy to measure, and whosehigh ionization potential assure that it is oming from the NLR.This point is seen somehow as a pro, sine the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation is usedmostly in the study of the M• − σ∗ relation, but it is always noted that thefundamental hypothesis underlying this relation is that the NLR kinemati isdominated by the bulge gravity �eld and not by the SMBH's.The use of σOIII revealed some problems. The high intrinsi satter in the
σ∗−σ[OIII] relation (with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient of ∼0.4) translate ina big unertainty in the derived M• − σ[OIII] relation.Also, a sub lass of ative galaxies, the Narrow Line Seyfert1 (NLS1), seemnot to lie on the M• − σ∗ relation when using σ[OIII], and it was noted thatthe residuals ∆σ = σ[OIII] − σ∗ orrelate with AGN luminosity and with theEddington ratio.Another problem in the use of [OIII℄ line width is given by the blue asym-metries (blue shifts and blue wings) that an a�et [OIII℄.78



Some orretion was proposed; Green & Ho (2005) proposed to use just theore of the [OIII℄ line in the σ[OIII]/σ∗, and a third parameter, the Eddingtonratio, was added to the relation.Still, even with these solutions, NLS1 were outliers respet to the M•−σ[OIII]relation.Moreover, the slope of the relation is found to be lower than unity.These problems are due to the in�uene of non gravitational fores omingfrom the ative nuleus, that broaden the line width and perturb the kinematisof the NLR through radio jets, radiation pressure, tidal distortion, shoks.In fat, it was showed (Gaskell 2009, Rie et al. 2006, Phillips et al. 1986)that the gas usually shows a line width lower than σ∗. This happens beause gasis more subjet to non-gravitational fores and dissipation, and tend to settlein a �attened distribution.This translates, in AGN, in σgas that are in average lower than σ∗ for σ∗below ∼100 km/s−1 , and that is bigger above. The deviation of σgas fromits expeted subvirial value is proportional to the AGN luminosity and to itsEddington ratio, so on�rming the role of the entral engine in the σgas/σ∗relation.This happens beause above that limits AGN e�ets tend to be strongerand the gas veloity may be inreased by jets and other interation between theentral engine and the ionized gas.We know (de Robertis & Osterbrok 1984, Komossa et al. 2008, Rie etal. 2006) that lines with higher Ionization Potential (IP) are more subjet toasymmetries. Moreover, sine the strong e�ets of AGN on the ionized gas inNLR, we want to test the reliability of other emission lines as traers of thestellar veloity dispersion.In this study we test [OIII℄, [NII℄ and Hα emission lines.Sine Hα and [NII℄ have a lower IP than [OIII℄ (IP[OIII]=35.1, IP[NII]=14.5,IPHα=13.6 ), we expet these lines to be less a�eted by the AGN and to bebetter traer of the stellar kinematis. Also, [NII℄ and Hα are not on�ned inNLR, so the perturbations due to the AGN e�ets should be diluted in theintegrated spetra. Moreover, [NII℄ and Hα are strong lines, even stronger than[OIII℄, so even easier to measure respet to [OIII℄.We used the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample to selet our sample of emissionline galaxies, divided in three subsamples of AGN, Transition (TR) and StarForming (SF) galaxies using the diagnosti of Kewley et al. (2006).We performed a linear regression using three di�erent methods, namely, theOrthogonal Least Square Bisetor (OLS Bisetor), the Orthogonal Redution(OR), and the Redued Major Axis (RMA) as delined in Isobe et al. (1990).Sine in our sample the intrinsi satter in the data is high, the di�erent methodswill give results that are theoretially di�erent. Our subsequent disussion isnevertheless valid for eah of the three methods.We omputed moreover the slope, zero point, intrinsi satter and the or-relation of the relations using the method outlined in Tundo et al. (2007), sinethe methods from Isobe et al. (1990) doesn't take into aount measurementserrors in both variables while our method does.What's more, while orthogonal methods are the best hoie when one iswilling to understand the underling relation between two variables, when theaim of the work is to �nd the atual relation that enable to transform the79



observed variable in another one, one should pik a method that minimize theresiduals of the dependent variable at a �xed value of the independent one, asit does the OLS (Y|X) method �and our, with the advantage of inluding thee�et of measurement errors in both variables.We showed that [OIII℄ line do have a orrelation with σ∗; this orrelationis poor, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient ranging from 0.42 to 0.55 in thedi�erent subsamples (see Table 2.3). The slope of the relation is statistiallylower than unity, and the AGN sample shows the lowest value (see Table 2.4.3).Our results agree with the �ndings of other studies, that indiated slopesless than unity. Gaskell (2009) proposes an equation for the σgas − σ∗ relationthat appears to be in agreement with ours.Hα and [NII℄ show a tighter relation, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ientof 0.60 and 0.62, respetively, in the AGN subsample (see Tables 2.3).Nevertheless, even in the ases of Hα and [NII℄ lines we found slopes that areless than unity, even if they are usually steeper than the slope of the σ∗−σ[OIII]relation (Table 2.4.3).While with [OIII℄ and Hα lines we �nd that the slopes in the SF and TRsamples are usually steeper than in the AGN sample, with [NII℄ we �nd in thethree subsamples slopes that agree within unertainties.All results from our measures of the intrinsi satter and of the orrelationoe�ient do show that [NII℄ and Hα lines are more tightly tied to σ∗ than[OIII℄.In partiularly, we �nd an intrinsi satter using the [NII℄ emission line thatis about 20% lower than in the ase of [OIII℄.We observe that the mean value of the ratio σgas/σ∗ is enhaned in AGNrather than in StarForming or Transition galaxies, as reported in Table 2.4.2.The fat that in the AGN sample the mean value of σgas/σ∗ is lose to unitymust not onfuse. We have σgas < σ∗ below σgas ∼ 100 km s−1, and σgas > σ∗above, and this e�et is muh more evident in AGN than in StarForming orTransition galaxies.This is aused by di�erent reasons. One is the fat that StarForming andStarBurst galaxies reah lower values of magnitude �and so, very roughly, ofmass and of veloity dispersion�, so that the numbers of points that are belowthe limits for whih σgas/σ∗ < 1 is greater than for AGN galaxies.The more important reason is that in StarForming or Transition galaxiesthe ionized gas is probably less perturbed by non-gravitational e�ets fromthe entral engine, so the measured σgas is subvirial as observed in quiesentgalaxies.The reason for the slope in the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation to be lower than inthe ases of [NII℄ or Hα lines ould reside in the fat that [OIII℄ is nearer tothe entral engine in AGN, and onsequently an be more subjet to its nongravitational aeleration; σ[OIII] is then more broadened respet to [NII℄ orHα and its position in a σ∗ − σgas plot migrate toward higher value of σgas, solowering the slope of the relation.It is interesting to study the behavior of the Transition sample. σ[NII] and
σHα show slopes that are similar than in the ase of the StarForming , whilefor the [OIII℄ we see that the slope for the TR sample is intermediate betweenAGN and SF samples.This is explained by the proximity of [OIII℄ to the AGN respet to [NII℄80



or Hα. Sine TR galaxies an have a ertain amount of nulear ativity, anyaeleration e�et on the ionized gas will be more e�ient on the gas in theNLR. So, in TR galaxies we e�etively see that [NII℄ and Hα lines are lessa�eted by AGN ativities.We still see a slope less than unity in SF galaxies probably due to two e�ets.One is the perturbation to the gas kinemati due to the star formation itself.Shoks and heating from the burst of star formation an aelerate the gas evenif the outome of these aelerations will be obviously small respet to that ofan AGN, and probably they would be diluted in an integrated spetrum.The seond reason is that in SF galaxies we ould still see the e�ets ofpossible past nulear ativity. In fat, even if diagnosti diagram an assure usthat a galaxy is undergoing star formation and in not an AGN now, nothingprelude that the galaxy ould have experiened some ativity in the past, sinethe idea that galaxies may have had multiple, periodi episode of AGN burstare nowadays ommonly aepted.We want to notie that the slope of the SF sample is higher in the ase ofthe [OIII℄. This e�et is primarily due to our onstraints in the minimum σgasand σ∗ allowed (atually, 50 km s−1). In fat, as we already notied, loweringour limits results in steeper slopes, so we heked that inreasing the limit to,e.g., 70 km s−1 auses the slopes in the SF sample to beome shallower in thease of the [OIII℄ line, while they remain almost unhanged using [NII℄ and Hαlines.Another lue of the fat that the di�erenes in the slope and satter in the
σgas − σ∗ relation is due to the fat that [OIII℄ is more subjet to aelerationfrom the AGN ativity, ome from the omparison of the [NII℄, Hα and [OIII℄measures.In e�et, if we look at Figures 2.23 we see that [NII℄ and Hα learly desribethe same kinematis, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient for the σ[Hα]−σ[]NIIrelation of RP =0.95, while the relation between σ[OIII] and σ[NII] or σHα showsa poorer orrelation with RP ∼0.70 (see also Figures 2.25 and 2.24).We would expet in Figures 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31, sine rotation should tendto inrease the σ of emission lines, an inrease in the relative di�erene (σgas −
σ∗)/σ∗ at higher b/a, so for galaxies seen fae-on.This is not observed. So, sine b/a should be a parameter that play at leastsome role in the σgas − σ∗ relation we deided to test it.Our samples were divided in four bin of inlination, and we derived the best�t parameters of the σgas − σ∗ relation in eah bin.As Nelson & Whittle (1996), we found that b/a is not orrelated with σgas,as if the veloity �eld of the ionized gas is ompletely random respet to theinlination of the galaxy.A onlusive test of [NII℄ being a better traer for the stellar veloity disper-sion respet to the [OIII℄ line is represented by the fat that in a M•−σgas plot(see Figure 2.44, 2.45 and 2.46) the M• − σ[NII] presents the lowest satter.This is true when looking at moderately ative galaxies, while in low redshiftQSO and X-ray bright AGN (see Figure 2.47, 2.48 and 2.49) the orrelation ispoor in both [NII℄ and [OIII℄ lines, while it seems to be slightly stronger usingHα line.This e�et ould be due to a orrelation between the aretion of the SMBHand the FWHM of the broad emission lines, and hene of a orrelation between81



Table 2.9: Observed wavelengths of the emission lines at various redshifts.Line λz=0 [Å℄ λz=0.5 [Å℄ λz=1 [Å℄
[OIII] 5006.8 7510.2 10013.6Hα 6562.8 9844.2 13125.6
[NII] 6583.4 9875.1 13166.8the ativity of the AGN and the derived SMBH mass (Xu & Cao 2007), so thatgalaxies with an areting SMBHs have M• overestimated respet to galaxieswith a moderately ative nuleus.Still, we annot ompletely rule out the hypothesis that this e�et is dueinstead to an underestimation of our line width measures, but if this is the asewe should observe suh bias even in the samples of quiesent or moderatelyative AGN.This aspets needs further study.We suggest that in using a ionized gas as a traer for the stellar veloitydispersion, one should take into aount two points.The �rst one is that in any ase the slope of the relation between the gasand the stars is less than unity, and that it must be alibrated depending onthe lass of galaxies studied.The seond point is that Hα and espeially [NII℄ show less satter and higherorrelation with stars than [OIII℄, and a lower ontamination from nulear ef-fets.We propose an equation for the σgas/σ∗ for eah of the three line, in thedi�erent subsamples, using di�erent regression methods.It has to be notied that due to its higher wavelength the [NII℄ line is observ-able in the optial up to a lower redshift than [OIII℄ line (see Table 2.7 for theobserved wavelengths of the emission lines at various redshifts); nevertheless,[NII℄ an be also observable in NIR spetra.2.7.1 Future workSine the use of the [OIII℄ line was proposed to trae the stellar veloity dis-persion in ative and far galaxies, it has to be remembered that the traer for

σ∗ should: 1-be observable in far galaxies 2-be used also in individual ases andnot just statistially.It would be interesting to put together the three emission lines and to per-form a Prinipal Component Analysis to �nd if a ombination of di�erent linesould indiate a way to predit in a reliable way the stellar veloity dispersion.Another point of interest is to �nd other lines that ould be used as a traerfor the stellar veloity dispersion; in fat, sine the need for a proxy for σ∗ omefor both ative galaxies and high redshift galaxies, we will need di�erent linesthat ould permit us to reah higher redshift.In future studies we will also retrieve more samples of galaxies with measured
M•; we will searh for di�erent types of galaxies to explore to whih extent wean use the ionized gas as a traer for the stellar veloity dispersion in di�erentlass of AGN, and to have some lues on the di�erent behavior of the M•−σgasrelation in suh galaxies. 82



Chapter 3Cool Core Clusters and ConCool Core Clusters3.1 Introdution3.1.1 Clusters of galaxiesClusters of galaxies are the largest gravitationally bound strutures in the Uni-verse.With diameters of several megaparses and masses up to 1015 M⊙, theyare often reognizable in images as distint onentrations of galaxies enteredon one or more brightest luster members, and in fat they were seen �rst asoverdensity in the projeted distribution of galaxies in an optial image (Abell1958).Galaxy lusters are over-abundant in red, early-type galaxies ompared tothe �eld population (Oemler 1974; Buther & Oemler 1978; Dressler 1980;Dressler et al. 1997; Treu et al. 2003; Balogh et al. 2004; Poggianti et al. 2006;Capak et al. 2007). Approximately 60% of bright galaxies loated within thevirial radii of luster halos are bulge-dominated (E + S0) ompared to ∼ 30%of similar luminosity galaxies loated in very low-density environments (Whit-more & Gilmore 1991; Postman et al. 2005).The fration of weakly star-forming, early-type galaxies grows with the loalgalati density, but even poor groups show di�erenes ompared to the gen-eral population (e.g., Postman & Geller 1984; Dressler et al. 1997; Zabludo� &Mulhaey 1998; Tran et al. 2001; Finn et al. 2008).Galaxies in lusters typially experiene more mergers than �eld galaxies(prior to their aretion), and this merger history bias plays a role in explainingpopulation di�erenes (Toomre & Toomre 1972). The fat that the overall mixof galaxies in lusters by type is known to evolve with redshift (Buther &Oemler 1978; Ellingson et al. 2001; Tran et al. 2005; Gerke et al. 2007; Capaket al. 2007; Coil et al. 2008; Loh et al. 2008; Finn et al. 2008) suggests that theinternal luster proesses play a major role in setting the di�erenes betweenthe luster and �eld populations.Galaxies in lusters and groups are subjet to a number of proesses that maysuppress star formation or hange the morphology of a galaxy. Ram-pressure83



stripping (Gunn & Gott 1972; Quilis et al. 2000), galaxy-galaxy �harassment�within the luster potential (Moore et al. 1996) and old gas �strangulation�(Larson et al. 1980; Kau�mann et al. 1993), whih uts of the gas supply forongoing star formation in luster galaxies, are all e�ets that an ontribute tothe morphology of galaxies in lusters.As traers of the osmi large-sale struture, galaxy lusters are also im-portant probes for osmology. It is the growth of struture in the matter distri-bution of the Universe that has a strong dependene on the osmologial modelparameters and in partiular on the nature of Dark Matter and Dark Energy.Sine galaxy lusters are very sensitive traers of struture growth, a ensus ofthe luster population (via determination of the mass funtion of lusters) as afuntion of redshift an be used to test osmologial models (e.g. Borgani et al.2001; Shueker et al. 2003a,b; Henry 2004; Vikhlinin et al. 2003, 2009; Henryet al. 2009).In fat, if we set the initial onditions and the osmologial parameters wean predit the redshift when virialized haloes of a given mass are expeted toform.Galaxy lusters are therefore very important giant astrophysial laboratoriesproviding us with a well haraterized physial environment ompared to �eldgalaxies, they also allow the study of large oeval galaxy populations and enablethe investigation of their evolution in onnetion with the hemial and thermalevolution of the embedding intraluster medium; given moreover the importaneof lusters as a test in osmologial models, they represent a key �eld of researhin the modern studies of formation and evolution of galaxies.Clusters of galaxies are searhed in optial band, via the Sunayev-Zeldovihe�et, via the gravitational lensing, but most informations on galaxy lustersome now from observations in X-ray .Clusters in X-rayThe spae between the galaxies is �lled with a hot dilute plasma (with densitiesof 10−5 to 10−3 m−3 from the luster outskirts to the densest ore regions )that emits X-rays and all is held in plae by the gravity of a dark matter halo.Gas temperatures typially lie in the range of 107-108 Kelvin, orrespondingto X-ray luminosities of LX ∼ 1043 erg s−1 to 1045 erg s−1 . The hot lusterplasma represent roughly the 90% of the baryons, while the rest are loked up instars in galaxies (Lin et al. 2003). The hot gas forms a hydrostati atmosphere,where the temperature and density distributions re�et the gravitating mass.The warm baryons ollapsed with the dark matter halo were subsequentlyheated to the virial temperature of the halo itself by aretion shoks and adi-abati ompression. Mean gas temperatures re�et onsequently the virial tem-peratures of halos, so that T∝ σ2 , where σ is the line of sight veloity dispersionof the luster galaxies.The eletrons and ions of the thin plasma interat through Coulomb olli-sions and radiate mainly by thermal bremsstrahlung emission in the X-ray band(e.g., Sarazin 1988). Given the shape of the pro�le of the emissions, both of theontinuum and of the reombination lines, the temperature and metalliity ofthe hot gas an be measured aurately with modern X-ray telesopes, sine theshape of the spetrum for a thermal equilibrium plasma is determined by theplasma temperature and the elemental abundanes.84



Beause the emission proesses are ollisional the power radiated per unitvolume is proportional to the square of the density (so that the emission measureis E =
∫

nenHdV ). X-ray surfae brightness an therefore be used to determinegas density, even when the temperature is poorly onstrained.The surfae brightness pro�le an be �tted usually with a single β model(e.g., Cavaliere & Fuso-Femiano 1976; Branduardi-Raymont et al. 1981; For-man & Jones 1982)
S(r) = S0

(

1 + (r/rc)
2
)−3β+1/2

, (3.1)where S0 is entral brightness and rc is the ore radius. Under the assumptionof the gas and dark matter being isothermal, β is the ratio of the energy perunit mass in galaxies to that in the gas, and it is β ∼2/3 for bright, relaxedlusters.In the entral regions of some lusters, where the gas temperature delinesand the density rises rapidly, the �t is poorer and it is possible to use a double
β model.Assuming that the temperature is homogeneous in the luster, it is possibleto alulate the gas eletron density pro�le as ne(r) = n0[1+(r/rc)

2]−3β/2 where
n0 is the entral eletron density. The errors introdued by this simpli�ation inthe presene of temperature variations is only on the order a few perent, whihjusti�es this approximation.Sine galaxy lusters approah an equilibrium on�guration haraterizedby a virial relation suh as Ekin = −2Epot ∝ GMR , and sine analogously tothe virial equilibrium of galaxies and dark matter partiles, the ICM plasmathermalizes and attains a �virial temperature� whih re�ets the depth of thegravitational potential of the luster, so in the ollapse proess the potential en-ergy of the ICM is onverted to internal heat, and if the gravitational potentialsof lusters of di�erent mass have a self-similar shape, as implied by numerialsimulations of gravitational ollapse (e.g. Navarro et al. 1995; Moore et al. 1999),then one �nds the following self-similar relation between luster mass and ICMtemperature:

T ∝ σ2
DM ∝ M/R ∝ M2/3 (3.2)where σ2

DM is the veloity dispersion of the dark matter partiles.The observed saling relations make luster temperatures and luminositiesvaluable proxies for the muh less aessible masses of dark matter halos. De-partures from these saling relations re�et physis beyond pure gravitationaldynamis.Assuming that the gas is in hydrostati equilibrium, and that the lusterhas approximately spherial symmetry, the total mass of the luster an bealulated from the temperature and density pro�le as
M(r) = −GkT

µmp
r(

log ρg

log r
+

log T

log r
) (3.3)where G is the gravitational onstant, k the Boltzmann onstant, ρg the gasdensity and mp the proton mass. For a single β model, it take the form of
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3βkTr
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, (3.4)85



where µ is the moleular weight (µ=0.61).Veloity dispersion and weak lensing masses generally agree with X-raymasses to within a few tens of perent, exept perhaps in systems undergoingmajor mergers.Chandra observations extending to large radii to measure the mass versustemperature relationship for relaxed lusters with temperatures in the range of0.7- 9 keV, found M∝T1.5−1.6, whih agrees with self-similar models (Vikhlininet al. 2006).The observed X-ray luminosity versus temperature relation for 3-10 keVlusters sales as LXX∝T2.6−2.8 whih is steeper than expeted for self-similarsaling (Markevith et al. 1998; Arnaud & Evrard 1999). This departure maybe due to exess entropy or preheating of the gas prior to virialization beauseof supernovae that enrihed the gas with metals and AGN heating.3.1.2 The ooling �ow lusters and the ooling �ow prob-lemThe primary ooling proess for intraluster gas is the emission of radiation. Inassessing the role of ooling in the intraluster gas, it is useful to de�ne a oolingtime sale , that is the timesale in whih the gas radiates away its thermal andgravitational energy if his luminosity is unompensated by heating.The ooling time of the gas is given by
tcool =

5

2

ne + ni

ne

kT

nHΛ(A, Tm)
, (3.5)where Λ(A, Tm) is the ooling funtion of the gas, and ne, ni, and nH arethe number densities of the eletrons, ions, and hydrogen, respetively, and ifthe gas ools isobarially it an be written as

tcool = 8.5 × 1010(
np

10−3
)−1(

T

108
)1/2 yr (3.6)The hot gas in the ores of more than one third of lusters of galaxies, andmost elliptial rih groups of galaxies, has a radiative ooling time shorter thanthe age of these systems, so the gas would develop into a ooling �ow in theabsene of additional heating. These lusters are ommonly alled Cool CoreCluster (CCC) against the Non Cool Core Clusters (NCCC) that don't exhibitsuh behavior.If we de�ne the ooling radius as the radius where the gas ooling time isequal to the age of the luster assumed to be lose to the Hubble time (tage ∼

1/H0 = 13 Gyr), we see that the physial meaning of the ooling radius withinthe lassial ooling �ow model is that, within that radius, the gas will loose allof its energy by X-ray emission and would be replaed by ambient hot gas fromlarger radii in a steady state in�ow.It is possible to alulate the energy loss rate from the integral of the X-rayemission inside the ooling radius and the mass in�ow rate from the enthalpyin�ux neessary to ompensate for this energy loss.We have that
Lx ≃ Ṁ × (5kT )/(2µmH) ≃ 1.3 × 1044T5Ṁ2 erg s−1 (3.7)86



where T5 = (kT/5 keV ) and Ṁ2 = (Ṁ/100M⊙/year).This implies that the ICM plasma should ool and ondense in ool orelusters, in the absene of any heat soure whih ould balane the ooling. Theso-alled �ooling �ow� senario (Fabian & Nulsen 1977; Fabian 1994) preditsmass deposition in the enters of some lusters at a rate of up to hundreds tothousands of solar masses a year. In general more than half of the lusters inthe nearby Universe should have ooling �ows in this model (Peres et al. 1998).Still, sine the ooling �ow model leads to the predition of very spei�and testable spetral signatures of a steady state ooling �ow (mainly Fe Lomplex), it ould be seen that it fails to predit the observed amount andspatial distribution of star formation, line emission, and other expeted produtsof ooling, whih are generally observed only in the inner few tens of kp.In fat, even if �rst observations with the Einstein Observatory's Foal PlaneCrystal Spetrometer [FPCS℄(Canizares et al. 1982, 1988) apparently detetedthe X-ray emission lines below 1 keV of various harge states of Fe L, thatare the strongest spetrosopi signatures of ooling gas, the FPCS statistialsigni�ane, with an e�etive area of only one square entimeter, was very poor.Still, these results were bolstered by signatures of ooling at other wavelengths:�laments of Hα emission from warm, ionized gas (Hekman 1981); star formation(Johnstone et al. 1987; MNamara & O'Connell 1989); and pools of old atomiand moleular gas (Edge 2001) provided support for a lassial ooling �owmodel, albeit at lower rates.With the advent of high quality spetra provided by XMM-Newton andChandra, the ooling �ow paradigm ould be tested by spetrosopy. First evi-dene that the luster ool ores are not onsistent with the lassial ooling �owmodel ame from spetra analyzed with the Re�etion Grating Spetrometers(RGS) on XMM-Newton.These observations failed to on�rm the line feature expeted from oolinggas at∼1 K, although there were some hint of lines onsistent with a ooling ratemuh smaller then previous estimates. Ultraviolet line emission also suggestsooling rates about an order of magnitude smaller than in the pure ooling �owmodels (Oegerle et al. 2001; Bregman et al. 2006).The absene of gas ooling below ∼1 K is on�rmed in moderate spetralresolution CCD data from Chandra, XMM-Newton, and ASCA (e.g., MNamaraet al. 2000; David et al. 2001; Fabian et al. 2003; Blanton et al. 2003; Petersonet al. 2003; Nulsen et al. 2005; Peterson & Fabian 2006; MNamara & Nulsen2007 and referenes therein).The spatial distribution of ool gas and star formation is more onsistentwith other, more ompliated, ooling �ow models, but at levels that fall ordersof magnitude below the preditions. This failure implies that the gas is notondensing at the predited rates, and that radiation losses are either beingreplenished, or the gas is ondensing into an unseen state. Sensitive searhes forthe repository in optial, infrared, and radio bands have severely restrited thelatter possibility, if not ruled it out entirely.3.1.3 AGN feedbak in ooling ore lustersThe failure to �nd large quantities of ooling gas with the expeted propertiesof a ooling �ow implies that more than 90% of the energy radiated away is87



being replenished. Only a few perent of the gas assoiated with the ooling�ow forms stars and even less aretes onto the entral supermassive blak hole.This �over-ooling� problem implies that feedbak must have played a veryimportant role in shaping galaxies. A number of feedbak mehanisms have beenproposed. For example, the heating by the UV bakground is expeted to bee�etive only in small halos with masses M< 1010M⊙ at low redshift (Quinn etal. 1996; Gnedin 2000; Hoeft et al. 2006). The supernova (SN) feedbak frominstantaneous star formation may blow out gas from dwarf galaxies with halomass less than M< 1011M⊙ but beome muh less e�etive in massive halos(MaLow & Ferrara 1999).A lue to the solution may ome from the observation (Burns, Gregory &Holman 1981) that every luster with a strong ooling �ow also ontains a mas-sive and ative entral radio galaxy. Tabor & Binney (1993) suggested that radiogalaxies might regulate ooling �ows, and this idea has gained onsiderable re-ent support from X-ray maps whih show diret evidene for an interation be-tween radio lobes and the intraluster gas (MNamara et al. 2000, 2005; Fabianet al. 2003).Croton et al. (2006) introdued a �radio mode� whih is the result of theX-ray gas aretion on to the entral SMBHs. The inlusion of this radio modein their simulations allows suppression of both exessive ooling and growing ofvery massive galaxies. This AGN-heating mehanism is also found to be parti-ularly e�etive in suppressing the star formation ativity, that one expets to beproli� around the brightest luster galaxies due to their preferential loation inlusters. These BCGs should be aompanied by intense star formation ativityand have blue olors, neither of whih is observed and energy input from AGNoutbursts in lusters may be espeially needed to explain the observations.AGN outbursts in the entral dominant galaxy in groups and lusters anprodue shoks, avities and sound waves, all of whih lead to re-heating of theooling gas.Buoyant bubbles and avities in lustersAlthough several mehanisms were disussed, the most promising heating pro-ess turned out to be the energy injeted into the ICM by powerful radio jetsemanating from AGNs in entral galaxies of lusters and groups.When the radio jets emerging from the entral blak hole interat withthe dense thermal plasma of the ICM, two bubble-like lobes of non-thermalplasma should in�ated, �lled with relativisti partiles and magneti �eld andthus visible in radio observations. Suh bubbles were �rst proposed by Gull &Northover (1973).We know that the majority of ooling �ow lusters ontain powerful radiosoures assoiated with entral D galaxies. Initial evidene of radio souresdisplaing, and evauating avities in, the X-ray-emitting intraluster mediumwas found with ROSAT observations of a few soures.We now even know that about thirty D lusters and a similar number ofE galaxies and groups harbor avities or bubbles in their X-ray halos (Fabianet al. 2000;MNamara et al. 2000, 2001; Shindler et al. 2001; Heinz et al.2002;Mazzotta et al. 2002). Cavity systems are di�ult to detet, so this issurely a lower limit to their numbers. 88



Like the radio lobes that reated them, avities are usually found in pairs ofapproximately elliptial X-ray surfae brightness depressions, 20% to 40% belowthe level of the surrounding gas.Cavity systems in lusters vary enormously in size, from diameters smallerthan 1 kp like those in M87 to diameters approahing 200 kp in the Hydra Aand MS0735.6+7421 lusters.A orrelation exists between radio luminosity and avity power ( Bîrzan et al.2004; Dunn & Fabian 2006), but with a large satter that is poorly understood.Episodi (on-o�) ativity of radio jets should so injets these non-thermalradio bubbles whih may heat in the end the ICM via weak shoks, and addition-ally these plasma bubbles are responsible for the mehanial (PdV) work doneon the ICM for heating it, whih is one of the favored mehanism of AGN-ICMfeedbak.The work required to in�ate the avities against the surrounding pressure isup to pV = 1061 erg in rih lusters (e.g., Ra�erty et al. 2006).The total energy needed to reate a avity is the sum of its internal (thermal)energy, E, and the work required to in�ate it, i.e., its enthalpy, H = E + pV. This is several times pV. The displaed gas mass is several 1010 M⊙ in anaverage luster system but an exeed 1010 M⊙ in powerful outbursts suh asthose in MS0735.6+7421 and Hydra A.In suh soures the energy involved is 1060−62 erg, the most powerful radiooutbursts known (e.g., MNamara et al. 2005; MNamara and Nulsen 2007). Theenergy involved is large enough to strongly a�et or even quenh any ooling�ow, and to drive large-sale out�ows that redistribute and heat the gas onluster-wide sales.A nearly empty avity will rise into the luster atmosphere like a buoyantweather balloon, traveling at a speed approahing the loal free-fall veloity.Studies of avity populations should in priniple yield information on theAGN duty yle, the energy per AGN outburst, and outburst ages, one areliable dynamial model has been established.The Ra�erty et al. (2006) sample is the most extensive luster sample avail-able, and thus provides a good representation of average avity properties inlusters. The distribution of projeted distanes between the nuleus of the hostD and avity entroid shows that the detetion rate peaks in the inner 30 kpor so and delines rapidly at larger distanes. Only the rarest and most power-ful outbursts produe detetable avities beyond ∼100 kp. Within 100 kp thedetetion frequeny delines formally as ∼R−1.3, but is onsistent with R−1 ,the expeted rate of deline for avities launhed on random trajetories.The distribution of the ratio of projeted nulear distane to radius peaksat R/r∼ 2 and falls o� rapidly beyond. Evidently, avities travel roughly theirown diameters before they disintegrate or beome too di�ult to detet.Three estimates are ommonly used for avity ages: the buoyant rise time,the re�ll time, and the sound rossing time.The �rst is the time taken for a bubble to rise at its buoyant terminal speedfrom the enter of the luster to its present loation: tbuoy ≃R/vt ≃R√

SC/(2gV )where S is the bubble's ross setion, V its volume and C is the drag oe�ient.The �re�ll time� is the time required for gas to re�ll the displaed volume ofthe avity as the bubble rises, so the time taken for a avity to rise buoyantlythrough its own diameter:tr = 2
√

r/g for a spherial avity of radius r, whereg is the loal gravitational aeleration.89



Given the assumption that a bubble is launhed from the nuleus and travelsat approximately the sound speed, whereas it is likely to have a supersound speedat birth, and a subsoni speed when it travels buoyantly, the time it takes torise to its projeted position is then the sound rossing time, tc=R/cs, where csis the sound speed, and it is approximatively cs =
√

kT/(µmH) ≃1100T 1/2
5 kms−1.Whih timesale best approximates the true age depends on several unknownfators, and if the bubbles dynamis are still dominated by the AGN jets, allthat age measures an be overestimated; still, it is an interesting measure of thelast AGN episode.But, even if AGN feedbak senario seems to be now widely aepted, theinterest has shifted to the question: how is the ICM atually heated by AGNinteration? One of the most important earlier arguments in favor of ooling�ows in the absene of feedbak was that any possible heating mehanism hasto be very well �ne tuned, to exatly provide the balane to ooling. If too muhheat is produed, it disperses the observed dense gas ores in ooling �ows.Also, there is little agreement on the rate of star formation in ooling oreand non ooling ore lusters.Even if reent theoretial models predit that AGN feedbak produes redand dead elliptials (Croton et al. 2006, De Luia et al. 2006), several reentstudies have reported examples of ongoing star formation in the BCG in CCC(Cardiel et al. 1998, Crawford et al. 1999, Edge 2001, Goto 2005, MNamara etal. 2006, Wilman et al. 2006, O'Dea et al. 2008, Bildfell et al. 2008, Cavagnoloet al. 2008, Ra�erty et al. 2008).Additionally, Hiks & Mushotzky (2005) noted an exess in the UV �ux asdetermined from the XMM-Newton Optial Monitor in many (but not all) theooling �ow lusters in their sample, whih they interpreted as evidene for starformation.Reently, Bildfell et al. (2008) undertook a omprehensive study of 48 lus-ters that span a wide range of X-ray harateristis. Spei�ally, they analyzedthe surfae brightness and olor pro�les of the BCGs hosted by these lusters,seeking to relate the resulting trends to the relative loation of the BCGs withinthe lusters as well as to their global X-ray luminosity (LX) and temperature(TX). They found that 25% of their BCGs had bluer olors in their entral re-gions, whih they interpreted as evidene for ongoing star formation. They alsofound that these blue ore systems only ourred in ool ore lusters and thenonly if the BCG is loated at the luster enter.The mounting evidene for ative star formation poses a hallenge for mod-els that invoke strong AGN feedbak. Bildfell et al (2008) suggest that in thesystems that they studied, heating by AGN feedbak may be o�setting most ofthe radiative losses su�ered by the hot gas surrounding the BCGs but not all.Therefore, the gas ools but at a signi�antly redued rate. If this is indeed thease, it represents an important lue into how AGN feedbak operates.Ra�erty et al. (2008) report the disovery of a sharp threshold for the onsetof star formation in CCC, requiring a ooling time of less than ∼ 108 yr and aavity power lower than the X-ray ooling luminosity, implying again a diretlink between AGN feedbak and star formation suppression.Pipino et al. (2009) present an analysis of near-ultraviolet (NUV) data fromthe GALEX mission and (optial) olor pro�les for a sample of 7 BCGs in the90



Canadian Cluster Comparison Projet, and �nd a one-to-one orrespondenebetween blue ores and a NUV-enhanement. The implied star formation inthe blue BCGs typially has an age less than 200 Myrs and ontributes massfrations of less than a perent. They suggest that any AGN heating of theintraluster medium in massive lusters only ats to redue the magnitude ofthe ooling �ow and that one this �ow starts, it is nearly always ative.So, one of the nowadays problem is to understand how muh are AGN ef-fetive in suppressing the star formation, a point that may depend on how andhow muh their power output varies over time, and on how e�iently avityenthalpy and shok energy is onverted to heat.3.1.4 The aim of this workWith this work we want to to ompare the mean optial, NIR and UV olorsfor a sample of both CC and NCC luster galaxies.We are interested in assessing if broad band olors are useful tools for detet-ing di�erenes in the mean star formation rate between CC and NCC lusters� di�erenes observed by other authors from e.g. the analysis of emission lines.Although di�erent methods an be used to measure the star formation ratein single objets, they are usually time onsuming.While suh information is of vital importane for understanding galaxy lus-ter physis, we also need a tool that enables study of larger samples, so as togive a wider view of the �big piture�.This will also help us understand to what extent the AGN is able to re-heatthe infalling gas.3.2 Sample seletionWe drawn our sample from the extended HIFLUGCS sample (HIghest X-rayFLUx Galaxy Cluster Sample; Reiprih 2001, Reiprih & Böhringer 2002) usedby Chen et al. (2007); this is the largest X-ray �ux limited galaxy luster sampleseleted only by X-ray �ux, irrespetive of the luster morphology.Based on the ROSAT All-Sky Survey, the extended HIFLUGCS sample isomposed of 63 galaxy lusters with galati latitude |bII| ≥20 deg and a �uxthreshold of fX(0.1-2.4 keV)≥ 2 ×10−11 ergs s−1m−2, and of 43 more lusters.Another 6 lusters were added from the sample presented by Ra�erty etal. (2008).We have found the oordinates of the enter of these 112 lusters as identi�edin X-ray observation in the BAX and XBACs database.BAX, Base de Données Amas de Galaxies X is a multi-wavelength databasedediated to X-ray lusters and groups (http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/bax; Sa-dat et al 2004); XBACs, X-ray-brightest Abell-type lusters of galaxies, is anall-sky, X-ray �ux-limited sample of 242 Abell lusters of galaxies ompiled fromROSAT All-Sky Survey data (Ebeling et al. 1996a, 1996b).We present our initial luster sample in Table 3.1, in whih we report theredshift and oordinates of the lusters, and their properties as given in Chenet al. (2007).The emission measure weighted temperature TX is mainly derived from asingle temperature �t to the global X-ray spetrum of the lusters (Markevith91



et al. 1998; Reiprih 2001, and referenes therein), while in some lusters it isderived from using the LX -T relation of Markevith (1998).The mass deposit rate are derived from a lassial ooling �ow model. r500is the radius at whih the average density of the enlosed region is 500 timesthe ritial density of the universe.
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Table 3.1: Cluster properties. (1) name (2) redshift (3),(4) rightasension and delination in the NED database (5),(6) right as-ension and delination of the X-ray entroid (7) luster mass (8)radius at whih the mean density of the luster is 500 times that ofthe ritial density of the universe (9) emission measure weightedtemperature (10) ore radius (11) mass deposition rate (see text)name z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)1 A0335 0.0349 34.0320 -12.1518 34.032 -12.151 2.79+1.09
−1.63 1.20+0.14

−0.30 3.01+0.07
−0.07 33+0

−0 360+20
−172 A0085 0.0556 10.4075 -9.3425 10.453 -9.318 8.08+1.57

−3.51 1.68+0.10
−0.29 6.10+0.20

−0.20 82+3
−3 200+33

−273 A0119 0.0440 14.0890 -1.2629 14.054 -1.235 8.98+1.20
−2.59 1.76+0.07

−0.19 5.80+0.60
−0.60 501+27

−26 0+0
−04 A0133 0.0569 15.6624 -21.9543 15.668 -21.880 4.30+1.00

−2.08 1.36+0.10
−0.27 3.80+2.00

−0.90 45+1
−1 108+55

−515 A0262 0.0161 28.1560 -4.1371 28.191 36.157 0.94+0.05
−0.12 0.85+0.02

−0.04 2.15+0.06
−0.06 41+11

−9 14+4
−46 A0399 0.0715 44.4851 13.0164 44.457 13.053 7.74+2.15

−2.32 1.63+0.14
−0.18 7.40+0.70

−0.70 449+131
−99 0+0

−07 A0400 0.0240 44.4108 6.0333 44.412 6.006 1.33+0.11
−0.16 0.95+0.02

−0.04 2.31+0.14
−0.14 154+9

−8 0+0
−08 A0401 0.0748 44.7373 13.5823 44.737 13.573 8.38+1.22

−2.84 1.67+0.08
−0.21 8.30+0.50

−0.50 245+11
−10 0+0

−09 A0478 0.0900 63.3362 10.4764 63.359 10.466 8.85+3.00
−4.69 1.68+0.17

−0.37 7.10+0.40
−0.40 98+2

−2 645+137
−11310 A0496 0.0328 57.9943 -22.1680 68.397 -13.246 4.81+0.89

−2.11 1.44+0.08
−0.25 4.13+0.08

−0.08 30+1
−1 114+35

−2811 A0576 0.0381 110.3506 55.7389 110.382 55.764 4.61+3.25
−2.39 1.42+0.28

−0.30 4.02+0.07
−0.07 394+221

−125 0+0
−012 A0754 0.0528 137.2087 -9.6366 137.256 -9.655 13.86+4.40

−6.43 2.02+0.19
−0.38 9.00+0.50

−0.50 239+17
−16 0+0

−013 A1060 0.0114 159.2137 -27.5265 159.169 -27.521 2.50+0.62
−1.02 1.19+0.09

−0.19 3.24+0.06
−0.06 94+15

−12 0+0
−014 A1367 0.0216 176.1231 19.8391 176.151 19.772 7.42+1.11

−2.37 1.69+0.08
−0.20 3.55+0.08

−0.08 383+24
−22 0+0

−015 A1644 0.0474 194.3115 -17.3535 194.335 -17.381 7.34+4.30
−4.40 1.64+0.27

−0.43 4.70+0.90
−0.70 299+127

−92 0+0
−016 A1650 0.0845 194.6926 -1.7530 194.674 -1.756 6.53+2.17

−2.43 1.52+0.15
−0.22 5.60+0.60

−0.60 281+104
−70 0+0

−017 A1651 0.0860 194.8456 -4.1862 194.850 -4.189 8.29+1.95
−3.60 1.65+0.12

−0.28 6.30+0.50
−0.50 180+9

−9 81+30
−23Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 � ontinued from previous pagename z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)18 A1736 0.0461 201.7173 -27.1093 201.745 -27.125 2.17+0.62
−0.69 1.09+0.10

−0.13 3.50+0.40
−0.40 374+177

−129 0+0
−019 A1795 0.0616 207.2522 26.5852 207.218 26.598 9.87+3.85

−5.48 1.79+0.21
−0.42 6.00+0.30

−0.30 78+1
−1 399+47

−3920 A2029 0.0767 227.7447 5.7617 227.729 5.720 9.95+3.29
−5.16 1.77+0.18

−0.38 8.70+0.30
−0.30 83+2

−2 514+93
−7821 A2052 0.0348 229.1896 7.0003 229.176 7.002 2.70+0.57

−1.32 1.19+0.08
−0.24 3.03+0.04

−0.04 36+1
−1 108+188

−4922 A2063 0.0354 230.7578 8.6394 230.757 8.580 2.36+0.24
−0.59 1.14+0.04

−0.10 3.68+0.11
−0.11 110+6

−6 21+2
−223 A2065 0.0721 230.6776 27.7226 230.612 27.711 11.19+9.57

−6.82 1.84+0.42
−0.50 5.40+0.30

−0.30 689+360
−186 0+0

−024 A2142 0.0899 239.5672 27.2246 239.592 27.233 14.33+3.64
−6.83 1.97+0.15

−0.38 8.80+0.60
−0.60 153+5

−5 337+82
−6125 A2147 0.0351 240.5716 15.8954 240.578 16.020 2.31+0.40

−0.36 1.13+0.06
−0.06 4.91+0.28

−0.28 237+102
−64 0+0

−026 A2163 0.2010 243.8922 -6.1240 243.956 -6.150 16.00+3.48
−4.86 1.85+0.13

−0.21 13.29+0.64
−0.64 519+30

−29 0+0
−027 A2199 0.0302 247.1540 39.5243 247.165 39.550 4.29+1.18

−1.89 1.39+0.12
−0.24 4.10+0.08

−0.08 139+10
−9 77+7

−628 A2204 0.1523 248.1903 5.5785 248.195 5.574 5.82+1.91
−2.98 1.38+0.14

−0.29 7.21+0.25
−0.25 67+3

−2 1287+122
−12929 A2244 0.0970 255.6835 34.0468 255.667 34.063 5.48+1.48

−2.23 1.42+0.12
−0.23 7.10+5.00

−2.20 125+10
−10 129+199

−12730 A2255 0.0800 258.1294 64.0926 258.188 64.062 7.86+0.92
−1.67 1.63+0.06

−0.12 6.87+0.20
−0.20 593+35

−32 0+0
−031 A2256 0.0601 255.9314 78.7174 256.010 78.632 12.12+3.41

−4.12 1.91+0.16
−0.25 7.50+0.40

−0.40 587+39
−36 0+0

−032 A2589 0.0416 351.0022 16.8247 350.973 16.809 3.24+0.54
−1.40 1.26+0.07

−0.21 3.70+2.20
−1.10 118+7

−7 19+53
−1933 A2597 0.0852 351.3252 -12.1083 351.319 -12.124 3.71+1.35

−2.22 1.26+0.14
−0.33 3.60+0.20

−0.20 57+2
−2 501+58

−5134 A2634 0.0312 354.5766 27.0270 354.615 27.022 4.51+0.67
−1.00 1.42+0.07

−0.11 3.70+0.28
−0.28 364+43

−38 0+0
−035 A2657 0.0404 356.2125 9.1443 356.237 9.201 6.06+1.32

−2.57 1.55+0.11
−0.26 3.70+0.30

−0.30 119+5
−4 2+5

−236 A3112 0.0750 49.4683 -44.2429 49.485 -44.238 4.36+1.26
−2.25 1.34+0.12

−0.29 4.70+0.40
−0.40 61+2

−2 346+123
−9737 A3158 0.0590 55.6652 -53.6306 55.683 -53.641 5.75+0.89

−1.66 1.49+0.07
−0.16 5.77+0.10

−0.05 268+19
−18 0+0

−038 A3266 0.0594 67.7997 -61.4063 67.856 -61.417 19.24+4.76
−7.58 2.23+0.17

−0.34 7.70+0.80
−0.80 564+20

−19 0+0
−039 A3376 0.0455 90.1815 -40.0499 90.427 -39.986 6.77+1.55

−1.99 1.60+0.11
−0.17 4.30+0.60

−0.60 754+68
−60 0+0

−040 A3391 0.0531 96.5643 -53.6812 96.608 -53.678 6.04+0.74
−1.69 1.53+0.06

−0.16 5.70+0.70
−0.70 234+23

−21 0+0
−0Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 � ontinued from previous pagename z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)41 A3395s 0.0498 96.8795 -54.3994 96.792 -54.469 9.48+4.35
−4.29 1.78+0.24

−0.32 4.80+0.40
−0.40 604+172

−117 0+0
−042 A3526 0.0103 192.2158 -41.3058 192.230 -41.292 3.41+0.60

−1.36 1.32+0.07
−0.20 3.68+0.06

−0.06 37+4
−4 24+6

−543 A3558 0.0480 201.9782 -31.4922 201.991 -31.488 6.71+0.91
−2.12 1.59+0.07

−0.19 5.50+0.30
−0.30 223+5

−5 0+0
−044 A3562 0.0499 203.3825 -31.6729 203.460 -31.678 3.51+0.43

−0.91 1.28+0.05
−0.12 5.16+0.16

−0.16 98+5
−5 0+0

−045 A3571 0.0397 206.8706 -32.8658 206.867 -32.854 8.76+1.69
−3.43 1.75+0.10

−0.27 6.90+0.30
−0.30 181+6

−6 35+11
−1046 A3581 0.0214 211.8645 -27.0207 211.877 -27.018 0.93+0.19

−0.38 0.84+0.05
−0.14 1.83+0.04

−0.04 35+4
−4 49+12

−1147 A3667 0.0560 303.1254 -56.8165 303.098 -56.813 5.28+0.52
−1.15 1.46+0.05

−0.11 7.00+0.60
−0.60 279+10

−9 0+0
−048 A4038 0.0283 356.8797 -28.2029 356.919 -28.138 2.58+0.49

−1.05 1.18+0.07
−0.19 3.15+0.03

−0.03 58+3
−3 68+14

−1249 A4059 0.0460 359.1696 -34.6716 359.250 -34.752 4.41+1.14
−2.03 1.39+0.11

−0.26 4.10+0.30
−0.30 89+5

−5 69+20
−1550 COMA 0.0232 194.9531 27.9807 194.883 27.903 9.95+2.10

−2.99 1.86+0.12
−0.21 8.38+0.34

−0.34 343+22
−20 0+0

−051 EXO0422 0.0390 66.4638 -8.5608 66.463 -8.560 2.72+1.71
−1.45 1.19+0.21

−0.27 2.90+0.90
−0.60 142+40

−30 48+59
−3852 FORNAX 0.0046 54.6289 -35.4545 54.628 -35.454 1.29+0.44

−0.55 0.96+0.10
−0.16 1.20+0.04

−0.04 173+17
−15 0+0

−053 HYDRA-A 0.0538 159.2137 -27.5265 139.524 -12.095 4.07+1.27
−2.14 1.34+0.13

−0.29 3.80+0.20
−0.20 50+1

−1 293+150
−8454 IIIZw54 0.0311 55.3229 15.3975 55.322 15.397 3.76+2.82

−2.26 1.33+0.27
−0.35 2.16+0.35

−0.30 289+123
−72 0+0

−055 MKW3S 0.0450 230.4660 7.7088 230.466 7.708 3.22+0.92
−1.53 1.25+0.11

−0.24 3.50+0.20
−0.20 66+2

−2 121+76
−4456 MKW4 0.0200 180.9905 1.8883 180.990 1.888 0.69+0.04

−0.14 0.76+0.01
−0.06 1.71+0.09

−0.09 11+0
−0 16+2

−257 MKW8 0.0270 220.1796 3.4530 220.179 3.453 2.00+0.46
−0.59 1.08+0.08

−0.12 3.29+0.23
−0.22 106+70

−42 0+0
−058 NGC1550 0.0123 64.9080 2.4099 64.908 2.409 0.68+0.14

−0.24 0.77+0.05
−0.10 1.43+0.04

−0.03 45+15
−10 20+10

−859 NGC4636 0.0037 190.7078 2.6878 190.707 2.687 0.18+0.03
−0.06 0.49+0.03

−0.07 0.76+0.01
−0.01 6+2

−1 2+2
−160 NGC5044 0.0090 198.8499 -16.3855 198.849 -16.385 0.49+0.12

−0.25 0.69+0.05
−0.15 1.07+0.01

−0.01 11+0
−0 28+1

−161 NGC507 0.0165 20.9167 33.2556 20.916 33.255 0.46+0.02
−0.07 0.67+0.01

−0.04 1.26+0.07
−0.07 19+1

−1 14+2
−262 S1101 0.0580 348.4938 -42.7275 348.493 -42.727 2.94+1.57

−1.88 1.20+0.18
−0.34 3.00+1.20

−0.70 55+1
−1 299+179

−11263 ZwCl1215 0.0750 184.4227 3.6590 184.422 3.659 9.46+5.74
−4.87 1.74+0.30

−0.37 5.58+0.89
−0.78 431+27

−25 0+0
−0Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 � ontinued from previous pagename z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)64 3C129 0.0223 72.2878 45.0109 72.287 45.010 5.39+2.26
−2.33 1.51+0.19

−0.26 5.60+0.70
−0.60 318+178

−107 0+0
−065 A0539 0.0288 79.1464 6.4540 79.146 6.454 2.68+0.32

−0.85 1.19+0.05
−0.14 3.24+0.09

−0.09 147+13
−12 3+1

−166 A0548e 0.0410 86.7573 -25.6163 86.366 -25.906 1.49+0.13
−0.17 0.97+0.03

−0.04 3.10+0.10
−0.10 118+12

−11 0+0
−067 A0548w 0.0424 86.7573 -25.6163 87.169 -25.449 1.00+0.58

−0.52 0.85+0.14
−0.19 1.20+0.19

−0.17 198+89
−61 0+0

−068 A0644 0.0704 124.3602 -7.5892 124.355 -7.528 8.41+2.15
−3.81 1.68+0.13

−0.31 7.10+0.60
−0.60 202+6

−6 16+29
−1569 A1413 0.1427 178.8288 23.4086 178.826 23.408 9.77+2.78

−4.58 1.65+0.14
−0.31 7.32+0.26

−0.24 178+12
−11 190+40

−3270 A1689 0.1840 197.8925 -1.3654 197.873 -1.336 14.98+5.82
−8.38 1.84+0.21

−0.44 9.23+0.28
−0.28 162+6

−6 683+239
−18271 A1775 0.0757 205.4816 26.3648 205.460 26.382 4.19+1.36

−1.69 1.32+0.13
−0.21 3.69+0.20

−0.11 259+19
−17 0+0

−072 A1800 0.0748 207.4226 28.0690 207.346 28.091 5.94+4.83
−3.59 1.49+0.33

−0.40 4.02+0.64
−0.56 391+223

−131 0+0
−073 A1914 0.1712 216.5124 37.8256 216.509 37.835 11.84+3.65

−5.84 1.72+0.16
−0.35 0.53+0.51

−0.50 230+10
−10 180+50

−4074 A2151w 0.0369 241.3125 17.7485 241.179 17.726 1.60+0.35
−0.61 1.00+0.07

−0.15 2.40+0.06
−0.06 68+5

−4 30+3
−375 A2319 0.0564 290.1889 43.9619 290.274 43.964 13.57+2.15

−4.59 1.99+0.10
−0.26 9.20+0.70

−0.70 284+14
−13 0+0

−076 A2734 0.0620 2.8339 -28.8718 2.829 -28.857 4.82+0.85
−1.56 1.40+0.08

−0.17 3.85+0.62
−0.54 211+26

−23 0+0
−077 A2877 0.0241 17.4554 -45.9006 17.445 -45.901 6.88+6.74

−3.79 1.64+0.42
−0.38 3.50+2.20

−1.10 189+18
−16 0+0

−078 A3395n 0.0498 96.8795 -54.3994 96.792 -54.469 8.13+5.53
−4.69 1.69+0.32

−0.42 4.80+0.40
−0.40 672+383

−203 0+0
−079 A3528n 0.0540 193.5758 -29.0210 193.684 -29.265 4.49+0.78

−1.53 1.38+0.08
−0.18 3.40+1.66

−0.64 177+16
−15 0+0

−080 A3528s 0.0551 193.5758 -29.0210 193.592 -29.011 2.76+0.39
−0.44 1.17+0.05

−0.07 3.15+0.89
−0.59 100+8

−8 1+11
−181 A3530 0.0544 193.9037 -30.3540 193.922 -30.351 4.34+1.09

−1.27 1.37+0.11
−0.15 3.89+0.27

−0.25 420+74
−61 0+0

−082 A3532 0.0539 194.3299 -30.3702 194.338 -30.396 6.63+1.17
−2.84 1.57+0.09

−0.27 4.58+0.19
−0.17 281+26

−24 0+0
−083 A3560 0.0495 202.9604 -33.2237 203.107 -33.096 2.77+1.85

−1.26 1.18+0.22
−0.22 3.16+0.51

−0.44 255+30
−27 0+0

−084 A3627 0.0163 243.8868 -60.9083 243.587 -60.871 4.92+0.67
−0.91 1.48+0.06

−0.10 6.02+0.08
−0.08 299+56

−49 0+0
−085 A3695 0.0890 308.6990 -35.8274 308.694 -35.830 7.03+4.66

−4.22 1.55+0.29
−0.41 5.29+0.85

−0.74 398+253
−149 0+0

−086 A3822 0.0760 328.5260 -57.8469 328.542 -57.867 4.69+1.19
−1.46 1.37+0.11

−0.16 4.90+0.78
−0.69 350+159

−111 0+0
−0Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 � ontinued from previous pagename z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)87 A3827 0.0980 330.4546 -59.9541 330.486 -59.954 15.50+13.81
−9.76 2.01+0.48

−0.56 7.08+1.13
−0.99 593+247

−148 0+0
−088 A3888 0.1510 338.5960 -37.7247 338.637 -37.733 29.81+24.98

−21.73 2.38+0.54
−0.84 8.84+1.41

−1.24 400+45
−39 0+0

−089 A3921 0.0936 342.4108 -64.3876 342.499 -64.431 6.59+1.50
−2.32 1.51+0.11

−0.20 5.73+0.24
−0.23 328+25

−23 0+0
−090 AWM7 0.0172 43.6342 41.5861 43.634 41.586 4.92+1.21

−2.26 1.48+0.11
−0.27 3.75+0.09

−0.09 173+17
−15 6+3

−491 HCG94 0.0417 349.3187 18.7197 349.318 18.719 2.25+0.24
−0.60 1.11+0.04

−0.11 3.45+0.30
−0.30 86+4

−3 6+3
−292 IIZw108 0.0494 318.5247 2.5755 318.524 2.575 3.85+2.60

−2.00 1.32+0.25
−0.28 3.44+0.55

−0.48 365+159
−105 0+0

−093 M49 0.0044 187.4448 8.0005 187.444 8.000 0.67+0.40
−0.47 0.77+0.13

−0.26 0.95+0.02
−0.01 10+0

−0 2+0
−094 NGC499 0.0147 20.7979 33.4606 20.797 33.460 0.33+0.25

−0.23 0.60+0.12
−0.20 0.72+0.03

−0.02 23+2
−1 11+4

−395 NGC5813 0.0064 225.2969 1.7020 225.296 1.702 0.43+0.45
−0.33 0.66+0.18

−0.26 0.52+0.08
−0.07 24+8

−5 9+11
−596 NGC5846 0.0061 226.6220 1.6056 226.622 1.605 0.18+0.11

−0.12 0.49+0.08
−0.16 0.82+0.01

−0.01 6+0
−0 2+0

−097 OPHIUCHU 0.0280 258.1115 -23.3634 258.111 -23.363 38.76+21.59
−24.11 2.91+0.46

−0.81 10.26+0.32
−0.32 278+23

−21 0+0
−098 PERSEUS 0.0183 49.6517 41.5151 49.954 41.505 6.08+1.55

−2.85 1.58+0.12
−0.30 6.79+0.12

−0.12 63+2
−1 481+31

−3299 PKS0745 0.1028 116.8805 -19.2944 116.880 -19.294 7.11+2.85
−3.91 1.54+0.18

−0.36 7.21+0.11
−0.11 71+2

−2 1424+150
−133100 RXJ2344 0.0786 356.0723 -4.3776 356.072 -4.377 8.89+5.48

−5.25 1.70+0.29
−0.44 4.73+0.76

−0.66 300+19
−18 0+1

−0101 S405 0.0613 57.8867 -82.2209 57.886 -82.220 4.62+3.14
−2.88 1.39+0.26

−0.39 4.21+0.67
−0.59 458+261

−158 0+0
−0102 S540 0.0358 85.0258 -40.8415 85.025 -40.841 2.52+1.55

−1.40 1.16+0.20
−0.27 2.40+0.38

−0.34 130+38
−28 1+7

−1103 S636 0.0116 157.5146 -35.3234 157.514 -35.323 1.56+0.44
−0.47 1.01+0.09

−0.11 1.18+0.19
−0.17 343+130

−86 0+0
−0104 TRIANGUL 0.0510 249.5758 -64.3557 249.575 -64.355 14.84+2.49

−5.28 2.07+0.11
−0.28 9.50+0.70

−0.70 278+10
−9 0+0

−0105 UGC03957 0.0340 115.2429 55.4269 115.242 55.426 3.32+2.76
−2.03 1.28+0.28

−0.34 2.58+0.41
−0.36 142+44

−33 8+11
−8106 ZwCl1742 0.0757 266.0623 32.9893 266.062 32.989 10.11+5.91

−6.30 1.78+0.30
−0.49 5.23+0.84

−0.73 231+45
−38 0+23

−0107 2A0335+096 0.0349 54.6458 9.9650 54.645 9.965 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00108 A0383 0.1883 42.0290 -3.4922 42.029 -3.492 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00109 A0907 0.1603 149.5881 -11.0560 149.588 -11.056 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00Continued on next page
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Table 3.1 � ontinued from previous pagename z ra de raX deX M500 r500 TX rc Ṁ(1014 M⊙) (Mp) (keV) (kp) [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)110 A1991 0.0592 223.6259 18.6309 223.625 18.630 0.00 0.00 0.06 2.01 -1.00111 A2390 0.2302 328.3942 17.6697 328.394 17.669 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -1.00112 RXJ1159+5532 0.0810 179.9641 55.5336 179.964 55.533 0.00 0.00 0.59 1.68 -1.00
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3.2.1 r, g and u magnitudesWe mathed the sample with the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database.We have �rst seleted for eah luster the 20 brigthest galaxies in r bandwhose distanes from the enter of the luster were less than 0.5 Mp and whosespetrosopi redshift di�erene with the luster redshift was ∆z < 0.005; if nospetrosopi redshift was available, we used a di�erene in photometri redshiftof ∆z < 0.02.Of the initial sample of 112 lusters only 31 were observed in the SDSS, fora total of about 620 galaxies.The query were written in SQL (Strutured Query Language) and it is thefollowing:DECLARE �dz �oat SET �dz = 0.005DECLARE �ra �oat, �de �oat, �z �oat, �searhrad �oat, �name intDECLARE my_ursor ursor read_only SCROLLFORSELECT num, z, ra, de, rad FROM MYDB.xray5OPEN my_ursorDECLARE �ount intDECLARE �interval intSET �interval = 112SET �ount = 0*�intervalDECLARE �end intSET �end = �ount + �intervalWHILE(�ount < �end)BEGINSET �ount = �ount + 1FETCH ABSOLUTE �ountfrom my_ursor into �name, �z, �ra, �de, �searhradIF (��feth_status < 0) breakset �searhrad=�searhrad*1INSERT mydb.xray_out_05Mp_magSELECT TOP 20*FROM(SELECT TOP 100000�name as num, G.ra, G.de, G.u, G.err_u, G.g, G.err_g, G.r, G.err_rFROMphotoz pz,dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(�ra,�de,�searhrad) as N,Galaxy as G LEFT OUTER JOIN SpeObjAll as s on G.objID = s.BestObjIDWHEREG.objID = N.objIDand G.objid = pz.objidand ( ( isnumeri (s.z) = 1 and ( s.z > (�z - �dz) and s.z < (�z +�dz)) )or ( isnumeri (s.z) = 0 and ( (pz.z + 0.05) > (�z -�dz) and(pz.z - 0.05) < (�z + �dz) ) )) 99



and (G.�ags_r & 0x0000080000000000) = 0ORDER BY G.r) TENDCLOSE my_ursorDEALLOCATE my_ursorWe retrieved thumbnails for eah galaxy, and by visual inspetion galaxieswere lassi�ed as elliptial, lentiular, spiral, or with disturbed morphology orontaminated by nearby brigth stars. We are interested in galaxies with ellipti-al/lentiular morphology.Using this subsample, a Mg − Mr vs Mr plot for CCC and NCCC doesn'tshow any substantially di�erene for the two lass of objets (Figure 3.1). Anyonsideration on the presene of some CCC galaxies with Mg −Mr > 0.85 mag,indiating a great amount of dust and hene of star formation, and also on thepresene of a blue tail of CCC galaxies, evident in the upper panel of Figure3.1, has to be taken with aution, sine we are going to reanalyze the galaxymagnitudes, as we will explain in Setion 3.3The �ts to the data are performed with the OLS Bisetor, OR and RMAregression methods; in the following plots we will show the results from just theOR, for larity, and we will explain our proedure in Setion 3.4We summarize the mean olor di�erenes found in this sample using theOLS Bisetor, OR and RMA regression methods in Table 3.2.Figure 3.1 show that the di�erene in the g − r olor is mostly due to blueCCC galaxies for whih the spetrosopi redshift is unavailable, so we deidedto hoose a stronger limit on the distanes of galaxies from the enter of lusters.As a matter of fat, as found by, e.g., Bildfell et al. (2008) and Ra�erty etal. (2008), CCC galaxies show evidene of star formation only if they residelose to the enter of the luster.In the seond step, we identi�ed galaxies lose to the enter of eah luster.We kept galaxies whose distane from the enter was less than 6∗ r180 along theline of sight and less than 0.05 ∗ r180 (about 150 kp) perpendiularly.
r180, the radius at whih the mean density of the enlosed region is 180times the ritial density of the universe, was omputed as in Markevith etal. (1998) as r180 = 3.95[Mp℄(TX/10keV)1/2. This radius typially orrespondsto approximately the virial radius for lusters.If no spetrosopi redshift was available, we retained the original onstrainon the line of sight distane from the enter of the luster of ∆z < 0.02.Our request for a line of sight distane of less than 6 ∗ r180 was hosen totake into aount possible galaxy proper motions of galaxy inside lusters.SDSS gives distanes in arminutes. We transformed these distanes in Mega-parses using the following equation:

dlum = (1 + z) ∗
∫ z

0

1/
√

(1 + z)2 ∗ (1 + ΩM ∗ z) − z ∗ (2 + z) ∗ ΩΛdz ∗ c/H0(3.8)
dang = dlum/(1 + z)2 (3.9)100



Figure 3.1: Upper panel: SDSS Mg − Mr versus Mr magnitude for our initialsample, onsisting of the 20 brightest galaxies in the r band for 112 lustersdrawn from the Chen et al. (2007) sample. Blue asterisks represent galaxies inCool Core Clusters, while red diamonds represent galaxies in Non Cool CoreClusters. The lines represent the �tted olor-magnitude relations for the CCC(blue line) and NCCC (red line)samples. While the slope is �tted for the wholesample, the zero points are measured as zp= 〈Mg−Mm〉+slope∗〈Mr〉 separatelyfor CCC and NCCC galaxies.Bottom panel: Mu − Mr versus Mr magnitude.101



Table 3.2: Mean olor di�erenes between CCC and NCCC galaxies in the �rstseleted sample, and in the seond one, drawn from the �rst after new, morerestritive, distane riteria. OLS Bisetor OR RMA
∆(zp)[g−r] [�rst seletion℄ -0.036 ± 0.004 0.011 ± 0.001 -0.008 ± 0.005
∆(zp)[u−r] [�rst seletion℄ -0.07 ± 0.005 -0.019 ± 0.002 -0.05 ± 0.007

∆(zp)[g−r] [seond seletion℄ -0.008 ± 0.08 0.029 ± 0.005 0.02 ± 0.09
∆(zp)[u−r] [seond seletion℄ 0.2 ± 0.005 -0.019 ± 0.002 0.039 ± 0.007

d⊥ = D[armin℄ ∗ 60 ∗ dang/206265 [Mp℄ (3.10)In these equations, where the spetrosopi redshift were unavailable, wehose to use the luster redshift rather than the photometri redshift.Of the initial 20 galaxies seleted for eah luster only 1-6 were found inthese new range of distanes. If we hange our distane limits, e.g. if we varythe boundaries from 0.03 ∗ r180 to 0.1 ∗ r180 instead of 0.05 ∗ r180, althoughhanging the number of seleted galaxies, it doesn't hange results of this work.We drawn in this way 80 galaxies from the original sample, of whih 53belong to Cool Core Clusters, and 27 belong to Non Cool Core Clusters.We present this sample in Table 3.2.1.In Figure 3.2 we show how the new onstraints hanged the g− r and u−molor magnitude diagram, and in Table 3.2 we report the measured mean olordi�erenes.
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Figure 3.2: Upper panel: SDSS Mg − Mr versus Mr magnitude for our reduedsample, onsisting of 80 galaxies. Blue asterisks represent galaxies in Cool CoreClusters, while red diamonds represent galaxies in Non Cool Core Clusters. Thelines represent the �tted olor-magnitude relations for the CCC (blue line) andNCCC (red line)samples. While the slope is �tted for the whole sample, the zeropoints are measured as zp= 〈Mg −Mm〉+ slope ∗ 〈Mr〉 separately for CCC andNCCC galaxies (see text). Bottom panel: Mu − Mr versus r magnitude.103



Table 3.3: Galaxy properties. (1) Cluster name (2) redshift oftheluster (3),(4) right asension and delination of the galaxy (5)apparent r model magnitude from the SDSS (6) spetrosopi red-shift (7) (8) photometri redshift (9) projeted distane from theenter of the lusterCluster name zcl ra de magr zsp zph dperp [Mp℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)A0085 0.0556 10.4603 -9.3031 13.389± 0.003 0.0553 0.0817± 0.0042 0.0639A0085 0.0556 10.4510 -9.2842 15.228± 0.002 0.0528 0.0681± 0.0032 0.1254A0085 0.0556 10.4172 -9.3043 15.714± 0.003 -999. 0.0722± 0.0079 0.1471A1795 0.0616 207.2314 26.6168 15.652± 0.003 0.0628 0.0911± 0.0063 0.0966A1795 0.0616 207.1876 26.5699 16.319± 0.003 0.0612 0.0973± 0.0120 0.1665A1795 0.0616 207.1774 26.6169 16.667± 0.004 0.0618 0.0807± 0.0075 0.1759A1795 0.0616 207.2103 26.5854 16.736± 0.004 0.0615 0.1007± 0.0106 0.0613A1795 0.0616 207.2164 26.6120 16.897± 0.004 -999. 0.0657± 0.0138 0.0606A1795 0.0616 207.2093 26.5591 17.020± 0.005 -999. 0.0550± 0.0093 0.1696A2029 0.0767 227.7338 5.7448 13.474± 0.002 -999. 0.0802± 1.0000 0.1317A2029 0.0767 227.7449 5.6919 16.835± 0.004 -999. 0.0793± 0.0056 0.1692A2029 0.0767 227.7142 5.7080 16.933± 0.004 -999. 0.0773± 0.0070 0.0994A2029 0.0767 227.7170 5.7530 17.057± 0.005 -999. 0.0734± 0.0058 0.1840A2052 0.0348 229.1907 7.0044 14.040± 0.002 0.0310 0.0517± 0.0036 0.0332A2052 0.0348 229.1735 7.0293 15.122± 0.002 0.0311 0.0379± 0.0044 0.0617A2052 0.0348 229.1550 6.9653 15.208± 0.002 0.0367 0.0478± 0.0051 0.1107A2063 0.0354 230.7721 8.6092 13.236± 0.001 -999. 0.0535± 1.0000 0.0832A2063 0.0354 230.8126 8.5738 14.443± 0.002 0.0346 0.0367± 0.0055 0.1372A2063 0.0354 230.7050 8.5605 15.424± 0.002 0.0350 0.0420± 0.0046 0.1380Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name zcl ra de magr zsp zph dperp [Mp℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)A2142 0.0899 239.5833 27.2334 14.826± 0.002 0.0908 0.1226± 1.0000 0.0467A2142 0.0899 239.6027 27.2295 16.142± 0.004 0.0882 0.1099± 0.0053 0.0604A2142 0.0899 239.5694 27.2367 17.008± 0.004 0.0892 0.1309± 0.0048 0.1230A2142 0.0899 239.5965 27.2072 17.072± 0.005 0.0922 0.1205± 0.0087 0.1617A2142 0.0899 239.5943 27.2567 17.582± 0.006 0.0903 0.1106± 0.0073 0.1446A2199 0.0302 247.0971 39.5703 14.165± 0.002 0.0291 0.0527± 0.0042 0.1183A2199 0.0302 247.1502 39.5338 14.949± 0.002 0.0283 0.0338± 0.0040 0.0407A2199 0.0302 247.1852 39.5155 15.017± 0.002 0.0273 0.0529± 0.0043 0.0749A2244 0.0970 255.6898 34.0611 16.052± 0.003 0.0932 0.1176± 0.0040 0.1185A2244 0.0970 255.6508 34.0885 16.855± 0.004 0.0996 0.1242± 0.0028 0.1909A1413 0.1427 178.8229 23.3913 17.156± 0.005 0.1391 0.1546± 0.0123 0.1488A1413 0.1427 178.8179 23.4227 18.471± 0.011 -999. 0.1509± 0.0101 0.1489A1689 0.1840 197.8839 -1.3297 17.974± 0.009 -999. 0.1925± 0.0076 0.1409A1689 0.1840 197.8660 -1.3355 18.119± 0.009 -999. 0.1747± 0.0045 0.0778A1689 0.1840 197.8676 -1.3454 18.154± 0.011 -999. 0.1949± 0.0062 0.1205A1689 0.1840 197.8709 -1.3546 18.442± 0.012 -999. 0.1885± 0.0098 0.2094A1689 0.1840 197.8682 -1.3329 18.489± 0.012 -999. 0.1919± 0.0098 0.0630A1914 0.1712 216.4982 37.8278 17.417± 0.006 -999. 0.1848± 0.0091 0.1172A1914 0.1712 216.5187 37.8415 17.983± 0.008 -999. 0.1815± 0.0039 0.1049A1914 0.1712 216.5023 37.8360 18.013± 0.008 -999. 0.1577± 0.0138 0.0560A1914 0.1712 216.5007 37.8195 18.182± 0.008 -999. 0.1695± 0.0129 0.1766A1914 0.1712 216.4914 37.8248 18.277± 0.009 -999. 0.1808± 0.0090 0.1801A1914 0.1712 216.5019 37.8221 18.369± 0.009 -999. 0.1656± 0.0097 0.1469A2151w 0.0369 241.1492 17.7216 13.496± 0.001 0.0351 0.0746± 1.0000 0.0725Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name zcl ra de magr zsp zph dperp [Mp℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)A2151w 0.0369 241.1649 17.7008 13.813± 0.001 0.0356 0.0404± 0.0032 0.0727A2151w 0.0369 241.1456 17.7174 14.788± 0.002 0.0378 0.0385± 0.0200 0.0891A2151w 0.0369 241.1759 17.6837 15.592± 0.003 0.0324 0.0256± 0.0047 0.0991NGC5813 0.0064 225.2959 1.6915 13.124± 0.003 -999. 0.0011± 1.0000 0.0050NGC5813 0.0064 225.3014 1.7066 13.530± 0.004 -999. 0.0225± 0.0036 0.0034NGC5846 0.0061 226.6217 1.5949 13.966± 0.002 -999. 0.0019± 1.0000 0.0046A1991 0.0592 223.6312 18.6423 13.715± 0.002 -999. 0.0752± 0.0038 0.0515RXJ1159+5532 0.0810 179.9674 55.5349 14.146± 0.002 0.0808 0.1003± 1.0000 0.0119RXJ1159+5532 0.0810 179.9808 55.5390 18.289± 0.012 -999. 0.0793± 0.0182 0.0596RXJ1159+5532 0.0810 179.9590 55.5484 18.485± 0.010 -999. 0.0613± 0.0134 0.0834A0119 0.0440 14.0671 -1.2554 13.148± 0.001 0.0445 0.0733± 1.0000 0.0762A0119 0.0440 14.0756 -1.2418 15.073± 0.002 0.0436 0.0845± 1.0000 0.0701A0119 0.0440 14.0559 -1.2384 16.708± 0.006 0.0486 0.0313± 0.0076 0.0131A1650 0.0845 194.6600 -1.7696 16.699± 0.004 -999. 0.0872± 0.0078 0.1114A1650 0.0845 194.6532 -1.7481 16.852± 0.004 0.0841 0.1140± 0.0066 0.1270A2065 0.0721 230.6001 27.7144 14.981± 0.002 -999. 0.0877± 0.0047 0.0544A2065 0.0721 230.6185 27.6869 15.558± 0.003 -999. 0.0835± 0.0087 0.1228A2065 0.0721 230.6158 27.6991 16.098± 0.003 -999. 0.0736± 0.0093 0.0610A2147 0.0351 240.5583 16.0198 15.453± 0.002 -999. 0.0421± 0.0058 0.0474A2147 0.0351 240.5733 16.0030 15.606± 0.002 0.0392 0.0444± 0.0051 0.0494A2147 0.0351 240.5972 15.9965 15.801± 0.004 0.0347 0.0492± 0.0081 0.0747A2147 0.0351 240.5440 15.9713 15.816± 0.003 0.0391 0.0243± 0.0055 0.1639COMA 0.0232 194.8046 27.9770 13.574± 0.001 -999. 0.0350± 0.0047 0.1708COMA 0.0232 194.8866 27.9836 14.138± 0.002 0.0194 0.0404± 0.0051 0.1145Continued on next page
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Table 3.3 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name zcl ra de magr zsp zph dperp [Mp℄(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)MKW8 0.0270 220.1626 3.4697 13.581± 0.001 0.0266 0.0674± 1.0000 0.0453MKW8 0.0270 220.2195 3.4183 14.333± 0.002 0.0275 0.0499± 1.0000 0.1061MKW8 0.0270 220.1225 3.4327 14.352± 0.002 0.0245 0.0626± 1.0000 0.1066MKW8 0.0270 220.2419 3.4516 14.807± 0.002 0.0271 0.0439± 0.0978 0.1232ZwCl1215 0.0750 184.4213 3.6558 14.690± 0.002 0.0767 0.1126± 0.0057 0.0166ZwCl1215 0.0750 184.4116 3.6634 15.744± 0.003 0.0778 0.1217± 0.0032 0.0601A1775 0.0757 205.4612 26.3690 15.234± 0.003 -999. 0.0882± 0.0106 0.0672A1775 0.0757 205.4467 26.3809 16.999± 0.004 0.0771 0.1071± 0.0046 0.0631A1775 0.0757 205.4409 26.3880 17.103± 0.005 -999. 0.0784± 0.0047 0.0939A1775 0.0757 205.4753 26.3808 17.492± 0.006 0.0757 0.0819± 0.0069 0.0716A1800 0.0748 207.3482 28.1073 14.122± 0.002 -999. 0.0843± 1.0000 0.0844A1800 0.0748 207.3535 28.0974 16.544± 0.006 -999. 0.0641± 0.0189 0.0469A1800 0.0748 207.3633 28.0790 17.213± 0.004 0.0763 0.0943± 0.0108 0.1007107



3.2.2 NUV and IR magnitudesWe found NUV and K-band information for this sample by mathing it with theGalaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX) database (Martin et al. 2005; Morrisseyet al. 2005) and the 2 Miron All Sky Survey (2MASS; Skrutskie et al. 2006).GALEX is an orbiting spae telesope observing galaxies in ultraviolet light.The GALEX mission is performing a series of imaging and spetrosopi skysurveys in two ultraviolet bands, FUV and NUV. The instrument onsists ofa 50 m diameter modi�ed Rithey-Chrétien telesope providing a very wide�eld of view (1.25◦ diameter) with good astrometri quality aross most of the�eld, and a resolution of 4.5�-6� [FUV-NUV℄. The GALEX photometri dataover the wavelength range from 1344Å to 2831Å with the FUV passband(1344-1786Å) having λeff=1528Å and the NUV band (1771-2831Å) having
λeff=2271Å. The FUV and NUV bands are obtained simultaneously using adihroi beam splitter that also ats as a �eld aberration orretor.Imaging surveys are arried out with di�erent depth and overage.2MASS has uniformly sanned the entire sky in three near-infrared bands.It used two highly-automated 1.3-m telesopes, one at Mt. Hopkins, AZ, and oneat Cerro Totolo/CTIO, Chile. Eah telesope was equipped with a three-hannelamera, eah hannel onsisting of a 256×256 array of HgCdTe detetors, a-pable of observing the sky simultaneously at J (1.25µm), H (1.65µm), and Ks(2.17µm).2MASS seleted a 2�×2� pixel sale with 7.8 s of integration for eah skyloation, divided into six 1.3 s exposures.The magnitude limits for extended soures are of 15.5, 14.3 and 13.5 magrespetively in the J, H and Ks band, with a ompleteness> 90%, for galaxiesabove a galati latitude of |30| deg .The 2MASS Extended Soure Catalog ontains soures that are extendedwith respet to the instantaneous PSF, suh as galaxies and Galati nebulaeOne identi�ed, extended soures were then extrated diretly from the AtlasImages. The galaxy �ux is integrated using a suite of apertures, inluding largeones to apture the total �ux of the soure; photometry is so performed ina series of �xed irular apertures (50�-70�), irular and elliptial aperturesde�ned by the soure's J and Ks 20 and 21 mag arse−2 and Kron isophotes (asaling of the intensity-weighted �rst moment radius), and multiple aperturesyielding extrapolated �total� magnitudes. Elliptial �ts is made to the isophotalontours, yielding basi soure shape parameters suh as semimajor axes, axialratios, and position angles.3.3 Photometri measuresBeause of sattered light (see the Early Data Release paper Stoughton et al.2002), the bakground sky in the SDSS images is non-uniform on ar-minutesales. The photometri pipeline determines the median sky value within eah100� square on a grid with 50� spaing, and bilinearly interpolates this sky valueto eah pixel. This biases the sky bright near large extended galaxies. In theData Release 4 paper and in Mandelbaum et al. (2005) this e�et is reportedto auses a systemati derease in the number density of faint objets near108



bright galaxies. In addition, it also strongly a�ets the photometry of the brightgalaxies themselves, as has been reported by Lauer et al. (2007), Bernardi etal. (2007), and Lisker et al. (2007). The amount of this e�et was overestimatedin Data Release 6 and was orretly measured in Data Release 7.SDSS have quanti�ed this e�et by adding simulated galaxies with exponen-tial or de Vauouleurs pro�les to SDSS images. The simulated galaxies rangedfrom apparent magnitude r=12 to r=19 in half-magnitude steps, with a one-to-one mapping from r to Sèrsi half-light radius determined using the meanobserved relation between these quantities for Main sample galaxies with ex-ponential and de Vauouleurs pro�les. Axis ratios of 0.5 and 1 were used, withrandom position angle for the non-irular simulated galaxies.Results in the r band are shown in Figure 6 of Abazajian et al. (2009), hereFigure 3.3, whih presents the di�erenes between the input magnitude and themodel magnitude returned by the SDSS photometri pipeline as a funtion of rmagnitude for galaxies with both exponential and de Vauouleurs pro�les.On average the �ux is underestimated by approximately 0.2 magnitudes at
r = 12.5 mag and < 0.1 magnitudes at r = 15 mag for simulated galaxieswith a Sérsi index of 1. For a Sérsi index of 4, the �ux is underestimated byas muh as 0.3 magnitudes at r = 12.5 mag. The sale sizes of galaxies aresimilarly underestimated by as muh as 20% for simulated galaxies with Sérsiindex of 1, and 30% for an index of 4. As pointed out by Abazajian et al.(2009),the most massive elliptial or D galaxies will have more extended envelopes,produing a larger e�et than found in these simulation (Lauer et al. 2007).This is exatly our ase, sine we are working on massive D galaxies, andin general with galaxies near D and bright galaxies inside lusters with di�useintra-luster light.To overome this problem on bright galaxies we deided to perform a newanalysis of the galaxy images.3.3.1 The estimate of the skyWe start our analysis from the r-�lter.SDSS images are given in �ts �les with name in the form of fpC-rrrrrr-b-��.�t, in whih rrrrrr is the imaging run number, b is the �lter used (u, g, r, i,z), c is the olumn loation in the Imaging Array of the CCD whih aquiredthe data (1-6), and ffff is the �eld number within the run.In Figure 3.4 we see the �ts �le with the image fpC-002821-r5-0184.�ts,sampling the luster RXJ1159+5532.In eah �gure we have from one to 5 galaxies to examine, depending on theluster. In this ase we have three galaxies, zoomed and highlighted by the greenirles in Figure 3.5.Images were utted with the imopy IRAF task around the galaxies to bemore easily treated. The ut depended from the position of the galaxies, so ithanges from image to image.We estimate the sky bakground using the iraf task imstat that give use thepossibility to ompute (between other parameters) the mean, median, standarddeviation of the image.We subtrated the median value of the whole image as a �rst estimate of thesky. Then we re�ned our hoie of the sky by examining the subtrated imagewith the imexam pakage. 109



Figure 3.3: Di�erenes between measured model and true r-band magnitudes ofa series of simulated galaxies with Sèrsi index of 1 (disk galaxies; upper panel)and 4 (elliptial galaxies; lower panel), from Figure 6 of Abazajian et al.(2009)
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5000 10000 15000 20000Figure 3.4: SDSS image fpC-002821-r5-0184.�ts of the luster RXJ1159+5532

5000 10000 15000 20000Figure 3.5: A ut of the SDSS image fpC-002821-r5-0184.�ts with the greenirles highlighting three galaxies of our sample, belonging to the lusterRXJ1159+5532 111



Figure 3.6: An example of the use of the �� key of the IRAF imexam task,showing a plot of the lines from 464 to 460 (hosen for the absene of objets)in our sky-subtrated image of the luster RXJ1159+5532.With this task we an examine images using image display, plots, and text.This task is generally intended for interative use, and the image ursor isused to selet points in the images to be examined and the key typed selets apartiular operation.In partiular, the �l� key gives a plot of a line or average of lines with theolumn number as the ordinate and the pixel value as the absissa. The averagingnumber and various graph options an be spei�ed by the parameters from theimexam parameter set.The �� key gives a plot of a olumn or average of olumns is made with theline number as the ordinate and the pixel value as the absissa. The averagingnumber and various graph options are spei�ed by the parameters from theimexam parameter set.An example of the use of the �l� and �� keys used on the sky-subtratedimage is shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.We used these two keys to hek if the mean value of the ounts are zero inregions showing no objets, and if there are any dependene of the sky ountsform the position in the image.If the mean ounts of the plots was higher or lower than zero we orretedfor this di�erene and hek again, till we are on�dent of our sky subtrationaround our galaxies.As an estimate of the unertainty on the sky value we used the standarddeviation of sky ounts in a region of the image free of objets.
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Figure 3.7: A plot of olumn 13 (hosen for the absene of objets) in our sky-subtrated image of the luster RXJ1159+5532.The task imsur�t for the estimate of the skyAs a test for the reliability of the above proedure in the estimate of the sky, wemeasured the sky ounts on a subsample of images using the Iraf imsur�t task.This task �t a surfae to seleted portions of the input image (the wholeimage, or seleted rows/olumns, or a border around the image, or, as in ourase, image setions). The user may hoose to use various funtions in this �t(legendre polynomial, hebyshev polynomial, a ubi spline or a linear spline)and the order of the polynomials in both x and y.In output the task will give the �tted image -the �tted sky in our ase- theoriginal minus the �tted image -the sky subtrated image- and others.We tried di�erent funtions and order of the polynomials to test if the skyould be better �tted than by a onstant. Even if the imsur�t task �t surfaes onthe image, we �nd that the value of the sky around the galaxies of our interest isthe same we measure with the proedure explained above. So, we deided thatwe ould relay on the measure of the sky as given by the imexam task.The measure of the seeingAfter the removal of the sky ounts we seleted the bright stars in the imageand performed a radial pro�le plot using the �r� task of the imexam. The �r�task gives the aperture magnitude and �ux, the estimated bakground sky, thepro�le �t peak, the elliptiity and position angle from the moment analysis, andfour estimates of the pro�le width.The pro�le type is set by the �ttype parameter. The hoies are "gaussian"and "mo�at", so that the pro�le equation are, respetively,113



Figure 3.8: An example of the use of the �r� key of the IRAF imexam task,showing the radial pro�le of a bright star in our sky-subtrated image.
I = Ic exp(−0.5(r/σ)2) (3.11)
I = Ic(1 + (r/α)2)−β (3.12)We used the measure of the FWHM from the �t to a mo�at pro�le toestimate the seeing of the image.Sine we are going to �t the surfae brightness pro�le of the galaxies witha De Vauouleur pro�le to �nd their magnitude, this measure is used to seletthe radius inside whih the surfae brightness pro�le of the galaxy must not be�tted.An example of the radial �t of a star in our image is given in Figure 3.83.3.2 The ellipse taskNow we have a sky-subtrated image, on whih we use the ellipse task of iraf.The ellipse task �ts elliptial isophotes to galaxy images. The task produesas main output one table whih ontains 40 or more parameters for eah �t-ted isophote. The image is measured using an iterative method desribed byJedrzejewski et al. (1987).Eah isophote is �tted at a pre-de�ned, �xed semi-major axis length. Thetask starts from a �rst guess elliptial isophote de�ned by approximate valuesfor the X and Y enter oordinates, elliptiity and position angle. Using thesevalues, the image is sampled along an elliptial path produing a 1-dimensionalintensity distribution as a funtion of position angle E. The harmoni ontentof this distribution is analyzed by least-squares �tting to the funtion:114



y = y0 + A1 × sinE + B1 × cos(E) + A2 × sin(2 E) + B2 × cos(2 E) (3.13)Eah one of the harmoni amplitudes A1, B1, A2, B2 is related to a spei�ellipse geometri parameter, in the sense that it onveys information regardinghow muh the urrent parameter value deviates from the "true" one. To omputethis deviation, the loal image radial gradient has to be taken into aounttoo. The algorithm piks up the largest amplitude among the four, estimatesthe loal gradient and omputes the orresponding inrement in the assoiatedellipse parameter. That parameter is updated, and the image is resampled. Thisproess is repeated until any one of the following riteria are met:(1) The largest harmoni amplitude is less than a given fration of the rmsresidual of the intensity data around the harmoni �t.(2) A user-spei�ed maximum number of iterations is reahed.(3) More than a given fration of the elliptial sample points have no validdata in then, either beause they lie outside the image boundaries or beausethey where �agged out from the �t.At this point, the image data sample oming from the best �t ellipse is �ttedby the following funtion:
y = y0 + An × sin(n E) + Bn × cos(n E) (3.14)with n = 3 and n = 4. The amplitudes (A3, B3, A4, B4), divided by the semi-major axis length and loal intensity gradient, measure the isophote's deviationsfrom perfet elliptiity (the amplitudes divided by semi-major axis and gradient,are the atual quantities written at the output table).After �tting the ellipse that orresponds to a given value of the semi-majoraxis (by the proess desribed above), the axis length is inremented or dere-mented following a pre-de�ned rule. At eah step, the starting ellipse parametersare taken from the previously �tted ellipse that has the losest semi-major axislength to the urrent one.Errors in intensity, magnitude and loal gradient are obtained diretly fromthe rms satter of intensity data along the �tted ellipse. Ellipse geometry pa-rameter errors are obtained from the internal errors in the harmoni �t, afterremoval of the �rst and seond �tted harmonis.Using ursor ommands, the user an, at any time, list or modify most ofthe algorithm ontrol parameters, as well as the urrent ellipse geometry.Output is a table with one row for eah isophote. Eah row ontains thefollowing data: semi-major axis length, mean isophotal intensity and its rms,elliptiity and its error, position angle and its error, radial gradient relativeerror, number of valid data points used in the �t, number of �agged data points(either removed from the image or lipped out), number of iterations, and stopondition ode.The main output table also ontains one row for eah value of the semi-majoraxis length. The task an give: semi-major axis length (in pixel, SMA), the meanisophotal intensity, the error in isophotal intensity (RMS divided by the squareroot of the number of valid data points), the estimate of pixel variane, theroot-mean-square RMS satter around isophotal intensity, the elliptiity andelliptiity error, the position angle and position angle error, the ellipse enterand ellipse enter error, the loal radial intensity gradient and the gradient115



error, the mean isophotal magnitude, with lower and upper magnitude errors,the total �ux enlosed by the ellipse and the total �ux enlosed by a irleof radius equal to the semi-major axis length, the total �ux enlosed by theellipse, in magnitudes, the total �ux enlosed by the irle, in magnitudes, thetotal number of valid pixels inside the ellipse, the total number of valid pixelsinside the irle, and the A3, B3 (3rd harmoni deviations from ellipse), A4, B4(4th harmoni deviations from ellipse) parameters, with errors.The task has also the apability to read in a table previously generated byitself when applied to a given image, and use the ellipse geometry informationin eah table row to measure another (related) image. In this mode the �ttingalgorithm is disabled and the task just extrats photometry information fromthe image. This mode is ativated by setting task parameter 'inellip' to thename of the table that ontains the results of a former exeution of the task.This feature is useful when measuring paired images e.g. as in a multiolor setto derive olor indies and gradients.Sine we are interested in �nding the olors g − r and u − r of our galaxieswe �t the various parameter on the images in the r band, sine it is the one inwhih galaxies are more luminous, and we use the apability of the ellipse taskto use previously �tted parameters to �t galaxies in the g and u bands.The ellipse task gives also the possibility to mask the stars and galaxiesaround the �tted galaxy. In the Figure 3.9 we show how does appear the imagewith the mask.A zoomed partiular of the image is shown in Figure 3.10 to show how the redretangles that mask the image appear when they are imposed on the zoomedimage.One given the starting guesses, the ellipse task performs the �rst �t of the�rst ellipse. We hek by eye if the �t seems aurate and let ellipse go throughthe next ellipse.In Figure 3.11 we show how the ellipses drawn by ellipse appear after thelast ellipse is �tted. In this Figure the grey sale is driven to show the wholeimage as white to give more prominene to the red ellipses.Plots of the parameters �tted by ellipse are shown by the task isoplot (seeFigures 3.13 , 3.14).In this ase we fored ellipse to �t out to a radius where there were notenough valid point, beause we needed to subtrat the galaxy light out to theradius where the other two galaxies of our luster lie. In Figure 3.13 we see thatthe points orresponding to the outer radii are �xed to the last value ellipse�tted with a valid stop ode. In other words, the last ellipses are �xed to theenter, shape, position angle of the last �good� ellipse, and are just saled to thenext semi-major axis length.From the results of isophotal analysis generated by the isophote �tting taskellipse the bmodel task reates a 2-dimensional image �le ontaining a noiselessphotometri model of a soure image.The modelling interval an be spei�ed by the user, so that one an builtthe model galaxy using the full range of semi-major axis lengths inluded in theellipse table or using expliitly minimum and/or maximum values; in these asesoutside the measured region the output image pixels are �lled with a onstantvalue. 116



20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200Figure 3.9: A zoom of our sky-subtrated image of the entral galaxies of theluster RXJ1159+5532. We see the red retangles masking the objets aroundthe galaxy to be �tted.The model galaxy (see Figure 3.15) is then subtrated form the sky-subtratedimage.The result of this passage is shown in Figure 3.16. The green irle highlightthe enter of the subtrated galaxy.To test if the galaxy is orretly modeled, we use again the task imexam.In Figures 3.17 , 3.18 and 3.19 we show how a plot of a line and a olumn,respetively, appear after the model galaxy subtration. We an see that theplots don't show any sharp step or gradient around the position of the galaxy,so indiating that the galaxy �tting is orret. In Figure 3.19 we plot a olumnshifted respet to the position of our galaxy, sine the presene of a bright objetat the same olumn position doesn't permit to appreiate how the plot of pixelounts appear around the subtrated galaxy.A more ompliated aseWe have explained the basi proess of �tting a single galaxy with the ellipsetask. Even when there is more than one galaxy in a frame, we an simple identifyby eye the brightest and biggest galaxy of the frame, �t (after masking theothers) and subtrat it, and proeed with the other galaxies.Things ompliate when we have to �t more than one galaxy in a frame, andwhen the galaxies are so lose that their light mix.In these ases we approah with the following steps:
• we hose the brightest galaxy of the frame. We mask the other(s) galaxy,117



20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200Figure 3.10: A loser view of the previous Figure, showing how the red retangleslook like when reated.and �t the �rst one.
• We subtrat from the frame the model of the �rst galaxy, and �t theseond galaxy
• We subtrat the model of the seond galaxy from the original sky-subtratedframe, and �t again the �rst galaxy
• Last, after subtrating the new model galaxy from the original frame, weperform a new �t on the seond galaxy.This proedure minimizes the pollution between the two galaxies.The �tting in the g and u bandThe ellipse task give the possibility to upload a previous output table withinput ellipses for no-�t mode, in whih ase the task just extrats photometryinformation from the image.We used this apability when �tting the g and u band images. The masksused in r band were also uploaded by the pakage.We note that �xing the g and u ellipse properties to those of r band will tendto redue the g and u surfae brightness along the ellipses if the emissions inthese bands have signi�antly di�erent preferred elliptiities or position angles.As a onsequene, the signatures of star formation would be diluted.118



20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200Figure 3.11: As in Figure 3.9 we show the galaxy with over imposed the ellipses�tted by the ellipse task. In this image we fored the galaxy to be ompletelywhite to make it easier to see the red ellipses.

Figure 3.12: Surfae brightness pro�le of the �tted galaxy versus the semi-majoraxis length (in pixel1/4) of the �tted ellipses, plotted by the isoplot task119



Figure 3.13: An example of the parameters �tted by the ellipse task. In thepanels there are plotted, versus the ellipse semi-major axis length, respetively:the absissa position of the enter of the �tted ellipse (upper left panel), theordinate position (upper right panel), the elliptiity b/a (bottom left panel) andthe position angle (PA) (bottom right panel).

Figure 3.14: An example of the parameters �tted by the ellipse task versus thesemi-major axis length of the �tted ellipses. From the left to the right, from upto down, the A3, A4, B3, B4 parameters.120



20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200Figure 3.15: Model galaxy built by the bmodel task from the parameters �ttedby the ellipse task.3.3.3 The pro�le �ttingThe alibrationWith the Fp �ts �le we downloaded the orresponding tsField �ts �les ( tsField-rrrrrr--v-��.�t, where rrrrrr is the imaging run number, c is the amera olumn(1-6), v is the rerun number, and �� is the �eld number for the �rst �eld in the�le. ) that ontain all �eld information.We retrieved the zero point (aa), extintion oe�ient (kk) and the airmassfor eah galaxy in eah band. Exposure time is the same for all objets, and itis texp =53.907456 sWe onvert the observed number of ounts to a ount rate using the expo-sure time, then orret ounts for atmospheri extintion using the extintionoe�ient kk and the airmass, and �nally divide by the zero-point ount rate,whih is given by f0 = 10−0.4∗aa ounts/seond.In a single step
f/f0 = (ounts/exptime)100.4(aa+kk∗airmass) (3.15)The CCD report, obviously, ounts in eah pixel. Still, we are interestedin surfae brightness pro�le, and onsequently we want measures in arseondssquare.So we have to add a term that take into aount the area of the pixel, thatorrespond to 0.396� in the sky.Then the magnitude of the galaxy is simply derived using the followingequation: 121



20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200Figure 3.16: Our sky-subtrated image after subtrating the model galaxy builtby the bmodel task. The green irle highlights the position of the originalgalaxy enter.

Figure 3.17: A plot of the lines 262-266, orresponding to the position of theenter of the �tted galaxy. 122



Figure 3.18: A plot of the olumns 127-131, orresponding to the position of theenter of the �tted galaxy.

Figure 3.19: A plot of the olumns 157-161, to avoid the bright galaxy presentsin olumns 127-131. 123



mag = −2.5 ∗ log(f/f0) − 2.5 ∗ log(1./0.3962) (3.16)The unertainties that belongs to the magnitude are given by the followingexpression: error(mag) = 2.5/ ln(10) ∗ error(ounts) / ounts (3.17)The fpC (orreted frames) �les report ounts (or "data numbers", DN).However, it is the number of photo-eletrons whih is really ounted by theCCD detetors and whih therefore obeys Poisson statistis. The number ofphoto-eletrons is related to the number of ounts through the gain (whih isreally an inverse gain): photo-eletrons = ounts * gain (3.18)The gain is reported in the headers of the tsField. The total noise ontributedby dark urrent and read noise (in units of DN2) is also reported in the tsField�les in header keyword dark_variane.Thus, the error in DN on a measured magnitude is given by the followingexpression:error(ounts) =
√[ounts+sky℄/gain + Npix*(dark_variane+skyErr) (3.19)where ounts is the number of objet ounts, sky is the number of sky ountssummed over the same area as the objet ounts, Npix is the area overed bythe objet in pixels, gain and dark_variane are the gain and dark varianefrom the orresponding tsField �le, and skyErr is the error on the estimate ofthe average sky level in the frame.The pro�le �ttingSine we seleted our sample to be omposed by early type galaxies, we wantto �t now their surfae brightness pro�le by a De Vauouleur pro�le.Even if this pro�le an give a poor �t for lentiular galaxies, the net e�eton the olor of the galaxy should be negligible. The magnitude itself, otherwise,an di�er using the two pro�le models.Anyway, in our sample of 80 galaxy just 7 present a lentiular morphology sothat we ould easily hek that, while the mean olor di�erenes between CCCand NCCC galaxies may be slightly di�erent, our �nal results and onlusionsdon't hange if we inlude or not these 7 galaxies.The De Vauouleur pro�le is desribed by the following equation:

I(r) = I0 ∗ e−7.67∗ r
re

1/4 (3.20)where I0 is the entral value of the surfae brightness, and re is the e�etiveradius.When I0 and re are known, the magnitude an be alulated with the fol-lowing expression:
µe = −2.5 ∗ log(I0) + 8.3276 + C0 (3.21)124



Figure 3.20: Surfae brightness pro�le in magnitude versus the radius r in ar-seonds for the brightest entral galaxy in the A1991 luster, in the r band. Thedashed line represents the best De Vauouleurs �t for the pro�le of the galaxy.where C0 represent the alibration onstant. Hene, the magnitude is givenby mag = µe − 5 ∗ log(re) − 3.388 (3.22)or mag = −2.5 ∗ log(I0 ∗ r2
e) + C0 − 4.939 (3.23)But we have still to take into aount the elliptiity e = 1 − b/a of thegalaxies, where a and b represent the minor and major axis of the galaxy.The orret equation to alulate the magnitude of the galaxy will heneneed a further term, and it is now given by the following:mag = −2.5 ∗ log(I0 ∗ r2

e ∗ (1 − e)) + C0 − 4.939 (3.24)The SDSS gives numerous methods to measure the elliptiity, inluding theStokes parameters, the adaptive moments, the isophotal parameters, and mea-sures of the axis ratio from the De Vauouleurs pro�les and the exponentialpro�les. We hose to use the estimate given by the model De Vauouleurs �t,also beause the model �ts do orretly aount for the e�et of the seeing, whilethe other methods do not.We hose to use the SDSS elliptiity instead of the one measured by theellipse task beause, as it is shown in Figure 3.13 (bottom left panel), the valueof 1 − b/a an vary at eah radius. In situations like this it an be di�ult to125



Figure 3.21: Upper panel: Surfae brightness pro�le in magnitude versus theradius r in arseonds for the brightest entral galaxy in the A1991 luster, inthe g band. The dashed line represents the best De Vauouleurs �t for the pro�leof the galaxy. The e�etive radius is �xed to the one �tted in the r band, andjust the entral intensity is �tted. Bottom panel: as in the upper panel, in theu band. 126



evaluate an objetive riterion to hose the orret elliptiity to assign to thegalaxy.We show in Figure 3.20 an examples of our pro�le �tting in the r band.The �t was performed with the urve�t IDL routine.One the e�etive radius re in the r band is �tted, we an proeed to measurethe magnitudes in the g and u band. We �x the e�etive radius re as found inthe r band, and �t just the intensity I0.An example of our �ts in g and u bands is shown in Figure 3.21.Some galaxies ould not be �tted in a meaningful way, in the u or g band,or even in r band. It is still possible to get a value for the magnitude, but thesurfae brightness pro�le is disturbed or the galaxy is too small to have enoughvalid points to be �tted beyond the seeing.So, after heking one by one the single �ts, we deided to redue our sampleto 47 galaxies, of whih 27 belonging to Cool Core Clusters and 20 belongingto Non Cool Core Clusters.While we didn't use an objetive riterion to exlude galaxies from our �nalsample, we heked that our �subjetive� hoie don't in�uene our �nal results.We present in Table 3.3.3 the magnitudes for our sample. Unertainties onmagnitudes are given by the following Equation:
ǫ(mag) =

2.5

ln(10)
∗ ǫ(I0)

I0
+

5

ln(10)
∗ ǫ(Re)

Re
(3.25)where ǫ(I0) and ǫ(Re) are given by the urve�t IDL routine.
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Table 3.4: Fitted magnitudes in r, g and u band, for our sample ofluster galaxies.Cluster name ra [deg℄ de [deg℄ r [mag℄ g [mag℄ u [mag℄A0085 10.4603 -9.3031 10.7797 ± 0.01 11.1805 ± 0.01 13.21 ± 0.01A0085 10.4510 -9.2842 14.9582 ± 0.01 15.6149 ± 0.01 17.65 ± 0.01A0085 10.4172 -9.3043 15.5354 ± 0.01 16.0733 ± 0.01 18.11 ± 0.01A1795 207.2314 26.6168 15.4836 ± 0.03 17.9293 ± 0.02 20.84 ± 0.09A1795 207.1876 26.5699 16.1788 ± 0.01 16.3112 ± 0.01 18.25 ± 0.02A1795 207.1774 26.6169 15.5433 ± 0.1 15.9131 ± 0.07 17.90 ± 0.07A1795 207.2103 26.5854 15.8498 ± 0.04 15.4950 ± 0.07 17.46 ± 0.03A1795 207.2164 26.6120 16.5237 ± 0.03 17.4983 ± 0.04 19.98 ± 0.05A1795 207.2093 26.5591 16.7543 ± 0.02 17.5681 ± 0.02 19.29 ± 0.02A2029 227.7338 5.7448 12.1879 ± 0.01 13.1396 ± 0.01 15.15 ± 0.01A2029 227.7449 5.6919 16.0218 ± 0.05 16.8722 ± 0.03 18.75 ± 0.04A2029 227.7142 5.7080 16.5556 ± 0.09 17.5666 ± 0.06 19.38 ± 0.07A2029 227.7170 5.7530 16.8671 ± 0.3 17.3633 ± 0.2 18.9 ± 0.1A2052 229.1907 7.0044 13.1169 ± 0.008 13.3294 ± 0.01 15.18 ± 0.01A2052 229.1735 7.0293 14.5634 ± 0.009 14.8390 ± 0.02 16.66 ± 0.01A2052 229.1550 6.9653 15.0322 ± 0.01 15.9421 ± 0.01 17.77 ± 0.01A2063 230.7721 8.6092 12.5633 ± 0.01 13.7549 ± 0.01 15.79 ± 0.01A2063 230.8126 8.5738 14.1752 ± 0.006 15.2035 ± 0.01 17.046 ± 0.008A2063 230.7050 8.5605 15.2784 ± 0.01 15.8050 ± 0.01 17.74 ± 0.01A2142 239.5833 27.2334 14.1299 ± 0.01 15.8321 ± 0.02 18.12 ± 0.01A2142 239.6027 27.2295 15.4893 ± 0.01 16.3764 ± 0.01 19.6 ± 0.1A2142 239.5694 27.2367 16.7694 ± 0.02 17.5369 ± 0.02 20.28 ± 0.06A2142 239.5965 27.2072 16.5782 ± 0.02 17.1955 ± 0.02 19.39 ± 0.05Continued on next page
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Table 3.4 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name ra [deg℄ de [deg℄ magr [mag℄ magg [mag℄ magu [mag℄A2142 239.5943 27.2567 17.1052 ± 0.1 18.8735 ± 0.08 25 ± 10A2199 247.0971 39.5703 14.0075 ± 0.01 14.9530 ± 0.008 16.822 ± 0.008A2199 247.1502 39.5338 14.7543 ± 0.01 14.8722 ± 0.01 16.58 ± 0.01A2199 247.1852 39.5155 14.8498 ± 0.05 15.5944 ± 0.03 17.40 ± 0.03A2244 255.6898 34.0611 15.8363 ± 0.02 16.7243 ± 0.02 18.46 ± 0.01A2244 255.6508 34.0885 16.6877 ± 0.06 17.1439 ± 0.04 20.08 ± 0.07A1413 178.8229 23.3913 16.9453 ± 0.06 17.9992 ± 0.04 19.32 ± 0.07A1413 178.8179 23.4227 12.4135 ± 0.08 16.2274 ± 0.08 18.8 ± 0.5A1689 197.8839 -1.3297 17.1913 ± 0.1 17.2973 ± 0.1 29. ± 8.A1689 197.8660 -1.3355 16.0989 ± 0.6 16.6961 ± 0.4 18.4 ± 0.2A1689 197.8676 -1.3454 15.4744 ± 0.2 15.8548 ± 0.2 18.3 ± 0.1A1689 197.8709 -1.3546 17.7477 ± 0.5 17.8805 ± 0.3 29 ± 13A1914 216.4982 37.8278 16.9798 ± 0.08 18.1605 ± 0.06 19.95 ± 0.07A1914 216.5187 37.8415 17.2188 ± 0.05 18.3645 ± 0.05 27.5 ± 0.7A1914 216.5023 37.8360 17.7909 ± 0.3 19.8465 ± 0.1 30. ± 7.A1914 216.5007 37.8195 16.9082 ± 0.2 17.8877 ± 0.1 19.8 ± 0.1A1914 216.4914 37.8248 17.5725 ± 0.07 18.6658 ± 0.07 29. ± 2.A1914 216.5019 37.8221 17.7536 ± 0.07 18.6292 ± 0.08 19.40 ± 0.09A2151w 241.1492 17.7216 13.1607 ± 0.02 14.6717 ± 0.01 16.60 ± 0.01A2151w 241.1649 17.7008 13.6639 ± 0.006 14.8735 ± 0.007 16.718 ± 0.007A2151w 241.1456 17.7174 15.0622 ± 0.04 15.7796 ± 0.02 17.5513± 0.02A2151w 241.1759 17.6837 15.3218 ± 0.08 15.6419 ± 0.05 17.3506± 0.05NGC5846 226.6217 1.5949 12.8031 ± 0.01 12.9864 ± 0.01 14.8232± 0.01A1991 223.6312 18.6423 13.2585 ± 0.01 14.4258 ± 0.01 16.3507± 0.01RXJ1159+ 179.9674 55.5349 13.8775 ± 0.01 14.8273 ± 0.01 16.8307± 0.01Continued on next page
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Table 3.4 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name ra [deg℄ de [deg℄ magr [mag℄ magg [mag℄ magu [mag℄RXJ1159+ 179.9808 55.5390 18.1396 ± 0.1 19.3248 ± 0.09 29.8595± 6.RXJ1159+ 179.9590 55.5484 17.8359 ± 0.2 18.2008 ± 0.1 19.0307± 0.1A0119 14.0671 -1.2554 12.5474 ± 0.007 13.7092 ± 0.009 15.6872± 0.006A0119 14.0756 -1.2418 14.8712 ± 0.009 15.5789 ± 0.009 17.3908± 0.009A0119 14.0559 -1.2384 16.6808 ± 0.08 17.5174 ± 0.05 19.3218± 0.05A1650 194.6600 -1.7696 16.9235 ± 0.03 17.1606 ± 0.04 19.0312± 0.03A1650 194.6532 -1.7481 16.5554 ± 0.02 17.1772 ± 0.02 19.3773± 0.04A2065 230.6001 27.7144 14.8191 ± 0.009 16.1334 ± 0.009 18.1675± 0.01A2065 230.6185 27.6869 15.4713 ± 0.01 16.7392 ± 0.01 18.7308± 0.01A2065 230.6158 27.6991 15.7891 ± 0.01 15.8278 ± 0.01 17.8037± 0.01A2147 240.5733 16.0030 15.3874 ± 0.1 15.8614 ± 0.08 17.6285± 0.08A2147 240.5972 15.9965 15.4448 ± 0.1 15.8048 ± 0.08 17.5657± 0.08A2147 240.5440 15.9713 15.6428 ± 0.09 16.0204 ± 0.05 18.0438± 0.06COMA 194.8046 27.9770 13.3386 ± 0.05 13.9310 ± 0.03 15.7749± 0.03COMA 194.8866 27.9836 13.5811 ± 0.008 14.1252 ± 0.007 15.8682± 0.007MKW8 220.1626 3.4697 12.3025 ± 0.01 13.2714 ± 0.01 15.1950± 0.01MKW8 220.2195 3.4183 14.0604 ± 0.02 14.5706 ± 0.01 16.5592± 0.01MKW8 220.1225 3.4327 14.0850 ± 0.1 14.7473 ± 0.07 16.7366± 0.06MKW8 220.2419 3.4516 14.5481 ± 0.009 15.0343 ± 0.008 16.8196± 0.008wCl1215 184.4213 3.6558 14.0681 ± 0.07 15.4348 ± 0.04 17.3869± 0.04wCl1215 184.4116 3.6634 15.4233 ± 0.04 16.3670 ± 0.02 18.3571± 0.03A1775 205.4612 26.3690 16.8160 ± 1. 21.1267 ± 1. 29.5333± 8.A1775 205.4467 26.3809 16.1244 ± 0.1 17.1398 ± 0.06 19.4966± 0.07A1775 205.4409 26.3880 16.7435 ± 0.07 17.6070 ± 0.04 19.6140± 0.08A1775 205.4753 26.3808 16.9086 ± 0.03 17.5110 ± 0.03 19.4484± 0.03Continued on next page
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Table 3.4 � ontinued from previous pageCluster name ra [deg℄ de [deg℄ magr [mag℄ magg [mag℄ magu [mag℄A1800 207.3482 28.1073 12.4055 ± 0.01 13.0701 ± 0.01 15.0307± 0.01A1800 207.3535 28.0974 16.3103 ± 0.3 16.7476 ± 0.1 18.1804± 0.1A1800 207.3633 28.0790 16.4187 ± 0.03 17.2250 ± 0.03 20.6813± 0.04
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3.3.4 Tests on the quality of the magnitude �ttingMono and bidimensional redutionOur redution is based on a mono-dimensional �t of the surfae brightness pro�leof the galaxies.To test the goodness of ours �t, we performed a bi-dimensional �t of asubsamples of 10 galaxies hosen to have di�erent size and magnitude, usingthe GALMORPH software (Hyde et al. 2008), that performs two-dimensional
χ2 minimization, using simulated annealing as the searh algorithm.Figure 3.22 (upper panel) shows the di�erenes between r magnitudes be-tween the SDSS data, and the mono and bidimensional �t magnitudes (that wewill all from now on Tundo and Hyde magnitudes), versus the SDSS magni-tudes. Di�erent symbols refers to di�erent �tting proedure, as in the legend.We see that the mono and bidimensional �t as performed in this work give re-sults in remarkably agreement, exept for one single objet, while SDSS usually�nd magnitudes fainter than in ours measurements. Figure 3.22 (bottom panel)shows the same data versus the e�etive radius as measured by the SDSS.We should expet to see a orrelation between ∆(r) and the r magnitudeor Re, but we just observe that for the two brightest galaxies (SDSS r < 13.5)
∆(r) is muh greater than for fainter galaxies. Probably we don't observe anytrend in ∆(r) with the r magnitude or Re sine our sample is omposed mostlyby galaxies fainter than r = 15 and smaller than Re = 4 armin, with a gapbetween these values and the ones belonging to the two galaxies with biggermagnitude and size.Comparation with SDSS magnitudesIn Figures 3.23 ,3.24 and 3.25 we show our model r, g and u magnitude versusthe SDSS model magnitudes. We see, as expeted, that SDSS magnitudes tendto be fainter.In Figure 3.26 we plot the di�erenes rSDSS − r versus ours r magnitudes.Compared with Figure 3.3 (Figure 6 of Abazajian et al. 2009) it indiates thatwe orretly estimated the e�et of the overestimated sky in SDSS measures.In fat, we see that the di�erenes rSDSS − r show the same trend as inFigure 3.3, with rSDSS − r inreasing at grater rSDSS . In the simulations ofAbazajian et al. (2009) rSDSS − r <0.1 mag at rSDSS >16 mag, while in Figure3.26 we see that the data points at rSDSS >16 mag have a mean of >0.2 mag,and show higher dispersion than in Abazajian et al. (2009). Still, we notiethat we are plotting atual data of luster galaxies, for whih it is preditedto have higher rSDSS − r than in simulations of isolated galaxies. Moreover,we are looking at relatively faint galaxies in usually rowded �elds, so that thegalaxy �tting strongly depends on the subtration of the other galaxies. Thisexplains why rSDSS − r shows a greater dispersion at rSDSS >16 mag than at14< rSDSS >16 mag respet to the simulations of Abazajian et al. (2009).We report the mean unertainties on our �tted magnitude to be 〈∆r〉 =0.04mag, 〈∆g〉 =0.03 mag, 〈∆u〉 =0.04 mag. In omparison, the mean unertaintieson the SDSS magnitudes for the galaxies in our sample are: 〈∆r〉 =0.003 mag,
〈∆g〉 =0.004 mag, 〈∆u〉 =0.03 mag.We notie that our unertainties are usually greater than the ones reportedin the SDSS database. 132



Figure 3.22: Upper panel: Di�erenes between SDSS, Tundo and Hyde �tted rmagnitudes for a subsample of 10 galaxies (see text). Blue triangles, red dia-monds and green asterisks represent respetively the di�erenes between SDSSand Tundo, between SDSS and Hyde, and between Tundo and Hyde magni-tudes, as in the legend. Bottom panel: as in the upper panel, with the dataplotted versus the SDSS e�etive radius.133



Figure 3.23: SDSS Mr magnitudes versus our �tted magnitudes. Blue line rep-resent an unitary relation. Galaxies are divided in CCC and NCCC galaxies asin the legend.In fat, in SDSS measure, errors on model magnitudes are based only onphoton statistis, while in our ase we add the unertainties oming from the�tting itself, so that a galaxy with a ontribution of the intraluster light willhave greater unertainties, sine its surfae brightness pro�le will di�er from apure De Vauouleur one.3.4 The Color-Magnitude relationThe K-orretion and the absolute magnitudeThe K-orretion between a bandpass R used to observe a galaxy at redshift zand the desired bandpass Q is de�ned by the equation (Oke & Sandage 1968;Hogg et al. 2002):
mR = MQ + DM(z) + KQR(z) − 5 log10 h (3.26)where DM(z) = 25−5 log10(dL/(h−1 Mpc)) is the bolometri distane modulusalulated from the luminosity distane dL, and MQ is the absolute magnitude.In order to �nd the adequate k-orretion, we use the IDL ode korret(Blanton et al. 2003). The exat desription of the algorithm would take toomuh spae, and we refer to Blanton et al. (2003) for that, nevertheless we ansay that the ode, given the observations and unertainties available for eahgalaxy, �nds the nonnegative linear ombination of N template star-formationhistories whih best predit those observations in the χ2 sense.134



Figure 3.24: As in Figure 3.23 plotting g band magnitudes.

Figure 3.25: As in Figure 3.23 plotting u band magnitudes.135



Figure 3.26: Di�erenes between SDSS r magnitudes and our �tted magnitudesversus the SDSS r magnitudes.The method is designed to work well for a wide range of data sets. It usesphotometry and spetrosopy of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey, the Galaxy Evo-lution Explorer in the ultraviolet, and the Two-Miron All Sky Survey in thenear infrared (NIR).Sine a model spetrum for the galaxy is given, the K-orretion between abandpass R used to observe a galaxy at redshift z and the desired bandpass Qis de�ned by Equation 3.26 where KQR is
KQR = −2.5 log10
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Reddening orretions in magnitudes are applied to our magnitudes usingthe extintion omputed in the SDSS database at the position of eah objet,following Shlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998).Luminosity evolutionGalaxies are fainter at the present day, owing mostly to passive evolution. Inthe piture of galaxy formation all the stars in a galaxy that are formed in aninital burst, thereafter evolves only in a passive, quiesent manner as they maketheir journey along the main sequene. This results in a gradual dimming ofthe stars, and onsequently the galaxy. Any further episodes in the evolution ofgalaxies, suh as seondary bursts of (or gradual) star-formation ativity musttake plae against this bakground of the passive evolution of the pre-existingstars.Bell (2003) �nds mean evolution orretions by omparison of galaxy ugrizKmagnitudes with galaxy evolution models at eah galaxy's redshift in their sam-ple drawn from the SDSS and 2MASS databases. He �nds evolution orretionsof ∼(2.3,1.6,1.3,1.1,1.0,0.8)z in ugrizK, while Blanton et al. (2003) report theevolution by �tting for it expliitly in their LF estimation, and �nd an evo-lution of ∼(4.2±0.9,2.0±0.5,1.6±0.3,1.6±0.4,0.8±0.3)z in ugriz. Independently,Bernardi et al. (2003a) �nd evolution of ∼(1.2,0.9,0.8,0.6)z in griz for early typegalaxies using a similar (but totally independent) tehnique to Blanton et al.(2003).We hose to use the evolution orretion from Bell (2003), that are in agree-ment with other works and that have the advantage of inorporate the multi-passband information.The redshift and magnitude distributionsWe show in Figure 3.27 the magnitude distribution of our sample. The blak linerepresent the distribution for the whole sample, while the red and blue lines arefor the NCCC and CCC sample. In Figure 3.28 we show the redshift distributionfor our samples. The olor ode is the same as in Figure 3.27. We see that thedistributions of the CCC and NCCC sample are omparable. Any di�erenesin olor between the two samples won't be due to di�erenes in magnitude orredshift distribution.In Figure 3.29 we show the magnitudes of our galaxies versus their redshifts.In this Figure it is more easily appreiated that the two samples have similardistribution.The olor magnitude relationsFigures 3.30 and 3.31 show the olor-magnitude diagram g− r and u−m versus
Mr for CCC and NCCC samples.Sine we are interested in the mean olor di�erene between the two samples,we are going to �t the g − r and u − m versus Mr relation using the sixlin.proroutine of IDL (Isobe et al. 1990)As disussed in the �rst Chapter, when the satter of data points in a re-lation is non negligible, the theoretial results of di�erent regression methodswill be di�erent. As in the previous Chapter we hose to show the results of137



Figure 3.27: Magnitude distribution of our sample. The blak line represent thedistribution for the whole sample, while the red and blue lines are for the NCCCand CCC sample.

Figure 3.28: Redshift distribution for our samples.The blak line represent thedistribution for the whole sample, while the red and blue lines are for the NCCCand CCC sample. 138



Figure 3.29: Mr magnitude versus redshift for our sample. CCC galaxies arerepresented by blue asterisks, while NCCC galaxies are represented by red dia-monds, as in the legend.three di�erent regression methods, namely the Orthogonal Least Square Bise-tor (OLS Bisetor), the Orthogonal Regression (OR) and the Redued MajorAxis (RMA).For eah of these methods, we �tted the olor-magnitude relation for all thedata points to retrieved the slopes bgmr and bumr for the g − r and u− r versus
r relations.We then derived the zero points using the following equations separately forCCC and NCCC galaxies:zpgmr = 〈(Mg − Mr)〉 − 〈Mr〉 ∗ bgmr (3.29)zpumr = 〈(Mu − Mr)〉 − 〈Mr〉 ∗ bumr (3.30)This proedure assume the hypothesis that galaxies both in CCC and NCCCfollow the same olor-magnitude relation, and that the two samples di�er justfor the mean olors, hene for the zero points.Figures 3.30 and 3.31 show the relations found using the OR method only,for larity. In Table 3.4 we show the di�erenes between zero points (zpCCC −zpNCCC) for the Mg − Mr and Mu − Mr olor magnitude relation using thethree regression methods.In Figure 3.34, 3.33 and 3.32 we plot the MNUV −Mr versusMr, the MNUV −
MK versus K and the Mr − MK versus MK diagram.We summarize our results in Table 3.4; we see that in as many as half of theases the mean olor di�erenes are null within unertainties.139



Table 3.5: Mean olor di�erenes between CCC and NCCC galaxies, using OLSBisetor, OR and RMA regression methods.OLS Bisetor OR RMA
∆(zp)[g−r] 0.003± 0.003 0.002 ± 0.002 0.003 ± 0.002
∆(zp)[u−r] 0.07 ± 0.01 0.067 ± 0.005 0.072 ± 0.008

∆(zp)[g−r]SDSS 0.022± 0.003 0.0157± 0.0005 0.0185± 0.0004
∆(zp)[u−r]SDSS 0.1 ± 0.3 0.041 ± 0.006 0.052 ± 0.009

∆(zp)[r−K] 0.08 ± 0.3 0.05 ± 0.1 0.06 ± 0.05
∆(zp)[NUV −r] 0.2 ± 0.1 0.14 ± 0.09 0.16 ± 0.1
∆(zp)[NUV −K] 0.2 ± 0.9 0.02 ± 0.4 0.14 ± 0.4These results point to the onlusion that mean olor di�erene in optialband annot quantify the di�erenes in SFR between galaxies in Cool CoreClusters and Non ool Core Clusters.Still, we observe that if the zero points were really equall to zero, if, inonsequene, there were no di�erenes between CCC and NCCC galaxies, weshould observe values of zpccc−zpNccc both positive and negative, while in ourase all values exept one are greater than zero.This indiate, in our opinion, that the mean di�erenes in olor we foundatually indiate a physial di�erenes between CCC and NCCC galaxies.We want to notie, moreover, that our reported errors on magnitudes arevery onservative, sine they inlude not only photon statisti but also the un-ertainties on the pro�le �tting. Hene, even the unertainties on zero pointdi�erenes are very onservative.As a further test on the reliability of our measures we ompute the Mg −Mrand Mu −Mr olor magnitude relations using SDSS data, to see how muh the�nal mean olor di�erene di�er from the one we measured.In Figure 3.37 upper left and right panels we show the olor magnitudediagrams using the SDSS magnitudes. As in Figures 3.30 and 3.31 we only showthe results from the OR method, for larity.Results of this proedure are shown in table 3.4. The use of SDSS data givesmean olor di�erenes that an be higher or lower than the one we measured,while unertainties are understandably lower.We want to notie, moreover, that we have not treated our galaxies forpossible dust reddening.We know that the dust is a produt of star formation, so that galaxies withan high rate of star formation will have a greater amount of dust, and theirolors will be redder than if due only to their galaxies.Still, sine our goal in the work is mainly to asses if broad band olors an beused to see the di�erenes between CCC and NCCC galaxies, we notie that dustreddening will redue the mean olor di�erene we are seeking, in the hypothesisthat this di�erene is due mainly to di�erene in the galaxy population and notto di�erent ages.K band should be less a�eted by this problem, so that the Mr − MK olorshould be quite una�eted, and give a good estimate of the atual olor di�erenebetween CCC and NCCC galaxies.We note also that we annot rely on results from the MNUV − MK olors,140



sine we see in Figure 3.33 that due to the math between GALEX and 2MASSdata in this plot CCC and NCCC galaxies don't span the same range of magni-tude, so that at magnitude brighter than MK = −25 mag we observe only CCCgalaxies.As a further test on the reliability of our proedure we ompare our �ttedolor magnitude relationMg−Mr with the one found by Rohe et al.(2009); theystudied a sample of E/SO galaxies from the SDSS DR4 (Adelman-MCarthy etal. 2006) and two di�erent samples of BCG (one seleted from the C4 BCGs,a subsample of the �rst-ranked galaxies within the atalog of lusters detetedusing a C4 luster-detetion algorithm on the SDSS-DR2 data (Miller et al.2005), further seleted following the indiations of Bernardi et al. (2007) andexluding any spiral or disk omponent. The seond one from the max-BCGatalog of Koester et al. (2007)).They report a slope and zero point in the whole E/SO sample of bE/SO =
0.01735 ± 0.00046 and zpE/SO = 0.3794 ± 0.0093, while in the C4 BCG andmax-BCG they give bC4BCG = 0.0056±0.0047, zpC4BCG = 0.6604±0.1084 (notinluding an evolution term), and bmax−BCG = 0.0082± 0.0018, zpmax−BCG =
0.5877± 0.0403.In our sample we have b = −0.0174 ± 0.0006, zp= 0.362 ± 0.001 (we re-port results from OR regression only, for simpliity), while the SDSS data give
bSDSS = −0.0074± 0.0002, zpSDSS = 0.6042± 0.0004.We observe that we are not looking at BCG galaxies only, so that a slope of
b = −0.0174± 0.0006 is quite in good agreement with the estimates of Rohe etal.(2009), while the one from the SDSS magnitudes is not.3.4.1 The Mass deposit rate versus olorIf olors trae the SFR due to the mass deposit rate predited by the ooling�ow models, we should observe a orrelation between olors and Ṁ .We plotted in Figures 3.35 and 3.36 the Mg − Mr and Mu − Mr olors ofours galaxies versus the mass deposit rate Ṁ =dM/dt [M⊙/year℄ as reportedby Chen et al. (2007).We divided our galaxies in two bin of magnitude, splitted around r =-21.5mag. This value was hosen to assure a similar number of galaxies in both bins.Figure 3.37 (left and right bottom panels) show the Mg −Mr and Mu −Mrolors using SDSS values versus Ṁ . In this ase one ould see a trend between
Mu−Mr olor and Ṁ . Anyway, a �t to the relation reveals that any orrelation'sslope have an unertainties that makes the slope itself ompatible with zero(we have bOLSB = −0.003 ± 0.02, bOR=-0.0004±0.004, bRMS =-0.001±0.02for galaxies with r >-21.5 and bOLSB = 0.006 ± 0.08, bOR=-0.0002±0.002,bRMS =0.007±0.08 for galaxies with r <-21.5 ). Moreover, if we remove thedata point with the highest value of Mu −Mr for the galaxies in the lowest binof magnitude and the data point with the lowest value of u − r for the galaxiesin the highest bin of magnitude we see that the apparent orrelation ompletelydisappears.
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Figure 3.30: Mg−Mr versusMr diagram for our sample. Blue asterisks representgalaxies in Cool Core Clusters, while red diamonds represent galaxies in NonCool Core Clusters. The lines represent the �tted olor-magnitude relations forthe CCC (blue line) and NCCC (red line)samples (see text)

Figure 3.31: Mu − Mr versus Mr diagram for our sample. Symbols are as inFigure 3.30. 142



Figure 3.32: Mr−MK versus MK diagram. Blue asterisks represent CCC galax-ies, while red diamonds represent NCCC galaxies. The lines represent the �ttedolor-magnitude relations for the CCC (blue line) and NCCC (red line)samples(see text).

Figure 3.33: MNUV − MK versus MK magnitudes. Symbols are as in Figure3.34. 143



Figure 3.34: MNUV − Mr versus Mr diagram. Symbols are as in Figure 3.34.3.5 The mean star formationA olor di�erene between galaxies an be thought as a di�erene in age, if weassume pure luminosity evolution between them. Alternatively, is perhaps morereasonable to assume that the overall population in CCC and NCCC galaxiesis of the same age and type, and to alulate onsequentelly the SFR needed toaount for the CCC galaxies to be bluer.In order to translate olor information into onstraints on the underlying agesof the stellar populations, the olors must be ompared with stellar populationsynthesis models. In their most basi form, ommonly referred to as simplestellar populations (SSPs), these models provide evolutionary information fora oeval population of stars born with a given omposition and initial massfuntion (IMF). The losest physial analog to suh SSPs are globular lustersystems from whih the SSP models are alibrated.The approximation of a single evolved stellar population learly does not ap-ply to evolved, omplex stellar populations of galaxies. However, if one assumesthat galaxies are omposed of a superposition of SSPs, born at di�erent epohs,rates, and metalliities, one an use the SSPs to develop model grids that mimithe range of plausible galati stellar populations and these an be omparedwith galaxy olor pro�les. The stellar population model grids are reated bytaking the single burst SSPs, with onstant stellar IMF and �xed metalliity,and onvolving them with a given star formation history (SFH).Several suh SSP models have been produed by a number of independentgroups and are in a onstant state of modi�ation as improvements to manyof the input parameters (e.g. stellar libraries, model atmospheres, onvetion,144



Figure 3.35: Upper panel: Mg − Mr olors versus the mass deposit rate Ṁ asgiven by Chen et al. (2007) for galaxies in the lowest bin of magnitude (Mr >-21.5). Galaxies in Non Cool Core lusters are plotted aording to their olorswith a null value for Ṁ .Bottom panel: the same as in the upper panel, withgalaxies in the highest bin of magnitude (Mr <-21.5) mag.145



Figure 3.36: As in Figure 3.35 plotting u − r olors. Upper panel: Mg − Mrolors versus the mass deposit rate Ṁ for galaxies with Mr >-21.5 mag Bottompanel: Mg − Mr versus Ṁ for galaxies with Mr <-21.5 mag.146



Figure 3.37: Using SDSS magnitude measures, we show: Upper Left panel: Mg−
Mr versus Mr magnitude. Upper Right panel: Mu −Mr versus Mr magnitude.Middle Left panel: Mg−Mr versus Ṁ for the lowest bin in Mr magnitudeMiddleRight panel: Mg − Mr versus Ṁ for the highest bin in Mr magnitude.BottomLeft panel: Mu − Mr versus Ṁ for the lowest bin in Mr magnitude. BottomRight panel: Mu − Mr versus Ṁ for the highest bin in Mr magnitude.
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mass loss, mixing) ome to light.Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis models gives the pos-sibility for omputing the spetral evolution of stellar populations of di�erentmetalliities at ages.Others evolutionary population synthesis models for a wide range of metal-liities, ages, star formation histories, and Horizontal Branh morphologies, in-luding blue morphologies at high metalliity are given in Maraston (2005).We will use our broad band optial, NUV and NIR olors, together with anassumption for the IMF, and for the metalliity of CCC and NCCC lusters.Generally speaking, the UV light is sensitive to young stellar populationsor very old stellar populations like ore-helium burning low mass stars. Sinethe UV-optial olor is more sensitive to young stars than the optial olor, theUV information is useful to onstrain the mean stellar ages of galaxies (Yi et al.1999; Dorman et al. 2003). The NIR light is sensitive to the old stellar populationand metal abundane in a galaxy (Smail et al. 2001). Sine the optial light issensitive both to the age and metalliity of galaxies, the ombination of theinformation in the optial and NIR bands is useful to estimate the mean stellarage and mean stellar metalliity of galaxies (Smail et al. 2001; Chang et al. 2006;Lee et al. 2008a).The sensitivity of the near-UV to small amounts of young stellar populationsmakes it the ideal tool to quantify any young populations, or to rule out theirpresene down to very small levels. And the old bulk stellar populations of mas-sive early-type galaxies should makes the measuring small young omponentseasier.The evolution of the NUV-r olor, as a funtion of the age of the young om-ponent for a range of parameters, reveals that the young population dominatesthe UV wavelengths for even small young populations, with a weak dependeneon the mass fration, as shown, e.g., by Shawinski (2009).In pratie, sine the determination of the age and metalliity are beyondthe aim of this work, we will �x the metalliity and age of two �model� galaxies,one representing the �average� NCCC galaxy, and the other one representingthe average CCC galaxy.We will perform a omparison of the observed photometri SED to a libraryof SEDs fromMaraston (2005) and will ompute the appropriate model SED, fordi�erent star formation history (a onstant star formation of di�erent lengths,or a delining star formation).Table 3.5 report our preliminary alulation for an hypothetial mean olordi�erene of Mg −Mr =0.02 mag, using the stellar population synthesis modelsof Maraston (2005), using a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter 1955) and a metalliity,respetively, of Z=0.3*Z⊙ and Z=0.5*Z⊙ for NCCC and CCC (De Grandi &Molendi 2001).In this example we used a onstant star formation with three di�erent starformation length, respetively of 10, 100 and 500 Myr.One the mass fration of the last signi�ant starburst that ourred in agalaxy is determined, the SFR is given by the following equation:SFR = ∆Mtot/SFL×Mtot (3.31)where ∆Mtot is the mass fration involved in the star formation, SFL is thestar formation length used in the �t, and Mtot is the total mass of our model148



galaxy.Table 3.6: Derived star formation rates given di�erent star formation lengths,for a galaxy of 1012M⊙ and an hypothetial olor di�erene of Mg − Mr =0.02mag. (1) Adopted Star Formation Length (2) Fration of the total mass of thegalaxy involved in the star formation (3) Derived Star Formation Rate.SFL [Myr℄ ∆ Mtot SFR [M⊙/yr℄(1) (2) (3)10 5×10−5 5100 2×10−4 2500 1.7×10−3 3.4We see that in this �rst example we obtain SFR that are far away from theestimates of hundreds to thousands M⊙/yr from a pure ooling �ow models.We will ompare our �nal �ndings with the atual SFR measured in theliterature for some of the galaxies in our sample.3.6 Disussion and onlusionsGalaxy lusters are very important giant astrophysial laboratories providingus with a well haraterized physial environment ompared to �eld galaxies;they also allow the study of large oeval galaxy populations and enable theinvestigation of their evolution in onnetion with the hemial and thermalevolution of the embedding intraluster medium; given moreover the importaneof lusters as a test in osmologial models, they represent a key �eld of researhin the modern studies of formation and evolution of galaxies.A key topi in nowadays astrophysis is represented by the so alled AGNfeedbak.AGN feedbak is invoked to quenh star formation in massive galaxies, andin partiular it is required in galaxy formation and evolution models to preventthe so alled �ooling �ow problem�.In fat, it is long known that in most lusters the entral ooling time of thehot ICM is lower than the age of the luster. Moreover, there is an observeddrop of the gas temperature toward the enter of the luster. Put together,these evidenes suggest that there should be a strong ooling �ow of gas inthese lusters, with onsequent formation of new stars (Fabian 1994).Even if the mass deposit rate derived in �pure� ooling �ow model havebeen redued from the initial hundreds to thousands M⊙/year of �rst ROSATobservations, there is still no agreement between the ooling �ow predition andthe modern high quality Chandra and XMM-Newton spetra.The most suitable explanation is that the ooling gas is reheated and themehanism is believed nowadays to be AGN feedbak. Even if it is not yet learthe way in whih energy released by gas infalling to the entral supermassiveblak hole (SMBH) an heat the gas, energeti argument, and the presene ofSMBH in almost every galaxy, lead to the onlusion that AGN feedbak ouldsolve the ooling �ow problem, quenhing star formation.Still, even if muh e�orts have been made in the omprehension of the AGNfeedbak e�et on star formation in CCC galaxies, and several studies (e.g.149



Cardiel et al. 1998, Edge 2001, Goto 2005, Pipino et al. 2009, Crawford etal. 1999, Hiks & Mushotzky 2005 , Bildfell et al. 2008, Ra�erty et al. 2008,MNamara et al 2006, Wilman et al. 2006, O'Dea et al. 2008) showed that atleast some amount of star formation does exist in the entral galaxies of oolore lusters, it is still missing a quanti�ation of the mean di�erene in SFbetween CCC and NCCC galaxies.Moreover, the methods used in suh studies are usually time onsuming, andwhile they give vital lues for the understanding of galaxy luster physis, theylak the need of larger samples.We want to assess if broad band optial, NIR and UV olors an retain thedi�erenes in star formation between ool ore and non ool ore galaxies.We retrieved from the extended HIFLUGCS sample (Reiprih 2001, Reiprih& Böhringer 2002) the 20 brighter galaxies in the r band from the SDSS DR6for eah luster.Cluster properties, inluded the mass deposit rate in a pure ooling �owmodel, are taken from Chen et al. (2007).A further seletion on this initial sample was performed by piking galaxieswhose distane from the enter was less than 6 ∗ r180 along the line of sight andless than 0.05 ∗ r180 (about 150 kp) perpendiularly.We rejeted galaxies that, after a visual inspetion, revealed a spiral mor-phology, or ontamination by bright stars.Of the initial 20 galaxies seleted for eah luster only 1-6 were found in thesenew range of distanes � hanging the limits of our seletion doesn't hange themain results of this work.Our �nal sample onsist of 80 galaxies, of whih 53 belong to ool orelusters and 27 belong to non ool ore luster.We found NUV and K-band information for this sample by mathing it withGALEX (Martin et al. 2005; Morrissey et al. 2005) and 2MASS data (Skrutskieet al. 2006). Our �nal sample onsists of 80 galaxies (27 NCCC galaxies and 53CCC galaxies), of whih just 54 have a 2MASS ounterpart and only 21 have aGALEX ounterpart.A new analysis of SDSS images is needed beause the SDSS sky estimate isbiased high near bright galaxies (Abazajian et al. 2009) and this e�et leads tounderestimation of �ux and size of as muh as 30%, possibly more in the aseof D and luster galaxies.We used the IRAF pakages to perform sky subtration and galaxy �tting(imsur�t and ellipse pakages, mostly.)The surfae brightness pro�le from the images in r �lter were �tted with aDe Vauouleur pro�le; one retrieved, the e�etive radius re is kept �x while�tting the r and r surfae brightness pro�le.Some of the galaxies ould not be reliably �tted in u and/or g band, andwere rejeted. Our �nal sample onsist of 47 galaxies (20 NCCC and 27 CCCgalaxies).We ompared our measurements with the predition of Abazajian et al.(2009) for a set of simulated galaxies, and the di�erenes rSDSS − r versus oursr magnitudes indiate that we orretly estimated the e�et of the overestimatedsky in SDSS measures.K-orretion is performed following the method of Blanton et al. (2003),using the IDL routine korret.pro. 150



We notie that the two lasses of objet span the same range of magnitude,so that any di�erenes would not due to an o�set in the mean magnitude.Figures 3.30, 3.31, 3.32, 3.33 and 3.34 show respetively our olor-magnitudediagram Mg −Mr and Mu −Mr versus Mr, Mr −MK and MNUV −MK versusMK , and MNUV −Mr versus Mr for CCC and NCCC galaxies, showed as blueasterisks and red diamonds.Sine we are interested in the mean olor di�erene between the two samples,we �tted the olor-magnitude relation for all the data points to retrieve theslopes b for eah olor-magnitude relations.We then derived the zero points using the zp = 〈olor〉−〈mag〉∗b separatelyfor the two CCC and NCCC sample.This is under the hypothesis that galaxies both in CCC and NCCC followthe same olor-magnitude relation, and that the two samples di�er just for themean olors � so for the zero points.Table 3.4 summarizes the di�erenes between zero points (∆zp = zpCCC −zpNCCC) between CCC and NCCC samples for the various olor magnituderelations; as many as half of the ases show values that are ompatible with nodi�erenes within unertainties.This would mean that broad band olors are not enough sensible to quantifythe di�erenes in star formation between CCC and NCCC galaxies.However, we observe that the zero points are systematially positive, there-fore the di�erenes in mean olors are probably physially di�erent in our sam-ples; we notie that, while for example SDSS magnitude unertainties are om-puted just from photon statisti, we add also the unertainties oming from the�tting itself.We should add that we didn't orret in any way for the reddening due tothe dust in star forming galaxies, so that the di�erenes in olor we found arereally lower limits to the real di�erenes.The olor di�erenes we found are ompatible with CCC entral galaxies tohave reent or ongoing SF. Still, a pure ooling �ow model is exluded by our�ndings.Figures 3.35, 3.36, show the olors of ours galaxies versus the mass depositrate Ṁ =dM/dt [M⊙/year℄. We divided our galaxies in two bin of magnitude,around Mr =-21.5 mag. This value was hosen to assure a similar number ofgalaxies in both bins.In a pure ooling �ow model, we should observe a orrelation between themass deposit rate alulated from X-ray observations and the olors of galaxies,sine the star formation due to the ooling gas falling on the entral galaxiesshould give bluer olors in galaxies undergoing stronger star formation. In ourase, we don't see any orrelation.In the hypothesis of a pure passive luminosity evolution, one an interpretera mean olor di�erene as a di�erene in age.For example, CCC galaxies, bluer than NCCC, should be younger.Alternatively, it is perhaps more reasonable to assume that the overall popu-lation in CCC and NCCC galaxies is of the same age and type, and to alulateonsequently the SFR needed to aount for the CCC galaxies to be bluer.151



SFR will be derived from single stellar population models (SSP) of Maras-ton (2005).Preliminary alulations are shown in Table 3.5.SFR are predited assuming a test ∆(g − r) = 0.02 di�erene in mean olorfor three di�erent length of star formation (10, 100 and 500 Myr), and usingmetalliity, respetively, of Z=0.3*Z⊙ and Z=0.5*Z⊙ for NCCC and CCC galax-ies.We see that for a galaxy of 1012M⊙ we obtain a maximum SFR of 5 M⊙/yr,well below the predited one from mass deposit rate from pure ooling �owmodels of hundreds of M⊙/yr.3.6.1 Future workFuture work inlude the treatment of dust, and the atual measure of the SFRin CCC and NCCC galaxies.Distane onstraints will be re examined and more galaxies will be probablyinluded in the sample, so to study how rapidly the SF di�erenes disappearwith the radius, between CCC and NCCC lusters.We will ompare our �ndings with the results of the studies that obtain theSF in single galaxies, to test the reliability of broad band olors in assessing themean SF di�erenes between CCC and NCCC lusters.A further step will be done by mathing our sample with that of Ra�ertyet al. (2006) that present the most extensive luster sample with radio avityproperties.We will test if the di�erene between the SFR in individuals objets andthe mean SFR measured using the mean olor di�erenes shows any orrelationwith the estimated age of the last AGN episode, as traed by the radio avities.
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Chapter 4ConlusionsOne of the main themes in extragalati astronomy for the next deade will bethe evolution of galaxies over osmi time. It has, however, beome lear that theproperties and evolution of galaxies are intimately linked to the growth of theirSupermassive Blak Holes (SMBH). Understanding the formation of galaxies,and their subsequent evolution, will therefore be inomplete without leari�ngthe onnetion between the SMBHs and their host galaxies.The formation, assembly history, and environmental impat of the SMBHsthat are ubiquitous in the nulei of luminous galaxy today remain some of themain unsolved problems in osmi struture formation studies.In this thesis work we want to give our ontribution to this exiting frontierof astronomy.To understand galaxy evolution we need both tools that an help us to traethe behavior of SMBHs and their host galaxies at high redshift and in ativegalaxies, and to understand how AGN feedbak ats.So, this thesis work had two di�erent goals, all pointing to the same maintopi.The �rst part of the work was devoted to �nd a traer for the stellar veloitydispersion σ∗ in order to give a tool in the study of the M• − σ∗ relation evenin ative or high redshift galaxies, were the σ∗ annot be measured diretly.The seond part foused on the determination of the extent of the AGNfeedbak ability in re-heating the ooling gas in luster galaxies; this is the sub-jet of onsiderable interest today sine theoretial models still presents AGNfeedbak that produes red and dead elliptials while reent observations sug-gest that AGN feedbak annot be as e�ient as to ompletely suppress starformation4.1 Stellar veloity dispersion and the ionized gaskinematiThe stellar veloity dispersion σ∗ is a key parameter in studying galaxies andgalaxy evolution, sine it trae the bulge stellar mass and the kinematis of starsinside the host galaxy, and sine it is tightly onneted with the irular veloity
Vc (Pizzella et al. 2005) and with the mass of the super massive blak holes atthe enter of galaxies. 153



There is onsiderable interest in the abundane of supermassive blak holesin the loal universe (e.g. Yu & Tremaine 2002; Maroni et al. 2004; MLure& Dunlop 2004; Shankar et al. 2004; Yu & Lu 2004; Ferrarese & Ford 2005;Bernardi et al. 2007; Tundo et al. 2007), the evolution of the mass density inSMBHs over osmi times (e.g., Monao et al. 2000; Kau�mann & Haehnelt2000; Granato et al. 2001; Cattaneo & Bernardi 2003; Haiman et al. 2004;Hopkins et al. 2006; Lapi et al. 2006; Haiman et al. 2007; Shankar et al. 2008and referenes therein), and in the question of whether or not M• − σ∗ relationevolves.Unfortunately, σ∗ is di�ult to measure both in high redshift and ativegalaxies, where stellar absorption features an be overwhelmed by nonstellaremission from the nuleus. In these ases it has beome ommon to use seondaryindiators, suh as the width of the ionized gas emission lines from the NarrowLine Region (NLR). The NLR is thought to be near enough to the ative nuleusto be illuminated by the entral engine, and big enough to be dominated by thegravitational potential of the bulge (Wilson & Hekman 1985; Whittle 1992a,b).The [OIII℄λ5007 line is strong and ubiquitous in ative galaxies, and its highionization potential assures us of the fat that it is near the entral engine. Thishas suggested its use as a proxy for σ∗.However, diret omparison of [OIII℄λ5007 and σ∗ shows large satter (e.g.Nelson & Whittle 1996). And indiret omparisons, whih are typially basedon asking if the slope of the M• − σ∗ relation hanges when σ∗ is replaedwith σ[OIII], show that although some AGN populations have the same slope(Nelson 2000; Boroson 2003; Shields et al. 2003), others, partiularly NarrowLine Seyfert1s, do not (Grupe & Mathur 2004; Botte et al. 2005; Bian, Yuan &Zhao 2006). Reently, Greene & Ho (2005) have shown that beause the [OIII℄line an be asymmetri, there is some subtlety about whih measure of its widthis the best proxy for σ∗. But perhaps more worrying, they also found that thedi�erene ∆σ = σ[OIII] − σ∗ orrelates with the Eddington ratio Lbol/LEDD(whih measures the aretion rate of the entral engine) and this last quantityats as a third parameter. This suggests that [OIII℄ is more a�eted by the AGNthan one expets σ∗ to be, limiting its usefulness as a reliable traer of σ∗ forall galaxy types.Sine it is known that blueshifts and blue wings orrelate with the IonizationPotential (IP) of the line (de Robertis & Osterbrok 1984; Komossa et al. 2008;Rie et al. 2006), we want to test the feasibility of using a line that has a lowerIP than the [OIII℄ line as a traer of σ∗. The [NII℄ and Hα emission lines aregood andidates, having IPs of 14.5 eV and 13.6 eV, respetively, ompared to35.1 eV for [OIII℄. Moreover, sine our goal is to trae the gravitational potentialof the bulge � and not to �nd a proxy for M• � there is no ompelling reasonto rely on a traer oming from the NLR.We used the SDSS Main Galaxy Sample to selet our sample of emissionline galaxies, divided in three subsamples of AGN, Transition (TR) and StarForming (SF) galaxies using the diagnosti of Kewley et al. (2006).We performed a linear regression using three di�erent methods, namely, theOrthogonal Least Square Bisetor (OLS Bisetor), the Orthogonal Redution(OR), and the Redued Major Axis (RMA) as delined in Isobe et al. (1990).Sine in our sample the intrinsi satter in the data is high, the di�erent methodswill give results that are theoretially di�erent. Our subsequent disussion is154



nevertheless valid for eah of the three methods.We omputed then the slope, zero point, intrinsi satter and the orrelationof the relations using the method outlined in Tundo et al. (2007), sine themethods from Isobe et al. (1990) doesn't take into aount measurements errorsin both variables while our method does.What's more, while orthogonal methods are the best hoie when one is will-ing to understand the underling relation between two variables, when the goalis to �nd the atual relation that enable to transform the observed variable inanother one, one should pik a method that minimize the residuals of the depen-dent variable at a �xed value of the independent one, as it does the OLS (Y|X)method �and our, with the advantage of inluding the e�et of measurementerrors in both variables.We showed that [OIII℄ line do have a orrelation with σ∗; this orrelationis poor, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient ranging from 0.42 to 0.55 in thedi�erent subsamples (see Table 2.3). The slope of the relation is statistiallylower than unity, and the AGN sample shows the lowest value (see Table 2.4.3).Our results agree with the �ndings of other studies, that indiated slopeslower than unity. Gaskell (2009) proposes an equation for the σgas −σ∗ relationthat appears to be in agreement with ours.Hα and [NII℄ show a tighter relation, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ientof 0.60 and 0.62, respetively, in the AGN subsample (see Tables 2.3).Nevertheless, even in the ases of Hα and [NII℄ lines we found slopes thatare lower than unity, even if they are usually steeper than the slope of the
σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation (Table 2.4.3).While with [OIII℄ and Hα lines we �nd that the slopes in the SF and TRsamples are usually steeper than in the AGN sample, with [NII℄ we �nd in thethree subsamples slopes that agree within unertainties.All results from our measures of the intrinsi satter and of the orrelationoe�ient do show that [NII℄ and Hα lines are more tightly tied to σ∗ than[OIII℄.In partiularly, we �nd an intrinsi satter using the [NII℄ emission line thatis about 20% lower than in the ase of [OIII℄.We observe that the mean value of the ratio σgas/σ∗ is enhaned in AGNrather than in StarForming or Transition galaxies, as reported in Table 2.4.2.The fat that in the AGN sample the mean value of σgas/σ∗ is lose to unitymust not onfuse. We have σgas < σ∗ below σgas ∼ 100 km s−1, and σgas > σ∗above, and this e�et is muh more evident in AGN than in StarForming orTransition galaxies.This is aused by di�erent reasons. One is the fat that StarForming andStarBurst galaxies reah lower values of magnitude �and so, very roughly, ofmass and of veloity dispersion�, so that the numbers of points that are belowthe limits for whih σgas/σ∗ < 1 is greater than for AGN galaxies.The more important reason is that in StarForming or Transition galaxiesthe ionized gas is probably less perturbed by non-gravitational e�ets fromthe entral engine, so the measured σgas is subvirial as observed in quiesentgalaxies.The reason for the slope in the σ∗ − σ[OIII] relation to be lower than inthe ases of [NII℄ or Hα lines ould reside in the fat that [OIII℄ is nearer tothe entral engine in AGN, and onsequently an be more subjet to its non155



gravitational aeleration; σ[OIII] is then more broadened respet to [NII℄ orHα and its position in a σ∗ − σgas plot migrate toward higher value of σgas, solowering the slope of the relation.It is interesting to study the behavior of the Transition sample. σ[NII] and
σHα show slopes that are similar than in the ase of the StarForming , whilefor the [OIII℄ we see that the slope for the TR sample is intermediate betweenAGN and SF samples.This is explained by the proximity of [OIII℄ to the AGN respet to [NII℄or Hα. Sine TR galaxies an have a ertain amount of nulear ativity, anyaeleration e�et on the ionized gas will be more e�ient on the gas in theNLR. So, in TR galaxies we e�etively see that [NII℄ and Hα lines are lessa�eted by AGN ativities.We still see a slope lower than unity in SF galaxies probably due to twoe�ets. One is the perturbation to the gas kinemati due to the star formationitself. Shoks and heating from the burst of star formation an aelerate thegas even if the outome of these aelerations will be obviously small respet tothat of an AGN, and probably they would be diluted in an integrated spetrum.The seond reason is that in SF galaxies we ould still see the e�ets ofpossible past nulear ativity. In fat, even if diagnosti diagram an assure usthat a galaxy is undergoing star formation and in not an AGN now, nothingprelude that the galaxy ould have experiened some ativity in the past, sinethe idea that galaxies may have had multiple, periodi episode of AGN burstare nowadays ommonly aepted.We want to notie that the slope of the SF sample is higher in the ase ofthe [OIII℄. This e�et is primarily due to our onstraints in the minimum σgasand σ∗ allowed (atually, 50 km s−1). In fat, as we already notied, loweringour limits results in steeper slopes, so we heked that inreasing the limit to,e.g., 70 km s−1 auses the slopes in the SF sample to beome shallower in thease of the [OIII℄ line, while they remain almost unhanged using [NII℄ and Hαlines.Another lue of the fat that the di�erenes in the slope and satter in the
σgas − σ∗ relation is due to the fat that [OIII℄ is more subjet to aelerationfrom the AGN ativity, ome from the omparison of the [NII℄, Hα and [OIII℄measures.In e�et, if we look at Figures 2.23 we see that [NII℄ and Hα learly desribethe same kinematis, with a Pearson orrelation oe�ient for the σ[Hα]−σ[]NIIrelation of RP =0.95, while the relation between σ[OIII] and σ[NII] or σHα showsa poorer orrelation with RP ∼0.70 (see also Figures 2.25 and 2.24).We would expet in Figures 2.29, 2.30 and 2.31, sine rotation should tendto inrease the σ of emission lines, an inrease in the relative di�erene (σgas −
σ∗)/σ∗ at higher b/a, so for galaxies seen fae-on.This is not observed. So, sine b/a should be a parameter that play at leastsome role in the σgas − σ∗ relation we deided to test it.Our samples were divided in four bin of inlination, and we derived the best�t parameters of the σgas − σ∗ relation in eah bin.As Nelson & Whittle (1996), we found that b/a is not orrelated with σgas,as if the veloity �eld of the ionized gas is ompletely random respet to theinlination of the galaxy.A onlusive test of [NII℄ being a better traer for the stellar veloity disper-156



sion respet to the [OIII℄ line is represented by the fat that in a M•−σgas plot(see Figure 2.44, 2.45 and 2.46) the M• − σ[NII] presents the lowest satter.This is true when looking at moderately ative galaxies, while in low redshiftQSO and X-ray bright AGN (see Figure 2.47, 2.48 and 2.49) the orrelation ispoor in both [NII℄ and [OIII℄ lines, while it seems to be slightly stronger usingHα line.This e�et ould be due to a orrelation between the aretion of the SMBHand the FWHM of the broad emission lines, and hene of a orrelation betweenthe ativity of the AGN and the derived SMBH mass (Xu & Cao 2007), so thatgalaxies with an areting SMBHs have M• overestimated respet to galaxieswith a moderately ative nuleus.Still, we annot ompletely rule out the hypothesis that this e�et is dueinstead to an underestimation of our line width measures, but if this is the asewe should observe suh bias even in the samples of quiesent or moderatelyative AGN.This aspets needs further study.We suggest that in using a ionized gas as a traer for the stellar veloitydispersion, one should take into aount two points.The �rst one is that in any ase the slope of the relation between the gasand the stars is lower than unity, and that it must be alibrated depending onthe lass of galaxies studied.The seond point is that Hα and espeially [NII℄ show less satter and higherorrelation with stars than [OIII℄, and a lower ontamination from nulear ef-fets.We propose an equation for the σgas/σ∗ for eah of the three line, in thedi�erent subsamples, using di�erent regression methods.It has to be notied that due to its higher wavelength the [NII℄ line is observ-able in the optial up to a lower redshift than [OIII℄ line (see Table 2.7 for theobserved wavelengths of the emission lines at various redshifts); nevertheless,[NII℄ an be also observable in NIR spetra.4.1.1 Future workSine the use of the [OIII℄ line was proposed to trae the stellar veloity dis-persion in ative and far galaxies, it has to be remembered that the traer for
σ∗should: 1-be observable in far galaxies 2-be used also in individual ases andnot just statistially.It would be interesting to put together the three emission lines and to per-form a Prinipal Component Analysis to �nd if a ombination of di�erent linesould indiate a way to predit in a reliable way the stellar veloity dispersion.Another point of interest is to �nd other lines that ould be used as a traerfor the stellar veloity dispersion; in fat, sine the need for a proxy for σ∗omefor both ative galaxies and high redshift galaxies, we will need di�erent linesthat ould permit us to reah higher redshift.In future studies we will also retrieve more samples of galaxies with measured
M•; we will searh for di�erent types of galaxies to explore to whih extent wean use the ionized gas as a traer for the stellar veloity dispersion in di�erentlass of AGN, and to have some lues on the di�erent behavior of the M•−σgasrelation in suh galaxies. 157



4.2 AGN feedbak and the ooling �ow problemGalaxy lusters are very important giant astrophysial laboratories providingus with a well haraterized physial environment ompared to �eld galaxies;they also allow the study of large oeval galaxy populations and enable theinvestigation of their evolution in onnetion with the hemial and thermalevolution of the embedding intraluster medium; given moreover the importaneof lusters as a test in osmologial models, they represent a key �eld of researhin the modern studies of formation and evolution of galaxies.A key topi in nowadays astrophysis is represented by the so alled AGNfeedbak.AGN feedbak is invoked to quenh star formation in massive galaxies, andin partiular it is required in galaxy formation and evolution models to preventthe so alled �ooling �ow problem�.In fat, it is long known that in most lusters the entral ooling time of thehot ICM is lower than the age of the luster. More, there is an observed dropof the gas temperature toward the enter of the luster. Put together, theseevidenes suggest that there should be a strong ooling �ow of gas in theselusters, with onsequent formation of new stars (Fabian 1994).Even if the mass deposit rate derived in �pure� ooling �ow model havebeen redued from the initial hundreds to thousands M⊙/year of �rst ROSATobservations, there is still no agreement between the ooling �ow predition andthe modern high quality Chandra and XMM-Newton spetra.The most suitable explanation is that the ooling gas is reheated and themehanism is believed nowadays to be AGN feedbak. Even if it is not yet learthe way in whih energy released by gas infalling to the entral supermassiveblak hole (SMBH) an heat the gas, energeti argument, and the presene ofSMBH in almost every galaxy, lead to the onlusion that AGN feedbak ouldsolve the ooling �ow problem, quenhing star formation.Still, even if muh e�orts have been made in the omprehension of the AGNfeedbak e�et on star formation in CCC galaxies, and several studies (e.g.Cardiel et al. 1998, Edge 2001, Goto 2005, Pipino et al. 2009, Crawford etal. 1999, Hiks & Mushotzky 2005 , Bildfell et al. 2008, Ra�erty et al. 2008,MNamara et al 2006, Wilman et al. 2006, O'Dea et al. 2008) showed that atleast some amount of star formation does exist in the entral galaxies of oolore lusters, it is still missing a quanti�ation of the mean di�erene in SFbetween CCC and NCCC galaxies.Moreover, the methods used in suh studies are usually time onsuming, andwhile they give vital lues for the understanding of galaxy luster physis, theylak the need of larger samples.We want to assess if broad band optial, NIR and UV olors an retain thedi�erenes in star formation between ool ore and non ool ore galaxies.We retrieved from the extended HIFLUGCS sample (Reiprih 2001, Reiprih& Böhringer 2002) the 20 brighter galaxies in the r band from the SDSS DR6for eah luster.Cluster properties, inluded the mass deposit rate in a pure ooling �owmodel, are taken from Chen et al. (2007).A further seletion on this initial sample was performed by piking galaxieswhose distane from the enter was less than 6 ∗ r180 along the line of sight and158



less than 0.05 ∗ r180 (about 150 kp) perpendiularly.We rejeted galaxies that, after a visual inspetion, revealed a spiral mor-phology, or ontamination by bright stars.Of the initial 20 galaxies seleted for eah luster only 1-6 were found in thesenew range of distanes � hanging the limits of our seletion doesn't hange themain results of this work.Our �nal sample onsist of 80 galaxies, of whih 53 belong to ool orelusters and 27 belong to non ool ore luster.We found NUV and K-band information for this sample by mathing it withGALEX (Martin et al. 2005; Morrissey et al. 2005) and 2MASS data (Skrutskieet al. 2006). Our �nal sample onsists of 80 galaxies (27 NCCC galaxies and 53CCC galaxies), of whih just 54 have a 2MASS ounterpart and only 21 have aGALEX ounterpart.A new analysis of SDSS images is needed beause the SDSS sky estimate isbiased high near bright galaxies (Abazajian et al. 2009) and this e�et leads tounderestimation of �ux and size of as muh as 30%, possibly more in the aseof D and luster galaxies.We used the IRAF pakages to perform sky subtration and galaxy �tting(imsur�t and ellipse pakages, mostly.)The surfae brightness pro�le from the images in r �lter were �tted with aDe Vauouleur pro�le; one retrieved, the e�etive radius re is kept �x while�tting the r and r surfae brightness pro�le.Some of the galaxies ould not be reliably �tted in u and/or g band, andwere rejeted. Our �nal sample onsist of 47 galaxies (20 NCCC and 27 CCCgalaxies).We ompared our measurements with the predition of Abazajian et al.(2009) for a set of simulated galaxies, and the di�erenes rSDSS − r versus oursr magnitudes indiate that we orretly estimated the e�et of the overestimatedsky in SDSS measures.K-orretion is performed following the method of Blanton et al. (2003),using the IDL routine korret.pro.We notie that the two lasses of objet span the same range of magnitude,so that any di�erenes would not due to an o�set in the mean magnitude.Figures 3.30, 3.31, 3.32, 3.33 and 3.34 show respetively our olor-magnitudediagram Mg −Mr and Mu −Mr versus Mr, Mr −MK and MNUV −MK versusMK , and MNUV −Mr versus Mr for CCC and NCCC galaxies, showed as blueasterisks and red diamonds.Sine we are interested in the mean olor di�erene between the two samples,we �tted the olor-magnitude relation for all the data points to retrieve theslopes b for eah olor-magnitude relations.We then derived the zero points using the zp = 〈olor〉−〈mag〉∗b separatelyfor the two CCC and NCCC sample.This is under the hypothesis that galaxies both in CCC and NCCC followthe same olor-magnitude relation, and that the two samples di�er just for themean olors � so for the zero points.Table 3.4 summarizes the di�erenes between zero points (∆zp = zpCCC −zpNCCC) between CCC and NCCC samples for the various olor magnituderelations; as many as half of the ases show values that are ompatible with nodi�erenes within unertainties. 159



This would mean that broad band olors are not enough sensible to quantifythe di�erenes in star formation between CCC and NCCC galaxies.However, we observe that the zero points are systematially positive, there-fore the di�erenes in mean olors are probably physially di�erent in our sam-ples; we notie that, while for example SDSS magnitude unertainties are om-puted just from photon statisti, we add also the unertainties oming from the�tting itself.We should add that we didn't orret in any way for the reddening due tothe dust in star forming galaxies, so that the di�erenes in olor we found arereally lower limits to the real di�erenes.The di�erenes we found are ompatible in our opinion with CCC entralgalaxies to have reent or ongoing SF. Still, a pure ooling �ow model is exludedby our �ndings.Figures 3.35, 3.36, show the olors of ours galaxies versus the mass depositrate Ṁ =dM/dt [M⊙/year℄. We divided our galaxies in two bin of magnitude,around Mr =-21.5 mag. This value was hosen to assure a similar number ofgalaxies in both bins.In a pure ooling �ow model, we should observe a orrelation between themass deposit rate alulated from X-ray observations and the olors of galaxies,sine the star formation due to the ooling gas falling on the entral galaxiesshould give bluer olors in galaxies undergoing stronger star formation. In ourase, we don't see any orrelation.In the hypothesis of a pure passive luminosity evolution, one an interpretera mean olor di�erene as a di�erene in age.For example, CCC galaxies, bluer than NCCC, should be younger.Alternatively, it is perhaps more reasonable to assume that the overall popu-lation in CCC and NCCC galaxies is of the same age and type, and to alulateonsequently the SFR needed to aount for the CCC galaxies to be bluer.SFR will be derived from single stellar population models (SSP) of Maras-ton (2005).Preliminary alulations are shown in Table 3.5.SFR are predited assuming a test ∆(Mg − Mr) = 0.02 di�erene in meanolor for three di�erent length of star formation (10, 100 and 500 Myr), andusing metalliity, respetively, of Z=0.3*Z⊙ and Z=0.5*Z⊙ for NCCC and CCCgalaxies.We see that for a galaxy of 1012M⊙ we obtain a maximum SFR of 5 M⊙/yr,well below the predited one from mass deposit rate from pure ooling �owmodels of hundreds of M⊙/yr.4.2.1 Future workFuture work inlude the treatment of dust, and the atual measure of the SFRin CCC and NCCC galaxies.Distane onstraints will be re examined and more galaxies will be probablyinluded in the sample, so to study how rapidly the SF di�erenes disappearwith the radius, between CCC and NCCC lusters.160



We will ompare our �ndings with the results of the studies that obtain theSF in single galaxies, to test the reliability of broad band olors in assessing themean SF di�erenes between CCC and NCCC lusters.A further step will be done by mathing our sample with that of Ra�ertyet al. (2006) that present the most extensive luster sample with radio avityproperties.We will test if the di�erene between the SFR in individuals objets andthe mean SFR measured using the mean olor di�erenes shows any orrelationwith the estimated age of the last AGN episode, as traed by the radio avities.
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